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SUNMMRY

This Final Report summarizes the technical effort for contract
"Process Simulation and Modeling for Advanced Intermetallic
Alloys" undertaken under N00014-89-J-3166(R&T Project Number: DU
89005) at Clemson University with H. J. Rack, Professor of
Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy acting as Principal
Investigator. The report contains two major parts, Phase
Stability(Part 1) and High Temperature Deformation
Processing(Part 2).

Part 1 contains nine(9) papers describing the high temperature
phase stability of Ti-Al-Nb and Ti-Al-V intermetallic alloys,
primary attention being focused on the temperature regimes
normally associated with deformation processing. This effort has
demonstrated that interstitial or B stabilizing additions
drastically alter the elevated temperature phase equilihria
observed in these systems. Further, the presence of equilibrium
B has been shown to be prevalent throughout the normal range of
compositions being considered for commercial application.
Finally, the potential for synthesizing a stable B2 + y titanium
intermetallic alloys has been examined.

Part 2 contains three(3) papers which demonstrate the utility of
combining phase equilibria studies with Dynamic Material Modeling
to simulate and model the high temperature deformation processing
response of a + B and a2 + B titanium alloys.
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EFlECT Or V ON ELEVATED TIPKERATURE PHASE RELATIONS
IN TITANIUM ALUMINIDE8 CONTAINING 44 at. pct. Al

Prabir K. Chaudhury, I. Long and H. J. Rack
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634

ABSTRACT

Differential scanning calorimetry(DSC), complemented by in-

situ high temperature x-ray diffraction(HTXRD), has been utilized

to examine phase stability in V containing TiAl(L10 ) alloys over

the temperature range 298 to 1773 K. Observations from alloys

containing 4, 7 and 15 at. pct. V - 44 at. pet. Al - bal. Ti have

shown that increasing V content results in the stabilization of the

bee, 8, phase throughout the investigated temperature range. These

additions of V do not however influence either the a -> 2 + y

eutectoid temperature or the stability of a 2 within the a + a 2 + a

phase region.

IUTRODIJCTION

Gama titanium aluminide, TiA(L10), due to its low density,

excellent oxidation resistance and good elevated temperature

strength/modulus, shows great potential for elevated temperature

application[1-3]. However, its ambient temperature properties,

particularly its tensile ductility and fracture toughness remain

low(4]. Nevertheless improvements in the mechanical properties of

binary TiAl alloys have been achieved, a ductility of 2.7% having

been attained by minimizing Al content in the y phase(4,5],

limiting oxygen content to 370 ppm(6] and introducing a small

quantity of a second phase, a215,7]. However continued interest
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remains in achieving further enhancements in the ambient

temperature properties of TiAl based alloys, particularly if this

improvement could be accomplished without unduly sacrificing the

alloys elevated temperature performance. Noteable have been

attempts to introduce controlled quantities of the ductile 2 phase,

in a manner analagous to 2 (Ti 3AI) alloys, and to more closely

control the *2 + y Till alloy microstructure through appropriate

thermomechanical treatment[4]. The ultimate success of either of

these approaches will however require a more detailed knowledge of

elevated temperature phase equilibria in complex Ti-AI-X alloy

systems. The current study therefore has considered the effects of

V, a known B isomorphous stabilizing element, on phase stability in

a 44 at. pct (*2 + T) Tial alloy, the latter representing a two-

phase 2 + y alloy.

XPURIINIT PKOCZl3Z

The chemical compositions of the triple vacuum melted alloys

utilized in this investigation are tabulated in Table 1.

Differential scanning calorimetry, using a Stanton

Redfera/Omnitherm DOC 1500 thermal analysis system, was the primary

experimental tool for this investigation. Modification of the

instrument was necessary to ensure that the heating/cooling

experiments were unaffected by the test environment. As depicted

schematically in Fig. 1, this involved replacement of the original

atmosphere control system with a seamless stainless delivery

system, incorporation of a titanium gettering furnace and placement

of an in-situ titanium getter in the hot zone of the furnace. The
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purity of the reconfigured system was established by repeated

heating/cooling of a high purity a-Ti sample, the lack of change in

the 2 transus temperature being taken as evidence of the system's

ability to maintain atmosphere control.

DSC samples, weighing between 50 and 110 ag, were cut from the

cast alloys with a rotating diamond blade, and washed with

acetone/alcohol. Phase transformation temperatures utilizing the

modified DSC apparatus were determined from 973 to 1748 K with

duplicate samples during both heating and cooling in a high purity

argon atmosphere at a rate of 20K/min. The DSC instrumental

baseline was obtained using both empty pans and a high purity A£103

(sapphire) powder sample, with temperature calibration being

performed with A1203 and high purity lin standards[8].

High temperature x-ray diffraction experiments were undertaken

to complement the DSC experiments. These utilized a Scintag

diffractometer equipped with a high temperature furnace/vacuum

chamber, which had again been modified in a manner similar to that

outlined above for the DSC apparatus, to introduce and maintain an

high purity inert argon gas atmosphere at a desired pressure. The

high temperature x-ray diffraction samples, having dimensions of 10

- x 25 = x 0.25 um, were prepared by wafering and grinding, with

final preparation involving removal of 20 pam minimum surface layer

by chemical thinning in a bath of 10 ml HNO3 + 5 ml HF + 50 ml 320

to eliminate deformation layer due to previous grinding. Samples

were stored in a vacuum dessicator after washing in methanol, water

and ethanol, and drying in air.
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Initially, ambient temperature 28 scans froam 15 - 90" were

obtained, the sample then being heated through a series of

temperatures from 673 - 1773 K, diffraction spectra being collected

at pro-selected temperatures. Typically, three to four samples of

each alloy were examined, with rocking curves being obtained where

doemed necessary to verify the presence, or absence, of phases at

elevated temperatures. It should be noted however that this X-ray

diffraction technique looses its sensitivity when volume fractions

of the phases being identified are below approximately 5 percent.

In addition, the large grain size of the alloys examined in this

study precluded quantitative phase determination. Following data

collection, the x-ray diffraction spectra were analyzed and the

peaks indexed utilizing an iterative computer program that is

capable of fitting the observed data to given cell structures using

a least squares procedure.

RESULTS

The results of the DOC observations are shown in Figs. 2 thru

4. On heating, Ti-44AI-4V exhibited three distinct trans-

formations, Fig. 2(a), however, only two transformations were noted

on cooling, Fig. 2(b). Increasing V content also tended to blur

the distinction between the two lower temperature trans-formations

observed in Ti-44AI-4V, compare Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) with Fig. 2(a),

while the presence of the two cooling transformations was

replicated in Ti-44A1-7V and Ti-44AI-15V, Figures 3(b) and 4(b).

Finally, the DSC results obtained upon heating Ti-44AI-15V 4

suggested the presence of a transformation initiating below 1250 K,
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this transformation not being observed in either Ti-44A1-4V or Ti-

44A1-7V.

Typical x-ray diffraction data obtained for Ti-44A1-15V are

presented in Fig. 5. These data show that Ti-44A1-15V was two

phase(B + y) from 298 to 1198 K. At higher temperatures a2(DO1,)

fo.mation occurred and Ti-44A1-1SV became three phase, a2 + 13 + y.

Ultimately above 1358 K the y phase disappeared, above 1548 K the

*2 phase disordered to a phase, and finally, above 1673 K,

Ti-44A1-1SV was single phase p.

Similar elevated temperature phase transitions involving

transformation from a three phase *2 + a + y to a three phase

a + *2 + Y alloy, disappearance of the ordered a2 phase, and finally

transformation to a single phase B alloy were observed in Ti-44A1-

4V and Ti-44A1-7V. However, neither of these alloys exhibited the

8 + y to *2 + 5 + y transition observed in Ti-44A1-15V, both were

three phase *2 + B + Y at 298 K, although the quantity of B in

Ti-44A1-4V was low, approaching the resolution of the diffraction

techniques.

DZISCU8SIO

The combined observations of the differential scanning

calorimetry and in-situ high temperature x-ray diffraction

experiments can be utilized to establish the range of phase

stability for the Ti-44Al-zV alloys examined. Ambient temperature

X-ray analysis indicates that increasing V content leads to a

decrease in @2 stability and increased stabilization of the bcc, 3,

and y phases. For example, detection of the B phase was difficult
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in Ti-44A1-4V, suggesting that this alloy contained a maximum of 5

volume percent B, *1 and y being the predominant phases present at

ambient temperatures, while *2 was absent in Ti-44 &l-15 V, a two

phase B + y alloy at ambient temperatures.

Table 2 lists the temperatures for the a + B -> B transus as

determined from the DSC experiments, the B transus temperature for

binary Ti-44Al[9] also being included for comparison. These

results indicate that an approximate 35K difference in 8 transus

temperature was observed when determined by DSC heating and cooling

experiments. Prior studies[10] of B transus determination in Ti-

6&l-4V utilizing both DSC and metallographic methods suggest that

this difference is due to the initial sluggishness of the S -> a +

B reaction on cooling and that the B transus as determined during

heating gives a more accurate B transus temperature.

Notwithstanding this difference, the DSC results do indicate that

increasing V content rssults in a decrease in the B transus

temperature.

In contrast, the a -> a2 + y eutectoid temperatures were, as

determined through either DSC heating or cooling experiments,

within experimental accuracy, identical, Table 3. Comparison with

the eutectoid temperature reported for Ti-44k1[9], indicates that

the addition of V, at least within the range investigated, has a

negligible effect on the a -> *I + y eutectoid temperature. This

lack of sensitivity to V content is apparently associated with

extensive partitioning of V to the S phase, the latter phase not

participating in the invariant eutectoid reaction.
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The extent and importance of this partitioning was reinforced by

in-situ x-ray observations which showed that a2 stability, as

characterised by the temperature for completion of a + a2 + 8 -> a

+ A transformation, was relatively unaffected by the range of V

additions considered in this investigation, Table 4.

Based on the combined DSC and x-ray results, it is possible to

describe the phase transformations expected in Ti-44A1-zV alloys

during heating/cooling:

TI-44"1 -4V:

1373 1540 1711
02+0+T - 02:+4+ - *+a - 0

Ti-44"I-7V:

1378 1538 1676
a2S÷T a2÷a+5 - a+B -

TI-441-ISV:

1198 1358 1538 1643
8 ÷+y - 02+y0 - 02 +0+0 a+0 -

where the V enriched 8 phase does not participate in the

02 + T -) a eutectoid reaction.

Finally, a comparison of the present results with currently

available Ti-Al-V ternary isotherms at 1073 and 1273 K[11] shows

that while the phase equilibria observed in Ti-44AI-7V agrees with

both isotherms, differences exist for the other two alloys. The

prior isotherms indicate Ti-44AI-4V to be *2+T and Ti-44AI-15V to

be 5+T at both 1073 and 1273 K. However, the present results show

that Ti-44AI-4V is a three phase +÷0+y alloy at 1048 K and remains
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in the three-phase field well above 1273 K. In contrast, Ti-44A1-

1SV, was observed to be in the 0+T phase field at 1073 K,

transforming to a a2+0+y alloy above 1200 K.

OMCLUSIOMB

1. The addition of V to 2 + y Ti-44A1 results in

(a) an increase in the ambient temperature stability of

the B and y phases, and

(b) a decrease in the 8 transus temperature.

2. V additions, in contrast, have a negligible effect on

(a) the a -> a2 + y eutectoid transformation temperature, or

(b) the elevated temperature stability of a2 within the

a + *2 + y phase field.

This research was sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency undo, the contract N00014-89-J-3166 supervised by

Mr. W. Barker and monitored by Dr. 0. Yoder of the Office of Naval
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direction of Dr. P. Bania. Initial X-ray investigations were

undertaken in cooperation with the High Temperature Materials

Laboratory at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Finally, the

experimental assistance provided by R. Gallahorn is gratefully

acknowledged.
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TABLZ 1 : Chemical Composition of Ti-Al-V Alloys.

Allot ,___Ziemnts (wt.%) .,.

Al V Ie 0 N Ti

Ti-44A1-4V 30.5 5.03 0.091 0.076 0.004 Sal.

Ti-44AI-7V 30.55 8.92 0.095 0.067 0.006 Bal.

Ti-44A1-1sV 30.45 19.8 0.120 0.056 0.012 Dal.
- im • im
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TABLE 2: S-Trazasua Temperatures at Ti-Al-V Ailloys

Allay TýmPorature(K)
____________s eating Icooling

Ti-44&l 1730

Ti-44&1-4V 1711. 1680

Ti-44A1-7V 1676 1641

Ti-44Al-15V 1643 1603
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YuBLI 3: Eutectoid ?emporatures of Ti-Al-V Alloys

Alloy Tauperaturo(K)

_____________BeUating Cooling

F Tri-44A1 1390

Ti-44Al-4V 1373 1383

Ti-44A1-7V 1378 1373

Ti-44&l-15V 1358 11376

40
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TABLE 4: *2 Stability Temperature

A1 107 Tomporature(K)

Yi-44A1-4V 1540

Yi-4A1 -7V 1538

Ti-44&1-1SV 1538
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Ti-AI-V TERNARY PHASE STABILITY AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

Prabir K. Chaudhury and H. J. Rack
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634

Tenary additions of the beta isomorphous elements, Nb, V, Mo and Ta, have long been known to improve the
ambient temperature ductility and fracture toughness of a2 (Ti3AI) and y (TiAl) intermetallic alloys [ 1 - 4]. In the fo
the increase has been related to the stabilization of the ductile 0 phase, while the latter enhancement has been related to
changes in tewagonality, unit cell volume, twin density and/or electronic structure. Control of the mechanical properties
of ternary and more complex o2(Ti3 Al) and j(Ti Al) intermetallic alloys will require optimization of their prio
thermomechanical history. Such control can be achieved through a knowledge of relevant high temperature ph
equilibria; indeed, establishment of appropriate phase equilibria in the Ti-Al-Nb ternary system continues to be the subjec
of an extensive investigation at the University of Wisconsin [5].

The earliest study of the Ti-AI-V system is that reported by Raman [6], who presented an isotherm at 1373
Hashimow et al (7] extended this study to lower temperatures, i.e., 1073 and 1273 K. Neither investigation, however
considered alloys that would be expected to fall within the o2 + yphase field. In addition, neither reported the intersti i
conuent (0 + N + C) of their alloys, thereby neglecting the important influence that interstutials may have in Ti-Al-
elevated temarwa phase stability. Finally these studies utilized samples that had been quenched from elev
temperansre, subsequent phase determination involving room temperature x-my analysis. This procedure may yieil
spurious results; for example, Blackburn (8] has shown that the a --+ (2 transformation cannot be suppressed at dilute
comp~ositons. In addition, quenching can result in complex phase transformations; for example, quenching Ti-Al-
alloys from the 0 phase field may lead to formation of o:2, [3o, an ordered bcc structure, 0o or 0, an orthorombic phas
(9-16].

Accordingly, this communication presents the preliminary results of a re-examination of the Ti-AI-V syste
emphasizingalloys in the cC2 + 7, O2 + P, 5 + y and (%2 + P y phase fields. The principal experimental procedure utili
was in-situ high t=mperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD).

Exgedmntal Procedures

The chemical compositions (in wt.%) of the five Ti-Al-V alloys prepared by TIMET, Inc., Henderson, Nev
are presented in Table 1. These alloys were received as 15 kg. triple vacuum melted ingots. Thin slices for high te
x-ray diffraction were removed from these ingots by wafering, grinding and chemical thinning in a solution of 10
HNO3 + 5 ml HF + 50 ml H20 to a final dimension of 10 mm x 25 mm x 0.2 mm. The HTXRD specimens were th
washed in methanol, water and ethanol, and dried.

Duplicate x-ray diffraction patters were obtained utilizing Cu Ka radiation with a high temperature vacuum/in
atmosphere chamber having a dual resistance heating arrangement, i.e., Ta strip and shell heaters. To ensure an oxyge
free inert atmosphere, the chamber was repeatedly evacuated and flushed with gettered argon gas, with, in addition, p
Ti gettering coils being placed between the shell and the strip heaters for in-situ oxygen removal. Specimens were hea
at 40 K/min, to 1073, 1273 and 1373 K, either in 50 to 100 K increments, allowing 5 - 10 mrin. at every temperature,
directly to the desired temperature. Temperatures were monitored by a c-type thermocouple attached to the specimen
and maintained within ±t 0.5 K using a microcontroller.
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The x-ray diffraction data collected were analyzed and peaks indexed utilizing a computer program that fit th,.
observed 29 angles, calculating, by a least square fit, appropriate lattice parameters through successive approximation.

Results And Discussion

Typical x-ray diffraction patterns of V5 at 1073 and 1273 K are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Due to the large grain
size in the cast material it was not possible to observe all diffracting planes for each of the phases, and the peak intensities
do not, therefore, represent those expected from a randomly oriented polycrystalline specimen. The diffraction patterns
shown were obtained immediately after attaining thermal equilibrium, Figures 1 a and 2a, following a one hour isothermal
hold, Figures lb and 2b, and finally, following two hours at temperature, Figures Ic and 2c. These results, which were

* replicated by &lU alloys examined, indicate that no change in phase identity, only peak intensities changes due to grain
growth and/or re-orientation, was occasioned by prolonged exposure at these elevated temperantures. This confirms that.
at least for the Ti-Al-V system, thermodynamic equilibria can be achieved utilizing the current experimental procedures.

Phase identification at 1073,1273 and 1373 K for all alloys is summarized in Table 2. Ternary isotherms at 1073.
1273 and 1373 K have been drawn based on these results and incorporating those of Hashimoto et al (7], Figures 3a and

* 3b, and Raman (61, Figure 3c. While the majority of the results are consistent with these prior investigations, some
differences in phase boundary location do exist. For example, Figures 3a and b indicate that the o2 + 0 + yphase-field at
1073 and 1273 K exist to lower V contents 4 at. pct versus 7 at. pct as originally reported by Hashimoto et al [7].
Furthermore, examination of the three isotherms suggests that both the 13 and y phase fields expand with increasing
temperature, and that the extent of the z2 + 03 + y three-phase field initially increases with increasing temperature from
1073 to 1273 K, then contracts at higher temperatures, 1373 K.

Sun= an d flu

This study has shown that high temperature x-ray diffraction can be utilized to establish phase equilibria in Ti-Al- V
alloys. The results indicate that the ternary %2 + 13 + y phase field may be wider than previously recognized, while both
the P and yphase fields expand with increasing temperature.
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TABLE I. Chemical composition of the Ti-AI-V alloys.

Alloys Elements (wt.%)
Al V Fe 0 N Ti

V4 20.4 11.6 0.135 0.063 0.008 Bal

V5 27.95 5.11 0.093 0.085 0.004 Bal

V6 30.5 5.03 0.091 0.076 0.004 Bal.

V7 30.55 8.92 0.095 0.067 0.006 Bal

V8 30.45 19.8 0.120 0.056 0.012 Bal.

TABLE 2: Equilibrium phase constituents at 1073, 1273 and 1373 K.

Alloy Composition 1073 K 1273 K 1373 K
aL% Ti-AI-V

V4 59-32-9 a2_+_ a2+f3 _%2+Z2+0

Vs 57-39-4 a2_+___+_ Y a2+ 3+T Y t2+1+Y
V6 52-44-4 o2+0+y (x2+13+7 (X2+0+Y

V7 49-44-7 x2+0+7 a2+0+7 a2+0+Y

V8 41-44-15 P+Y a2+0+Y (%2+5+y

CS 4.4,36 R.?76 2.f=i I.?= 1.?41 1.~4 1. 1" 69 190
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Figure 1. High temperature x-ray diffraction patterns for V5 alloy immediately after thermal equilibrium, after one
hour and after two hours at 1073 K.
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Abstract

The elevated temperature phase stability of investment cast and HIP'ed near-gamma Ti-48AI-
2Nb-2Mn containing 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 7 vol.% TiB2 has been investigated utilizing in-situ high
temperature x-ray and thermal analysis. These studies have shown that the following reversible
solid state phase transformations occur

a2 +-y-- a +y--- a+ +y---- i3+y
It is proposed that these reactions involve a low temperature eutectoid transformation, ot + y---
a, followed by • precipitation and y dissolution, and ultimately a high temperature peritectoid
reaction, a ---+ + y.

Changes in the transformation temperatures associated with each of the proposed reactions are
not directly related to the TiB2volume fraction, rather these appear to be controlled by the total
interstitial content of each alloy.
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Introduction

Because of their combination of low density and high temperature properties, near-Y
titanium aluminides are attractive candidates for applications in advanced turbine engines and
airframe designs. While they combine good oxidation resistance, relatively high modulus and
good strength retention at high temperature [1], their low toughness and low room-temperature
ductility, <3.5%, has restricted their applicability. Fortunately recent investigations have
demonstrated that significant gains in fracture toughness can be achieved thru use of appropriate
processing methods and heat treatments. For example, a fully lamellar (on+y) microstructure,
which may be achieved thru heat treatment high in the (O%+y) phase field, displays a higher
fracture toughness than does an equiaxed microstrncture [1-5].

While thermal treatments alone may be utilized to promote the (o%+^) lamellar
microstructure, these treatments are typically accompanied by an increase in grain size and
therefore a further reduction in tensile ductility [3,4]. Other studies suggest that the formation
of the (%n+y) lamenlar microstructure may be enhanced in binary TiAI thru the addition of TiB 2
particles [6]. In addition, these particles have the further beneficial effect of promoting a decrease
in ca2y colony size [71 and grain size [8-11]. When combined, i.e., a decreased colony/grain size
and a (o%+y) lamenlar microstructure, these results suggest that TiB 2 containing titanium
aluminides may have both enhanced fracture toughness and tensile ductility when compared to
unreinforced alloys.

Further advancements in utilizing this approach to improve the mechanical properties of
near-y titanium aluminides should be possible once the stability and performance of these
materials are understood. The present investigation was therefore undertaken to determine the
phase stability of a prototypical near-y alloy, Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn, containing various volume
fractions of titanium diboride.

Exoerimental Procedures

Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn ingots, Table I, with 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 7 vol.% TiB2 were produced by
double vacuum arc remelting (VAR), TiB2 being introduced via the XDm process [11].
Cylindrical bars of 15.875mm X 203.2 mm were then investment cast and HI-P'ed for 4 hours
at 1533 K and 175 MPa, HIP'ing being terminated by cooling to room temperature at a rate less
than 30 K/min.

Optical microscopy of these cast and HIP'ed materials showed that unreinforced Ti-48AI-
2Nb-2Mn had a microstructure consisting of (xn-vy) lamellar colonies, L, and equiaxed gamma
grains, G, Figure 1. In contrast, scanning electron microscopy reveals that the introduction of
TiB2 led to a reduction in grain size and a completely (a2+y) lamellar microstructure, Figure 2
[7-101.

Three TIB2 morphologies were observed in these materials, the diboride phase evolving
from a predominantly lacey structure at 0.5 vol.%, figure 2(a), to needles and blocky particles
at 1 and 2 voL%, figures 2(b) and 2(c), and finally to predominantly blocky particles at 7 vol.%,
figure 2(d). A similar evolution of the titanium boride morphology has been reported by others
[8,12,13], who further confirmed by x-ray diffraction of the extracted particles [8] and by •
transmission electron microscopy [12,13] that all three morphologies are indeed TiB2.
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Table I
Alloy Composition

ALLOY # 02 Al Nb Mn TiB2"

(ppm) (at%) (at%) (at%) (vol%)

TARGET <800 48.0 2.0 2.0 -

NMO - 48.1 2.0 1.4 0

NMO.5 539 47.4 2.0 1.7 0.5

NM1 540 47.0 1.9 1.6 1

NM2 560 47.4 2.0 1.6 2

NM7 620 46.9 1.8 1.5 7

"Calculated from the analyzed boron contents.

The high temperature stability of these alloys was assessed using calorimetric differential
thermal analysis (CDTA)[14] and high temperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD)[15]. Phase
transformation temperatures were determined from calorimetric observations between 873 K and
1703 K during both heating and cooling at rates of 5, 10, 20 and 40 K/min. The samples, having
been placed in alumina crucibles, were introduced into a Stanton Redcroft / Omnitherm DSC
1500 thermal analysis system modified to be run in a flowing high purity (1 ppb) argon

In order to determine the reaction temperatures associated with each transformation, both
the heat flow 1, normalized per unit mass (mJ.sec'.mg'), and its first derivative with respect to
temperature, J'=dJ/dT (mJ.sec-I.mg7'.deg 1'), were recorded. Transformation temperatures were
determined from the CDTA thermograms by establishing those temperatures where the J and J'
curves deviated from the baseline, and in the case of overlapping peaks, where the J' curve
exhibited a curvature anomaly.

Additionally, high tem-erature x-ray diffraction studies were undertaken to identify the
various phases present at elevated temperature. The procedure utilized a Scintag 1500
diffractometer equipped with a high temperature/vacuum chamber modified to introduce and
maintain a high purity inert argon gas atmosphere at a desired pressure of 0.60 Pa. HTXRD
samples, having dimensions of 8 mm X 20 mm X 0.25 mm, were prepared by wafering and
grinding, with final preparation involving chemical removal of a 20 pm minimum surface layer
in a bath of 10 ml HNO3 + 5 ml HF + 50 ml H20, followed by washing in ethanol and water,
drying in air and finally, storage in a vacuum dessicator.

Initially, ambient temperature 20-scans from 15 to 850 were obtained. The sample was
then heated at a rate of 20K/min, up to 1703K with diffraction spectra being acquired at selected
temperatures. Typically, data were recorded after a 5-minute stabilization period at temperature
with data acquisition lasting 7 minutes. Four to five samples of each alloy were examined, with
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rocking curves being obtained where deemed necessary to verify the presence, or absence, of
phases at elevated temperatures. Finally, following data collection, the x-ray diffraction spectra
were analyzed and the peaks indexed utilizing an iterative computer program capable of fitting
the observed data to given cell structures using a least squares method.

Results

Tt-48A1-2Nb-2Mn

Calorimetric differential thermal analysis, Figures 3(a) and 3(b), showed that, independent
of heating/cooling rate, three reversible reactions, T1 thru T3, were observed during heating and
cooling of unreinforced Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn. In addition, a fourth reaction, T4, was observed on
heating and was associated with melting of the CDTA sample. Temperatures for the onset and
completion of these reactions are summarized in Table H. X-ray diffraction analysis of Ti-48AI-
2Nb-2Mn suggested that this alloy was two phase (c2+y) at room temperature, Figure 4(a)'.

Upon heating no discernable differences in x-ray results were observed until 1523K, at
which temperature the (110)0 appeared, the structure now consisting of cc + y + A, the %2 having
disordered. A further temperature increase to 1623K resulted in an increase in the D peak
intensities relative to the y peaks. Finally, above 1623K, the alloy was two-phase 0 + y, all
evidence of ( having disappeared.

Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn/TiB.,

Typical calorimetric differential thermal analysis results for both heating and cooling of
the TiB2 reinforced Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn alloys are illustrated for Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mnf7 vol. % TMB 2
in Figure 3(c) and 3(d). The three solid state reactions observed, TlT2 and T3, as well as that
associated with melting, T4, were similar to those found in unreinforced Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn, see
Table I.

Correspondingly, ambient and elevated temperature x-ray diffraction results for the TiB 2

reinforced Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn were similar to those of the unreinforced alloy, Figure 4(b). For
example, at low temperatures Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn/7 vol. % TiB2 was , 2 + y, transforming to a +
y + above 1548K and finally to + y above 1648K.

1 It was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy that no
Sphase is present at room temperature.

1§, -
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Table 11
Transformation Temperatures

HEATING HEATING HEATING COOLING COOLING COOLING

TI T2 T3 T4 T3 T2 TI
onst onset onset onset onset onset

complete complete complete complete complete complete

NMO 1458 1536 1623 1690 1628 1603 1465
1485 1623 1646 1597 1563 1438

NMO.5 1470 1515 1626 1677 1625 1621 1476
1498 1626 1659 1600 1584 1445

NM1 1468 1513 1620 1670 1628 1615 1485
1486 1620 1661 1605 1590 1468

NM2 1475 1519 1625 1666 1633 1611 1483
1490 1625 1656 1604 1590 1463

NM7 1529 1555 1630 1664 1648 1633 1568
1539 1630 1652 1633 1603 1521

- -
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Discussion

The combined thermal analysis and x-ray diffraction observations can be utilized to
examine the influence of TiB2 addition on phase stability in Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn. In general,
independent of TiB2 content, beating/cooling results in the following solid state transformations:

o 2+Y,----* a+----+ a+03+ _---_ P+
with melting occurring at the highest temperatures examined. Comparison of the calorimetric
differential thermal analysis results, Table II, with the HTXRD results supports the suggestion
that reaction TI, occurring at approximately 1470 K for NMO and 1530 K for NM7, is the
eutectoid transformation %.+,y --- , i.e., a2 is not observed above TI. In addition, the TI
reaction occurrs at temperatures close to the reported eutectoid temperature in binary Ti-48.65AI,
1450 K [171. Precipitation of 0 commences at temperatures between TI and T2, with 12
corresponding to increasing 0 precipitation and dissolution of y. T3 then coincides with the
proposed ct ---+ 3+y peritectoid transformatior. The results also indicate that, in contrast with
binary TI'AIITiM2 alloys, a is not the high temperature equilibrium phase for Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn,
a two-phase P + y region existing in the latter alloy immediately below the solidus. This
difference between the Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn and binary alloys [6] is presumably due to the A3-
stabilizing effect of the two additions, i.e. Nb and Mn. Failure of previous investigators [18] to
recognize the presence of the 0 + y phase field at high temperature during their study of Ti-48AI-
2Nb-2Mn is not surprising, CDTA by itself not being able to define the reactant or the product
phases participating in a phase transformation.

Finally, the results suggest that the influence of the TiB2 reinforcements on the
transformation temperatures is not directly correlatable to the T'B 2 volume fraction. Rather it
appears that the transformation temperatures are more directly related to the total interstitial
content (O+N+B+C+H). For example, the eutectoid transformation temperature increases with
increasing interstitial content. Further study continues towards quantifying this interstitial effect.

Conclusions

The elevated temperature phase stability of investment cast and HIP'ed near-g'nnma Ti-
48AI-2Nb-2Mn containing 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 7 vol.% T'B 2 involves the following reversible solid
state phase transformations:

2+T,--- a_+ ---- x a+3-iY--> -_,+Y
These reactions involve a low temperature eutectoid transformation, % + y ----4 a. a precipitate 0
reaction leading to the presence of the j0 phase and a high temperature peritectoid, ac ---- +
1.

The total interstitial content seems to have much more influence on the phase stability of
these materials than the TiB2 content.
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Figure 1. Optical micrograph of Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn illustrating mixed microstructure consisting
of equiaxed y grains [G] and (oh + y)lamelar colonies, [L].
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Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs illustrating TiB 2 morphology in Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn
contining (a) 0.5 vol. % Ti 2, (b) 1 vol. % TM2, (c) 2 vol. % TiE 2, and (d) 7 vol. % TiB2.
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Abstract

The elevated temperature phase stability of triple vacuum melted and forged Ti-25AI-
1 lNb has been investigated utilizing optical microscopy, calorimetric differential thermal analysis
and in-situ high temperature x-ray diffraction. These studies have shown that slow cooling after
forging resulted in a microstructure consisting of primary, blocky a 2 colonies (a2e) in a matrix
of secondary, "basketweave° a2 (oc2s) + transformed disordered P3 (5) + orthorhombic phase 0.
Upon continuous heating sequential dissolution of orthorhombic 0 and the morphologically
distinct ordered %2 phases was observed, with %2 disordering to (x below the -3 transus. Similar
reversible transformations were observed on cooling from the 03 phase field; the quantities of mp
and as in the alloy microstructure after cooling being rate dependent, decreasing cooling rate
increasing the volume fraction of a2p.
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Introduction

Ti3AI hased intermetallic alloys (based on the a2 phase, ordered hcp, DO,, structure)
exhibit superior elevated temperature strength and creep resistance when compared to
conventional titanium alloys. Their low ambient temperature ductility and fracture toughness has,
however, required alloy modification. Among several modifications investigated, the most
promising involves incorporation of P stabilizers, such as Nb, V and Mo, to levels which result
in the introduction of controlled quantities of a ductile 0 phase (1). One of the most interesting
alloys in this regard is the commercial Ti-24AI-1 lNb alloy. While the addition of niobium in this
alloy promotes the formation of a two phase a2+0 (or ordered P, k with the CsC1 structure B2)
mixture (2,3), recent investigations of the Ti3AI-Nb pseudo-binary system (3-7) have
demonstrated that complex phase relationships exist in this system. For example, depending upon
exact alloy chemistry and prior thermo-mechanical history phases reported in the Ti3Al-Nb
system include 0 (disordered bcc) (6,7), N (ordered bcc, B2 structure) (8), a (disordered hcp)
(9), aC2 (ordered hcp, DO19 structure), O/O'(orthorhombic phase derived from the DO19 phase)
(10), and recently a new tetragonal phase (DO3-like structure) (11).

A definition of the high temperature in-situ phase stability is therefore essential for the
development of appropriate elevated temperature thermo-mechanical processing of Ti3AI-Nb
alloys. To achieve this goal, the present study establishes the phase relationships at elevated
temperatures, upon continuous heating/cooling, of the commercial Ti-24AI- 1Nb (true
composition Ti-25AI- lNb) alloy.

Experimental Procedures

The chemical composition of the investigated Ti-25A-1 lNb (aL%) alloy is given in Table
I. This alloy was received as a 152.4 mm. thick slab having been forged from a 3400 kg. triple
vacuum melted production ingot. During prior processing, the material had been heated to 1533
K, held at this temperature for 8 hours, forged, and then air cooled. Metallographic examination
of sections prepared using conventional techniques (grinding, polishing and etching with Kroll's
reagent), Figure 1, showed that the microstructur consisted of uniform primary, blocky o2 (otj)
in a transformed 0 (Widmanstatten secondary oxs + Oj matrix. Ambient temperature x-ray
diffraction revealed an oa2+[(disordered) structure, with a small quantity of an orthorhombic-like
phase 0 characterized by the presence of 'shoulders' at the identified a% peaks.

Characterization of the high temperature stability utilized calorimetric differential thermal
analysis (CDTA) and high temperature in-situ x-ray diffraction (HTXRD). The former used a
Stanton RedcroftlOmnitherm DSC 1500 thermal analysis system, modified to ensure that the
heating/cooling experiments were unaffected by the test environment (12). Phase transformation
temperatures from 873 K to 1573 K were determined during both heating and cooling in a high
purity argon atmosphere at 5, 10, 20, and 40 K/min rates. In order to precisely determine each
transformation, both the heat flow, normalized per unit mass (mLsec'.mg'.), and its first
derivative with respect to temperature, J'-dJ/dT (mJ.sec7.mg 1 .deg|), were recorded and
analyzed. Transformation temperatures were determined from the CDTA thermograms by
establishing those temperatures where the J and JY curves deviated from the baseline (T.", To',
"T•h, and T~h on heating and TBO, TDc, and "sc on cooling), and in the case of overlapping peaks,
where the Y curve showed a curvature anomaly (TLI and TDh on heating and TLc on cooling). The
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average standard deviation observed for the measured reaction temperatures was ± 5 K.
In-situ high temperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD) experiments were undertaken to

complement the CDTA experiments. These utilized a Scintag diffractometer equipped with a high
temperature furnace/vacuum chamber, the latter having again been modified to introduce and
maintain a high purity inert argon gas atmosphere at a pressure of 0.6 bar (12).

Results

The results of the thermal analysis observations during continuous heating and cooling
are shown in Figure 2 and 3, respectively. Independent of heating rate, Ti-25Al- IINb exhibited
a low temperature transformation below 1123 K (850°C). This transformation, starting at To' and
ending at Tot, was followed by a complex sequence of transformations, Tsh thru TBh. Above Ts",
where both J and Y curves deviated from the baseline, ensuing reactions, as defined by
ar-nalies in Y, were observed at TLh and T"b. Finally this sequence of transformations was
C -ted at TB.

Cooling thermograms exhibited three distinct transformations in the 1348-1173 K (1075°-
9000C) range, except at the lowest rate examined, 5 K/min, where only two reactions were
recorded. The first reaction which had an onset at T.' and finished at Tv•, was immediately
followed by a second reaction which terminated at Tsc. At cooling rates above 5 K/min, a third
reaction appeared, interrupting the Tvc-Tso reaction at a temperature TLr, with the extent of this
additional transformation increasing with increasing cooling rate.

In order to estimate the equilibrium reaction temperatures, that is to eliminate the
influence of heating or cooling rate on the observed transformation temperatures, the temperature
vs. rate curves were assumed to be a linear function of rate and were extrapolated to an ideal 0
K/min rate corresponding to the equilibrium state, Table II.

High temperature x-ray diffraction data at 20 K/min for Ti-25AI-1 1Nb are summarized
in Table I. These data show that Ti-25AI-1lNb was three phase (oc+P+O) up to 1123 K
(850°C), the major 0 peak. 0(110) at 20=-38.8', overlapping with the o 2(002) peak at 20=-38.20.
The orthorhombic peaks, characterized by small 'shoulders' at % peaks, started disappearing at
approximately 923 K (650°C) with the completion of this transformation at 1123 K (8500C).

Between 1173 K (9000C) and 1323 K (1050°C), the alloy was two phase (o+fP). Above
1348 K (1075 0C) a new peak, which could be indexed as a satellite odoc2 reflection, started to
appear, i.e., the major peak of the x-ray diffraction scan (q2(002)/20=38 0 ) separated into two
peaks. At 1448 K (1175 0C) this satellite reflection disappeared and the alloy was in the ot+1
phase field. Due to the overlapping of the o 2 and a peaks, the a2-a disordering transformation
was verified with rocking curves at low angles 20=-17.50, ca2(100), and 20=260, a2(110). The
expected peaks characteristic only of the ordered o2 phase were absent at 1448 K. Finally, at
1473 K (1200°C) and above, the x-ray scans showed no distinct peaks, however rocking curves
indicated that the alloy was single phase, disordered bcc A3 phase, above this temperature.

Upon cooling, x-ray scans were also taken and were found to be qualitatively identical
to those on heating, the intensity of the peaks being randomly modified. Between 1348 K
(1075 0C) and 1298 K (1025 0C), the presence of an a+03 structure was identified, transforming
to %c+P5 below 1273 K (1000°C). Ultimately a three phase structure, ot2+0+O, appeared below
1123 K (850°C), this structure remaining till room temperature.
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Discussion

Using the combination of the CDTA and in-situ HTXRD experiments, the phase stability
of Ti-25AI- 11Nb at elevated temperatures was established during continuous heating/cooling. By
analogy with conventional titanium alloys (13), transformations on heating Ti-25AI-IINb
involved dissolution processes while, on cooling, the reverse transformations involved
precipitation of oatx.

Initially the microstructure of the alloy examined consists of oJ+(ot2s+OJ+O, with two
distinct a2 morphologies, primary blocky o, and secondary ots. Upon heating, Table IV, the
first transformation consists of orthorhombic phase dissolution as defined by temperatures
between To' and Tot, Figure 2.

Further transformations then involve the dissolution of the morphologically different oc
phases. This initially entails the resolution of oc? within transformed 13, followed by the
dissolution of c,?. Such a dual process, eventually followed by the disordering of both %,
morphologies, was demonstrated by the CDTA thermograms, where complex phase
transformations are observed above Tsh, Figure 2. The first of these is characterized as the
dissolution of the cý, and is associated with the major peak for each heating rate, the shape of
this peak being representative of a diffusion controlled transformation (17). While the onset of
primary a? dissolution cannot be precisely defined from the CDTA thermograms, the appearance
of the %,/a satellite reflection at approximately 1338 K (1075 0C) in the x-ray pattern suggests
that a difference in chemical composition between the primary and secondary o% phases may
develop during dissolution at high temperature, as expected in a diffusion-controlled
transformation. Similar alloy partitioning between the q2 and 13 phases, which become
respectively Al-enriched and Nb-enriched, has also been observed in Ti-24AI-l lNb (14,16). It
is proposed therefore that TLh represents the transition temperature where a4 becomes
predominant in the alloy structure, the oxl morphology being virtually extinct. The x-ray results
further indicate that the o4' phase is present till 1423 K, completion of the a2--a disordering
transformation occuring slightly below the P3 transus, T,', 1432 K (1 1590C).
The CDTA thermograms suggest that an additional transformation, identified by TDh, takes place
in the high temperature range immediately below the P3 transus. This reaction may be associated
with the dissolution of either grain boundary q2!8 or martensitic a' (hcp), the former reverse
transformation, 3---o°, being a cellular-type associated with the growth of blocky ato/2 (3), the
latter, P-4a', involving a shear transformation of 13 to cc with subsequent ordering to a2 (15,16).
Similarly, the first transformation involved upon cooling from the 0 phase is the formation of
primary a' whicl% begins at the temperature TDC. This is followed by o? ordering, as depicted
in Figure 3 by the broad peak between TD' and TLC. Moreover, prior to completion of CX?
formation, precipitation of secondary as from the P3 phase occurs, temperature TLe. The extent
of oc? precipitation is expected to be a function of cooling rate. Figure 3 supports this conclusion,
the difference in intensity of the o4 peak, relative to 4 t , increasing with increasing cooling rate.
In contrast, an ocj+4 micrtstructure is characteristic of slower cooling rates, i.e. those permitting
long-range diffusion processes to occur. Therefore, by analogy with the transformations observed
on heating, the TL' temperature represents the transition from a predominant a? to an increasing
quantity of %s with increasing cooling rates. Table V summarizes the phase transformations path
on cooling where the temperatures are given at equilibrium.

Demonstration of this effect of rate on the phase morphology of Ti-25AI-11Nb was
observed in the microstructure of the CDTA samples after cooling, Figure 4. As the cooling rate
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decreased, coarsening of oxp was observed, the as-cooled microstructure changing from a fine
o2S+N to a coarse ocp+O, morphology. This morphological transition was confirmed at the lowest
cooling rate, i.e. 5 K/min, when the ohs was absent in the microstructure of the CDTA specimen
after cooling, Figure 4d, an observation consistent with the disappearance of the peak associated
with ohs formation in the CDTA thermogram Figure 3d.

Conclusions

High temperature phase stability has been established for the Ti-25A1-1lNb (at.%).
Transformations on heating involve the sequential dissolution of orthorhombic 0 and the
morphologically distinct %h phases, such as o%' and ohs, present in the as-received alloy. Similar
reversible reactions occur on cooling from the high temperature single phase j0, the relative
amount of the morphologically different a2 phases exhibiting a clear cooling rate dependency.
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Table I. Chemical composition of Ti-25AI- 1 lNb

Ti Al Nb 0 C N Fe

at.% bal. 24.95 10.83 0.26 0.26 0.04 0.04

wt.% bal. 14.25 21.30 0.09 0.09 0.01 0.05

Table II. Transformation temperatures as a function of heating/cooling rates

Heating/Cooling Transfoation Temperaumr (K) [Heating(TC)/Cooling(T.1 )]
Rate

(K/mI) TO TO TS TL TD

40 943/1N1 1109/ND 121011107 140111231 ND/1304 1485/1349

20 928/ND 1091/ND 1211/1172 1389/1238 1425/1320 1456/1353

10 913/ND 1083/ND 1208/1198 1378/1242 1407/1334 1443/1351

5 909/ND 1086/ND 1206/1225 1371/ND 1401/1338 1441/1355

0" 905/ND 1079/ND 1207/1236 1369/1246 1394/1343 1432/1354

mnon-detected b exWapolated

Table Ifl. Phase structures determined by HTXRD at 20 K/min heating rate

Temperature (K) 298 - 1123 1173 - 1323 1348 - 1423 1448 1473

Phases a2 + + 0 U2 +1 split akct+0 a + 1 j
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Table IV. Phase transformations upon heating for the Ti-25AI- 1 Nb alloy

T (K) < 1079 1079 - 1207 1207 - 1369 1369 - 1394 1394 - 1432 > 1432

Pbases (f& )++ (1%+$S+jP {P4.(4a.) /r)P A+ I

Table V. Phase transformations upon cooling for Ti-25AI-1lNb

T ( K) 1354 1354 - 1343 1343 - 1246 1246 - 1236 < 1236

Phases 5Q0 [4(a o )p { S +a2s )+{ X2S +a.2+O
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Figure I - Ti-25AI-IINb as-forged microstructure exhibiting primary, blocky oP [p] and amixture of secondary, 'basketweave' ocs [S] and retained 1.
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Figure 4 - Microstructures of the CDTA samples from Ti-25AI- 1 lNb after cooling at various
cooling rates (a) 40 K/min (b) 20 K/min (c) 10 K/min (d) 5 K/min.
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Abstract

The elevated temperature phase transformations occurring in investment cast and HIP'ed
near-gamma Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn containing 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 7 volume pct TiB2 have been
investigated utilizing in-situ thermal analysis, high temperature x-ray, optical and transmission
electron microscopy. A series of reversible transformations were observed during
heating/cooling:

o 2 4' --- 4 (X+•, --- 4 ci+(3+y ---- > •+----> 3+ L
where on heating the low temperature eutectoid transformation, a2 + a -- a, is followed by f3
precipitation and y dissolution, a high temperature reverse peritectoid reaction, ax --- 4 f + y and
finally an inverse peritectic reaction y -- 4 3 + L.

Further, the variable TIB 2 morphologies observed suggest that TiB2 redissolves during
XD" processing, re-precipitating during subsequent solidification, its morphology evolving from
lacey to plate/needle-like to blocky as boron content or distance from the ingot periphery
increases.

Finally, it was shown that, rather than the TiB2 content per se, elemental boron content,
and by extension total interstitial content, was the primary factor influencing the differences in
phase transitions temperatures observed in these materials. As the interstitial content increased,
the eutectoid transformation temperature increased, the peritectoid transformation temperature was
not affected and the peritectic transformation temperature decreased.
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Introduction

Because of their low density, good oxidation resistance, relatively high modulus and good
strength retention at elevated temperature[l] (oa + y) Ti-Al alloys are attractive candidates for
advanced turbine and airframe applications. Originally their applicability was restricted because
of their low ambient temperature fracture toughness and ductility. Recent investigations have
however demonstrated that significant gains in fracture toughness and ductility can be achieved
through chemistry modification, principally through the addition of 0 stabilizing elements[21,
selection of appropriate processing methods[3] and varying heat treatment(4]. For example, Kim
and co-workers have shown that development of a fully lamellar (oh+y) microstructure results in
a two fold increase in fracture toughness when compared to an equiaxed (% + y)
microstructure[5].

While relatively simple thermal treatments may be utilized to promote the (%h+y) lamellar
microstructure, and thereby increase the fracture toughness, these treatments are normally
accompanied by an increase in grain size and, therefore, a further reduction in tensile
ductility[3,4]. Larsen and co-workers indicate however that the formation of the (%h+Y) lamellar
microstructure can be enhanced and the fracture toughness increased in binary TiAI, without a
reduction of tensile ductility, through the addition of 7 vol. pct. TiB2 particles[6]. Further
observations indicate that TiB2 has the additional beneficial effect of promoting a decrease in ao/y
colony size[7] and grain size[8,9].

Prompted by these results, several detailed investigations have been undertaken to examine
the evolution of binary (o2+y) Ti-Al alloys following the addition of elemental B and TiB2 . For
example, Hyman et al[O-12] have shown that B concentration, at a fixed Ti:Al ratio,
solidification cooling rate and solidification undercooling, all have a significant effect on the Ti
boride morphology and crystal structure formed during solidification of binary Ti-Al alloys.
Namely, as boron concentration increases, TiB2 evolves from a lacey to a needle/plate-like
morphology and finally to a blocky morphology, whereas increasing the cooling rate or the
amount of supercooling results in fine equiaxed TiB2 particles.

Significantly less is known about the effect of BTfiB2 on the solid-state transformations
observed in Ti-Al alloys. The limited information presented by Feng et al[13] suggests that the
addition of TiB2 in binary (oe,+Ty) Ti-Al acts in a manner qualitatively similar to 0[8,14-16], i.e.,
enlarging the (cc + y) and raising the (a2 + y) eutectoid transformation temnerature.

More recently, attention has focused on the addition of T2B2 /B in ternary and quaternary
(Ov+y) Ti-Al alloys. Huang and Hall[14] have shown that a reduction of grain size and the
retention of a fully lamellar microstructure may be accrued through the addition of > 1 atom pct
B or 0.5 atom pct N to Ti-45.5AI-2Cr. Other studies by Larsen et al.[6] have confirmed that TiB2
additions to Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn act in an analogous manner, and that these additions result in
enhanced fracture toughness and strength, the latter without substantial ductility penalty. To
complement these studies, the results reported herein are aimed at achieving an understanding
of the effect of TiB2 additions on the phase transformations in a quaternary Ti-Al-Nb-Mn (O;+'y)
alloy.

•. ~ a m, mmmn~mmn allu m lu~mmnnnnunmnlnlunumn i~ ml m• •-.• -,
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Experimental Procedures

* Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn ingots with 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 7 volume percent boride were produced
by Howmet Corporation as double vacuum arc remelted investment castings, boron being
introduced via the XD" process[ 171. Cylindrical bars of 15.9 mm X 203.2 mm were investment
cast and HIP'ed for 4 hours at 1533 K and 175 MPa, HIP'ing being terminated by cooling to
room temperature at a rate less than 30 K/min. Table 1 lists the chemical compositions of the
castings produced in this manner, the interstitial contents having been determined by direct
current plasma. The boride volume fraction was calculated from the analyzed boron content, i.e.,
assuming that all the boron is in the boride phase, the accuracy of the direct current plasma
technique being 3 to 5% [18].

The high temperature stability of these alloys was assessed using calorimetric differential
thermal analysis (CDTA) and high temperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD). The former utilized
samples, weighing between 35 and 55 mg, which were placed in alumina crucibles and
introduced into a thermal analysis system modified to be operated in a flowing high purity (1
ppb) argon atmosphere. Phase transformation temperatures were determined from observations
between 873 K and 1703 K during both heating and cooling at rates of 5, 10, 20 and 40 K/min.
Both the heat flow J, normalized per unit mass (mJ.sec .mg'), and its first derivative with respect
to temperature, J'=dJ/dT (mJ.sec'l.mg1 .deg1l), were recorded, with the transformation
temperatures being defined where J and J' deviated from the baseline and, in the case of
overlapping peaks, where the J' curve exhibited a curvature anomaly. The equilibrium
temperature was determined through linear extrapolation, Zhu and Devletian [19] having shownt
that this linear variation can be utilized to estimate the transformation temperature within an
accuracy of V3*C.

High temperature x-ray diffraction(HTXRD) studies were undertaken to complement the
calorimetry by identifying the phases present at elevated temperature. The procedure utilized a
diffractometer equipped with a high temperature/vacuum chamber modified to introduce and
maintain a high purity inert argon gas atmosphere at a desired pressure of 0.60 Pa. HTXRD
samples, having dimensions of 8 mm X 20 mm X 0.25 mm, were prepared by wafering and
grinding, with final preparation, to remove the presence of a prior strain hardened surface,
involving chemical removal of a 20 prn minimum surface layer in a bath of 10 ml HNO, + 5 ml
HF + 50 ml H20, followed by washing in ethanol and water, drying in air and storage in a
vacuum dessicator.

Initially, ambient temperature 20-scans from 150 to 850 were obtained utilizing Cu-K,
radiation at 40 kV and 30 mA. The sample was then heated at a rate of 20K/min to 1703K, with
diffraction spectra being acquired at selected temperatures, the latter being monitored by a type-C
thermocouple directly spot welded to the specimen. Typically, data were recorded after a five-
minute stabilization period at temperature, with data acquisition performed at a 20-speed of 10
degrees per minute. Three to four samp!l-. of each alloy were examined, with rocking curves
being obtained where deemed necessary to verify the presence, or absence, of phases at elevated
temperatures. Following data collection, the x-ray diffraction spectra were analyzed and the peaks
indexed utilizing a least squares method iterative computer program.

Finally, samples for optical and transmission electron microscopy were prepared. Optical
microscopy samples were cut and polished utilizing standard techniques with final etching for
5 to 10 seconds in Kroll's reagent. Transmission electron microscopy samples were prepared by
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grinding on SiC grit paper to 150 microns, spark cutting 3mm-discs from the foils thus produced,
and electro-polishing in a solution of 30 ml perchloric acid + 175 ml n-butanol + 300 ml
methanol under 15 to 20 volts below -30*C. Subsequent observation was carried out in a Hitachi
600AB operated at 100 kV.

Results

Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn

Optical examination of as-casted and HW'ed Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn indicates that this alloy
had a columnar grain structure, Figure 1-a, with the grains nucleating at the mold and growing
radially inward. Figure 1-b reveals a microstructure consisting of large lamellar colonies, L, 1500
to 8000 pm, and small equiaxed gamma grains, G, 150 to 250 pm, all displaying serrated grain
boundaries. X-ray diffraction analysis, Figure 2, indicates that this alloy, at room temperature,
consists of two phases, %• and y. The gamma lattice parameters, c and a, 4.06636 A and 4.0004
A respectively, correspond to a c/a ratio of 1.016.

This two phase (%+y) microstructure was confirmed by transmission electron microscopy,
no evidence for 0, either along the a/y interfaces of the (oc2+y) lamellar microstructure, Figure
3-a, or at triple point boundaries, being noted. Selected area diffraction analysis, Figure 3-b, also
showed that the orientation relationship between TiAri*TAl was (022)} I/ (0001)., and
<01 1>rw/ <21 10>r•, as reported by various previous investigators[3,20].

Calorimetric differential thermal analysis, Figure 4, shows that, independent of
heating/cooling rate, three reversible reactions, TI thru T3, are observed during heating and
cooling of unreinforced Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn. In addition, a fourth reaction, T4, is observed on
beating. Temperatures for the onset and completion of these reactions are summarized in Table
21.

Comparison of the elevated temperature x-ray results, Figure 5, with those obtained under
ambient conditions indicate that upon heating no discemable changes are observed until 1523K,
at which temperature the (ll0)p peak appears. Figure 6, an enlarged portion of the x-ray scan at
this temperature, shows the emergence of this peak, the microstructure now consisting of (ca +
y + [), the o% having disordered. Evidence of the characteristic (101)4,a ordered peak was detected
by rocking curve analysis about 20=26%, at and below 1448 K. However, this peak disappears at
1473 K, the remaining (201) peak at 20--40.3* being ascribed to disordered alpha.

A further temperature increase to 1623K results in an increase in the (110) 13 peak
intensities relative to the (111) y peak, while the intensity of the (201) ca peak relative to the
(111) y peak remains approximately constant, Figure 7, the vertical lines shown depicting the
onset and completion of reaction T3 as defined by the CDTA results. Finally, above 1623K, the

1 These values were obtained by extrapolating results from
experiments at 3 different heating/cooling rates to a
heating/cooling rate of 0 K/min. The precision due to this
approximation along with the thermocouple precision at these
temperatures leads to an estimated error of ± 4 K in the reported
equilibrium transformation temperatures.
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alloy is two phase ([ + y), all evidence of a having disappeared, with the ratio of (110)/I(11l I
still increasing.

Ti-48A-2Nb-2Mn/riB.

Ambient temperature x-ray diffraction results for the TiB2 reinforced Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn
were similar to those of the unreinforced alloy, Figure 8, i.e., the alloys were two-phase (a, +
y) at room temperature. However, additional peaks were present in the x-ray spectrum for alloys
containing boride volume percents equal to and greater than 1 percent. This is illustrated in
Figure 8 for Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn containing 7 volume percent boride2. Table 3 shows that all the
observed peaks can be attributed to either %,, y or TiB2

3. Examination of this data shows that
TiB2, which has the hexagonal C32 crystal structure, is the boride phase present in these materials
and TiB, which has been detected in a previous investigation[211 by adding boron to Ti-Al-Nb
or Ti-Al-Ta, is not observed. This observation has also been reported by Larsen[8] and Hyman
et al.[10,11] who identified by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy of the
extracted particles, that all three morphologies, lacey, needle and blocky, were TiB2 (C32).

Optical microscopy showed that the introduction of TiB2 has three major effects on
microstructure. First, while Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn containing 0.5 volume percent TiB2 exhibited large
columnar grains similar in size to those in the unreinforced material, the alloys containing 1, 2
and 7 volume percent TiB2 displayed small, equiaxed grains, approximately 50 to 150 pin in size,
independent of diboride volume fraction, Figure 9.

Second, the introduction of Ti' 2 at all levels investigated resulted in a fully lamellar
(+•) microstructures.

Third, three morphologically distinct TiB2 phases are. observed in the central region of the
ingots, depending on the TiB2 volume fraction. At 0.5 volume percent TiB 2, the diboride appears
as lacey particles, 20 to 100 pm long. As the TiB2 content increases to 1 and 2 volume percent
the diboride phase evolves to a mixture of needles and blocky particles, and finally to
predominantly blocky particles at 7 volume percent. Moreover, independent of TiB 2 content, the
borides at the periphery of all the ingots display the lacey morphology. Figure 10 summarizes
these two effects showing that the boride morphology is a function of both the TiB2 content and
the location within the ingot.

Transmission electron microscopy confirmed the x-ray diffraction results, the room-
temperature microstructure consisting of (a2+'y) lamellae, no evidence of j0 phase being detected,
Figure 11. Again, the orientation relationship between o:2 and I was identical to the unreinforced
material, i.e. {022I), // (0001)WM and <011>T• // <2 1 10 >mm. However, in contrast to the
unreinforced alloy, a high dislocation density exists within both the q2 and y lamellae. The
occurrence of this dislocation substructure presumably arises from the relaxation of stresses due
to the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between matrix and diboride particles.
Dislocations around a blocky TiB 2 particle in a y phase lamella are shown in Figure 12.

SThe absence of such peaks in Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn + 0.5 vol.%
boride is due to the low boride volume fraction in this material.

3 The most intense TiB2 peak corresponds to a 20 value of 44.44
and is probably masked by the (002) y peak.
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Typical calorimetric differential thermal analysis results for both heating/cooling of the
TiB2 reinforced Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn alloys are illustrated in Figures 13 by the scans coresponding
to Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn/l vol.% TiB2. Four reactions were observed, TI, T2, T3 and T4, similar to
those found in unreinforced Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn, Table 2.

Elevated temperature x-ray diffraction results were also similar to those of the
unreinforced alloy, Figure 14. For example, at low temperatures Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn/7 volume
percent TiB2 was (a2 + y); above 1548K it was (a + y + 03) before finally transforming to (P3 +
y) above 1648K.

Discussion

The calorimetric experiments conducted during this study have shown that, independent
of TiB2 content, four reactions occur on heating, their identification being made using the x-ray
diffraction results.

Ti separates a (oa + y) region from a (a + y) region according to x-ray analysis. This
suggests that, as in the binary Ti-Al system, T1 is the eutectoid transformation a2 + y ----+ at
originally proposed by Murray[221 and recently unambiguously confirmed[23] in the Ti-Al
system. In addition, in the unreinforced material, the TI reaction occurs at temperatures close to
the reported eutectoid temperature in binary Ti-48.65AI, 1450 K[24] whereas, in Ti-48AI-2Nb-
2Mn + 7 vol.% TiB2, it occurs at the temperature reported for Ti-44AI + 7 vol.% TiB2 and Ti-
47A1 + 7 vol.% T'B2, 1523 K[13].

Reaction T2 occurs as temperature increases and corresponds to partial dissolution of
gamma along with beta precipitation, the amount of alpha being relatively unchanged as
temperature increases. Figure 15, showing a plot of the integrated intensities of the (Q11) y, (201)
a and (110) A peaks as a function of temperature for Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn containing 7 volume
percent TIB 2, confirms this. Also shown as vertical lines in this figure are the onset and
completion of reaction T3 as determined from the calorimetric experiment. They reveal that alpha
starts disappearing when T3 begins, whereas both beta and gamma increase. Upon completion
of T3, alpha has completely disappeared and only beta and gamma remain. This suggests that T3
is a a --o t + y peritectoid transformation.

Identification of reaction T4 is more challenging. Indeed, the x-ray scan at the highest
temperature examined, 1698 K (Figure 5), indicates that a two-phase (P + y) region exists at high
temperature. This shows that, in contrast with binary TiAI alloys [25-27], a is not the high
temperature equilibrium phase for Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn. This difference between the Ti-48AI-2Nb-
2Mn and binary alloys[13] is presumably due to the P-stabilizing effect of the two alloying
additions, i.e., Nb and Mn.

Additional evidence for the existence of beta at high temperature has been provided
following isothermal forging of Ti-47AI-3Cr (at%) at 1596 K where precipitation of a chromium-
enriched beta phase has been reported[28]. Huang et al.[29] also mention the presence of a B2-
phase at room temperature after slow cooling, following a heat treatment of Ti-48AI-4Cr between
1523 and 1698 K for two hours. Moreover, in a study of homogenization treatments of Ti-
46.1AI-3.1Cr, the authors[30] report that the grain size remained small even after prolonged
exposure at 1596 K. This is in sharp contrast with the behavior of binary Ti-Al alloys which,
being single-phase at these temperatures, undergo rapid grain growth[31]. Hence, Ti-46.1AI-3.lCr
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must be two-phase at high temperature, the P-phase presumably acting as a grain growth
inhibitor.

The presence of D• at high temperature was further demonstrated by heat treating Ti-48AI-
2Nb-2Mn for 5 hours at 1675 K, and quenching in cold water. Room temperature x-ray
diffraction of this sample reveals a three-phase (O+y+o,2) microstructure, Figure 16. This confirms
that the 0 and y phases are indeed present at 1675 K, the presence of % suggesting that the
eutectoid transformation cannot be suppressed on rapid cooling. Notably, earlier investigations
of Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn[32,33], utilizing CDTA, failed to recognize the presence of the (03 + y)
phase field at high temperatures, presumably because this technique by itself is not able to define
the reactant or the product phases participating in a phase transformation. Moreover, our results,
coupled with Mizuhara's study[30] indicate that retention of the P phase to room temperature is
highly cooling rate dependent, with slow cooling leading to the cascade of reactions thereafter
proposed and no D3 phase being detected at ambient temperature.

Finally, Figure 17 shows Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn + 2 volume percent TiB2 both prior and after
exposure to 1710K, that is above T4. The presence of a continuous phase in Figure 17-b,
characteristic of partial melting, clearly demonstrates that T4 is the solidus. Further evidence is
provided by Figure 15 which shows that the amount of beta phase increases and the amount of
gamma phase decreases with increasing temperature above T3, suggesting that T4 corresponds
to a y---+. + L peritectic reaction.

Summarizing, independent of TrB 2 content, it is proposed that heating/cooling of Ti-48AI-
2Nb-2Mn results in the following transformations:

TI T12 T3 T4
0•If----+ at+y ------ c•+Vf---- •---- --- P+•L.

Although the introduction of TiB2 does not alter the sequence of phase transformations
observed in Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn, it does alter the transformation temperatures. In addition, the TiB2
morphology is a function of both solidification rate and the volume percent introduced. In the
XD'I process, TiB2 is introduced as blocky particles utilizing a TiB2-Al master alloy. However,
the TiB2 observed in the as-cast and HIP'ed Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn ingots appears with a lacey,
needle-like, or blocky morphology. Moreover, when TiB2 has a blocky morphology, its size
differs from that in the master alloy[8]. This suggests that the diboride phase has redissolved
during XD' processing, with subsequent re-precipitation during solidification. On this basis, in
a manner similar to that associated with solidification of binary Ti-Al containing varying
elemental boron concentrations, the blocky and needle-like morphologies correspond to primary
TiB2 formed prior to the nucleation of any metallic phase [10] whereas the lacey particles are
secondary borides which grow concurrently with the metallic phases and are therefore constrained
during solidification. Whether lacey, needles or blocky borides develop depends upon how far
the alloy composition is from the L ---4 M + TiB2 monovariant line[10]. Hyman's analysis for
ternary Ti-Al-X correlates well with the current microscopy results which illustrate the lacey to
needle to blocky morphology evolution with increasing boron matrix supersaturation. It also
explains the effect of TiB 2 content on the grain size. When the boron content in the matrix is
such that only secondary borides precipitate, the metallic phase solidifies first and the grains,
growing unhindered by particles, are similar to those found in an unreinforced matrix. For
example, Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn + 0.5 % TiB2 displays a lacey diboride phase, i.e., secondary
diborides, and a columnar grain structure similar to the unreinforced material. With an increase
in the boron content, primary diborides precipitate and become nucleation sites for metallic phase
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solidification, yielding a small grain size. Therefore Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn + 1, 2 and 7 % TiB2
display needle-like or blocky diboride particles, i.e., primary diborides, and have a refined grain
size when compared to Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn and Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn + 0.5 % TiB2.

The redissolution of the TiB2 particles suggests that, rather than the TiB 2 content itself,
the elemental boron content, and by extension the total interstitial content, is the primary factor
that must be considered when examining the variations of solid-state transformation temperatures
between the various materials in this study. Figures 18 thru 20 illustrate this dependence of the
observed eutectoid, peritectoid and peritectic transformation temperatures on total (O+C+N+B+H)
interstitial content It was assumed in this analysis that the room-temperature solubility of boron
in Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Mn was approximately 100 wppm (-350 appm), recognizing that the addition
of 500 wppm (-1750 appm) boron to Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn leads to the formation of TiB2 particles,
indicating that the boron solubility limit had been exceeded[341. It should be noted however that
although this may be an overestimate of the boron solubility, the trends shown in Figures 18 thru
20 should remain unchanged.

Figure 18 shows that as total interstitial content increases, the eutectoid transformation
(reaction TI) temperature increases, in agreement with Feng at al.[13]. This effect is well-known
in the case of oxygen[8,14-16], a very potent %-stabilizer. Boron atoms have been shown to
occupy octahedral sites in TiAl[3 1], precisely the same sites occupied by oxygen atoms and the
other interstitials. It is proposed that they have the same %z-stabilizing effect, corresponding to
an increase of the eutectoid temperature of 6.7x1W0 K/appm interstitial content.

By contrast, the proposed peritectoid reaction, Figure 19, is not influenced by either the
interstitial content or the TiB2 volume fraction, possibly because of the sluggishness of this
reaction.

Finally, Figure 20 shows that increasing total interstitial content initially results in a sharp
decrease in the peritectic transformation temperature, the rate of change in this transformation
temperature however decreasing with further increase in total interstitial content.

Conclusions

The elevated temperature phase stability of investment cast and HIP'ed near-gamma Ti-
48AI-2Nb-2Mn containing 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 7 vol.% TiB2 involves the following reversible phase
transformations:
o,2+Y ----- ax+Y----* OC+P" --- +- P•+Y----+ V•L

These reactions involve a low temperature eutectoid transformation, o% + y -- r a, a
precipitation reaction leading to the presence of the j3 phase, a high temperature peritectoid
transformation, x ---4 3 + y and finally a peritectic y---4 3 + L reaction.

The varying TiB2 morphologies observed as a function of both solidification rate and
volume percent TiB2 show that TiB2, as introduced by the XD" process, redissolves before
precipitating during subsequent solidification. Therefore, rather than the T'iB 2 content per se,
elemental boron content, and by extension total interstitial content, is the primary factor
influencing the differences in phase transitions temperatures observed in these materials. As the
interstitial content increases, the eutectoid transformation temperature increases, the peritectoid
transformation temperature is not affected and the peritectic transformation temperature decreases.
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Table 1

ALLOYS COMPOSITIONS (AT%)

ALLOY 02 N2  H2  C Al Nb Mn TiB 2
ppm ppm ppm ppm vol%

(at% B)

NMO 1290 120 115 310 48.1 2.0 1.4 0

NMO.5 1280 80 115 390 47.4 2.0 1.7 0.5
(0.69)

NMI 1275 115 115 270 47.0 1.9 1.6 1
(1.44)

NM2 1325 115 115 265 47.4 2.0 1.6 2
(2.98)

NM7 1420 580 580 545 46.9 1.8 1.5 7
(10.07)

Note: all values, unless otherwise indicated, are in atomic percenL
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Table 2

EQUILIBRIUM TRANSFORMATION TEMPERATURES (K)

HEATING HEATING HEATING COOLING COOLING COOLING

TI 12 T3 T4 T3 12 TI
onset onset onset onset onset onset

complete complete complete complete complete complete

NMO 1458 1536 1623 1690 1638 1603 1465
1485 1623 1646 1597 1563 1438

NMO.5 1470 1515 1626 1677 1631 1621 1476
1498 1626 1659 1593 1584 1445

NMI 1468 1513 1620 1670 1628 1615 1485
1486 1620 1661 1605 1590 1468

NM2 1475 1519 1625 1666 1633 1611 1483
1490 1625 1656 1604 1590 1463

NM7 1529 1545 1630 1664 1644 1633 1568
1539 1630 1652 1619 1603 1521

Note: these values were obtained by extrapolating results from experiments at 3 different heating/cooling rates to a
heating/cooling rate of 0 K/mm. The imprecision due to this approximation along with the thermocouple imprecision
at these temperatures lead to an error of t 6 K.
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Table 3

SUMMARY OF OBSERVED DIFFRACTION PEAKS
IN Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn + 7 vol.% TiB2 AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

OBSERVED a20_____ TiB2"

20 (hkl) 20 (hkl) 20 20

21.82 ] (001) 21.77

26.31 (101) 26.10

27.70 27.60

31.65 (101) 31.58

34.10 34.14

38.58 (111) 38.69

44.25 (002) 44.38

45.12 (200) 45.27

65.34 (202) 65.26

77.91 (222) 7-7.86

79.23 (311) 79.16

As obtained from JCPDS card 35-741.
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Figure 1. Optical Micrographs of Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn Illustrating (a) Columnar Grain Structure and
(b) Microstructure Consisting of Equiaxed y Grains, [G], and (oq + y) Lamellar Colonies, [L].
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Figure 2. Room-Temperature X-Ray Scan for Ti-48A]-2Nb-2Mn (0 a2, v y).
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Figure 3. Tranmission Electron Micrograph Showing (a) (%+y) Lamellae at Room Temperature
in Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn and (b) Corresponding Selected Area Diffraction Pattem Showing
(022)1/(0001) and <0ll>II<2110>.
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I ~Figure I1I. Transmission Electron Mficrograph Showing (a) (%~+Y) Lamellae at Room-Temperature
in Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn + 7 vol. % TiB2.
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r0

Figure 12. Transmission Electron Micrograph of Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn + 7 vol. % TiB2 Showing

Dislocation Substructure Around TiB2 Particle.

0
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* Figure 13. Thermograms of Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn/I vol. % TiB. on (a) heating, (b) on cooling at
20 K/mmn.
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Figure 15. Integrated Intensities of (201) a-Peak, (110) 13-Peak and (111) y- Peak as a Function
of Temperature for Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn + 7 vol.% TiB2.
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Figure 16. Room-Temperature X-Ray Scan for Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn after Homogenization for 5
Hours at 1675 K and Water Quench (0 a2, M 0, v y).
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Figure 17. Comparison of (a) As Cast and HIP'ed and (b) Partfiay Melted CDTA Samples of
Ti-48A1-2Nb-2Mn + 2 vol.% TiB2.
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Figure 18. Eutectoid Transformation Temperature as a Function of Total Interstitial Content for
Ti-48AI-2Nb-2Mn/TiB 2 Alloys.
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Figure 19. Peritectoid Transformation Temperature as a Function of Total Interstitial Content for
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LIQUIDUS PROJECTION OF 11-Al-V SYSTEM BASED ON ARC MELTED

AND CAST MICROSTRUCTURES+
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Arc melted and cast microstructures of Ti-Al-V alloys containing 10 to 57 wt% Al

and 4 to 46 wt % V have been characterized by optical, scanning (SEM), transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) and room temperature X-ray diffraction (RTXD). Chemical

compositions of the phases present have been determined by energy dispersive X-ray

(SEM-EDX), these results being utilized to plot a tentative non-equilibrium liquidus

projection of the Ti-Al-V system. Five ternary peritectic reactions have been shown to be

represented within the liquidus projection. Finally, these observations have been utilized

to establish the solidification sequences of the Ti-AI-V alloys considered.

Ti-AI-V alloys have made a major contribution to aerospace engineering, most

notably the long established x+03 alloy Ti-6A1-4V. Subsequent alloy development has

resulted in the formulation of two new alloys based on this system, Ti-l0V-2Fe-3A1 and

Ti-15Al-3A1-3Cr-3Sn (all compositions in this paper are in wt% unless otherwise stated).

More recently their has also been a renewed interest in titanium aluminides, Ti3AI (a2) and

TiAI (y), where additions of 03 isomorphous elements, e.g., V and Mo have been made to

modify the properties of both m, and y titanium aluminides. In each instance knowledge of

the phase equilibria is essential. The phase stability of o, o4 and y phases with V has been

studied 1'9 at temperatures between 873 K to 1473 K. The works of Tsujimoto2 and

Maeda4 were concentrated on Ti rich alloys whereas Hashimoto3 and Paruchuri and

Ma&Uaski 5 incorporated Al and V rich alloys. In the former study, 3 the isothermal

sections were established at temperatures of 1073 K and 1273 K whereas results at 1173

K were presented by Paruchuri and MassalskL5 In a recent study by the authors, 6'7 the

phase stability of Ti-AI-V alloys containing a., or P. y, TLAl4(4) and A1V5(8) phases has

been determined at temperatures of 1473, 1173, 1073, 973 and 873 K while Chaudhry and

Rack&9 determined the phase equilibria of alloys containing a., y and 03 phases between

÷.paperto be published in Materials Science and Technology.
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temperatures of 873 K to 1773 K utilizing high temperature X-ray diffraction (HTXD)

and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

In earlier studies, 1.3.5.8' 9 the as-cast microstructures of the alloys utilized were not

characterized. However, the as-cast microstructures (especially of Al and V rich alloys)

affect the microstructures observed after subsequent equilibration treatments.7 Therefore,

it is important to characterize the as-cast microstructures and determine the primary

phases of solidification.

The liquidus surface in the Ti-Al-V system is related to the associated binary
invariant reactions. It has been shown by McCullough et al.10 that the ax phase is involved

in two peritectic reactions L+O3-+a and L+a--y in the Ti rich end of the Ti-Al binary

system. Kaltenbach et al.11 have determined two other peritectic reactions in alloys

containing 55 to 70 wt% Al. These peritectic reactions are L+y-+ and L+ý--A,, the ý

phase having a tetragonal structure based on T15 Al with lattice parameters a=0.3917 rn

and b=3.4440 nm, 12 the 4, phase having a tetragonal structure based on TLA43, an ordered

ý, superstructure (based on TiAl) having been reported at lower temperatures with

lattice parameters a=0.3849 nm and c=3.4440 nm. 13 Two binary peritectic reactions in

the AI-V system of type L+A--8 and L+8--* have been reported, 14 the 8 phase having a

superlattice relationship of 3aý=a5 (with bcc crystal structure based on AlsV5 and

a=0.9207 nm). 2 has a face centered tetragonal structure based on VAI3 with lattice

parameters a=0.5343 tun and c=0.8324 rnm. 14 Finally, no liquid phase invariant reactions

have been reported in the Ti-V binary system.

The purpose of this paper is to establish the liquidus projection of the Ti-AI-V

system and to utilize these results to examine the solidification behavior of arc melted and

cast Ti-Al-V alloys containing 10 to 57 wt% Al and 4 to 46 wt% V. The as-cast

microstructures were characterized by optical, scanning (SEM), transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) and room temperature X-ray diffraction (RTXD), the chemical

compositions of these phases being determined by energy dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX).

High purity sponge titanium (99.6%), vanadium turnings (99.7%) and cast

aluminium (99.999%) were used for alloy preparation. Thirty (30) grams button were

prepared from these with an accuracy of :0.0005 g. The materials were melted in an

argon arc furnace using a non consumable tungsten electrode on a water cooled copper

hearth, the alloys being remelted six times, the button being inverted after each melt in

order to ensure homogeneity. Average weight loss through melting was 0.38%, the

maximum weight loss in a few high aluminium alloys being 0.96%. the nominal
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compositions of ternary alloys prepared being given in Table 1. The cooling rates of

alloys solidified in a water cooled copper hearth usually lie between 10-100°C/s. The

oxygen contents of selected homogenized alloys I to 24 lay between 800 to 1500 ppm,
whereas the oxygen contents of alloys 25 to 35 were between 300-600 ppm.

The as-cast samples were mechanically polished with SiC paper, polished with 71pm

alumina and then electropolished or fine polished with 2 and 0.1 pim alumina. For optical

microscopy the polished samples were etched in a solution of 3% HF, 10% HNO3 in 1120

by volume. These samples were also used to distinguish different phases by back scattered

electron imaging (BEI) in a JEOL JSM-T200 (25 kV) scanning electron microscope. The

chemical compositions of the phases present in the as-cast alloys were determined by

SEM-EDX, electropolished samples being examined in BEI or SEI (secondary electron

imaging) mode in a JEOL JSM-35CF (20 kV) instrument with Link System ZAF4

software.

SEM-EDX chemical analyses were carried out for alloys with the dendritic

microstructures only, these niicrostructures being observed in alloys containing >32 wt%

Al. The remainder of the alloys had either solidified with a dominantly single phase
microstructure or contained small amounts and sizes of other phases, as described below,

the latter being below the spatial resolution of the chemical analysis system. The error in
the results of the chemical analysis was observed to be in the range of -0.5 wt%.

Further more detailed analysis of the as-cast microstructures utilized TEM and

RTXD. Transmission electron microscopy was carried out on a JEOL 2000 FX (200kV),

electropolishing of both TEM and optical specimen using a solution of 10% sulfuric acid

and 90% methanol by volume.

Finally, room temperature X-ray diffraction studies of the electropolished samples
were carried out with a Phillips diffractometer (Cu Ka radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA), the

specimens being scanned at a speed of 20 20/min and 10 20/min from 200 to 1300 20. The

crystal structures of the phases present was confirmed by using an iterative computer

program which fits the observed d spacing values to a prescribed crystal structure.

Representative microstructures are shown in Figs. 1 to 8 with the phases present in

the as-cast alloys summarized in Table 1. In this table, the phases are listed in order of

decreasing volume fraction, the phase at the extreme left of the column having the highest

volume fraction.
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Non-Dendritic Microstructures
Alloy I is typical of those alloy compositions (alloy 1 to 8) exhibiting a 13 as-cast

microstructure, Fig. 1(a). All as-cast 13 microstructures had a large 2-3 mm equiaxed grain

size, these alloys having solidified as (3 and undergoing a 1 to N3 ordering transformation

during cooling (as confirmed by the superlattice peaks in the X-ray diffraction patterns

(XRDPs)).
Figs. 1(b) and (c) of alloys 9 and 10 typify the as-cast oy+1 microstructures where

a2 was predominant at ambient temperatures. The o2 plates are observed at the prior 13
grain boundaries, these plates having nucleated heterogeneously at D3 grain boundaries

after solidification. Further cooling then results in homogenous nucleation of a2 within the

P matrix, the primary difference in the microstructures of these alloys being the finer a2

plates observed in the latter [Fig. 1(c)].

At low V contents, e.g. alloy 11, the as-cast microstructure consists of o; lath

colonies with no apparent dendritic pattern [Fig. 1(d)]. XRDP of this alloy shows only
one (1 l0)• peak implying that the 13 (transformed to 12 upon subsequent cooling) is

present between the a2 laths. Fig. 1(e) exhibits the as-cast microstructure of the alloy 12
which consists of coarse plates of a2 present in a Widmanstatten morphology, the coarse

microstncture being the result of a solid state 13 to a transformation at very high

temperature. Comparison of these alloys indicates that increasing V content, at constant
Al or increasing Al content at constant V, results in a refinement of the a2 platelets, with

a2 precipitation occurring by initial heterogeneous P3 grain boundary nucleation.

Fig. 2(a) typifies the as-cast microstructure of 2+oh alloys where 13 is the

predominant phase at ambient temperatures. Alloys 13, 14 and 15 show similar
microstructures. Here a2 plates are present at the prior 13 grain boundaries with a much

low concentration of a2 within the grains. Again these alloys solidified as P3 with a2

precipitation taking place at lower temperatures.
The microstructure of alloys 16 and 17 is shown ii, Fig. 2(b). The micrograph

exhibits a high concentration of fime o plates at prior 1 grain boundaries with a lower

concentration within the grains. XRDPs of these alloys show intense 13 peaks along with

relatively weaker o4 and y peaks. These alloys also solidified as 13, with progressive

precipitation of ; and y with decreasing temperature.

Alloys 18 and 19 share a similar as-cast microstructure, an example being shown in
Fig. 2(c). The microstructure is predominantly a2 with N2 interspersed. XRDPs of these

alloys indicate the presence of ;2 and 2 phases, XRDP of alloy 18 also indicating the
presence of y. This suggests that y may also be present in alloy 19, however its volume

fraction is very low, below the resolution of the X-ray diffraction system.
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The as-cast microstructure of alloy 20 contains lenticular y plates in a primary f3
matrix, Fig. 3(a). Alloy 21 shows a lamellar ct/'y lamellar microstructure, according to X-

ray diffraction studies, with y, being a majority phase. This alloy solidified as 03 and then

transformed to a o2 +y lamellar product [Fig. 3(b)]. The as-cast microstructure of alloys

22 and 23 are typified in Fig. 3(c). This partially dendritic structure consists of o laths

separated by a few y laths. Again these alloys solidified as 0 and transformed to oa+y on

cooling.

Dendritic Microstructures

The dendritic microstructures observed in Ti-Al-V alloys are typified by the SEM-

BEI micrograph of alloy 24, Fig. 4(a). In this alloy lamellar y and oa phases are observed

within dendrites and 03 phase within the inter dendritic region, the lamellar y and oh phases

morphology in the former having been verified by XRD and TEM studies, Fig. 4(b). A

SADP from the y+o2 lamnellar area in the dendrites is shown in Fig. 4(c), the standard
orientation relationship between the ot and y lamellae being observed, i.e.,

(OOO1)aI I (II}¥y and [2110]2I I <I10>y. TEM also confirms the presence of the 13

phase in the interdendritic region, Fig. 4(d). It is believed that this alloy initially solidified

as a, the liquid between dendrites finally having solidified as P. During solid state cooling,

the a phase in the dendrites was transformed to alternate a2 and y lamellae via the

eutectoid reaction a-)a2 +y. The chemical compositions of a2, 13 and 'y phases determined

by thin foil analysis (TEM-EDX) were Ti-35.2AI-25.5V, Ti-24.5AI-51.6V and Ti-36.7AI-

19.6V, respectively.

Alloys 25 thru 28 exhibit dendritic as-cast microstructures, Figs. 5(a) to (d). XRDPs

of alloys show the presence of strong y peaks and weak a(2 peaks. While the dendritic

regions again consist of lamellar y and a2 phases, the final liquid phase in these alloys

solidified was y. In addition, the secondary dendrite arms within the dendritic region

appear to have grown at an angle between 500 to 700 to the primary arms. Similar types

of hexagonal dendrites were observed by McCullough et al. 10 ,15 , 16 and Huang and
Siemers17 in Ti-36AI (Ti-50AI at%), Ti-39.8AI (Ti-54A1 at%) and Ti-40.8Al (Ti-55Al)

binary alloys, by Wardle18 in Ti-37.9AI (Ti-52AI at%) and Ti-37.8AI-4.1V (Ti-52AI-3V

at%) alloys and by Hashimoto et al. 19 in Ti-37.9 (Ti-52AI at%) Al alloy. In conformity
with these authors, it is believed that alloys 25 thru 28 solidified as at through a peritectic

reaction L+a--),y with nucleation of y in the liquid present between the dendrites, the

primary ot present within the dendrites then transforming to y and a2 lamellae.

Fig. 6(a) shows the as-cast microstructure of alloy 29. Orthogonal dendrites

composed of lamellar y and o. phases with a small amount of 15 present in the center of

dendrites are observed. This separation suggests that the alloy initially solidified as 03. the
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a phase then nucleating in the liquid surrounding the 0 dendrites through a peritectic
reaction, effectively masking the primary 13 dendrites. Similar orthogonal 1 dendrites were

observed by Huang and Siemers17 in as-cast structures of binary Ti-32.4A1 (Ti-46AI at%)

and by McCullough et al.1015,16 in binary Ti-27.3AI (Ti-40AI at%) and Ti-31.6AI (Ti-
45A1 at%) alloys. In the last stage of solidification the remaining liquid present between
the a dendrites solidified as y, a present in the dendrites then transforming to a lamellar

mixture of y+c2.

The as-cast microstructure of alloy 30 is similar to alloy 29, Fig. 6(b), the only
difference being the presence of 8 phase instead of oc. Indeed, XRDP confirms the
presence of 8, y, and 13 phases. This micrograph also shows that the dendrites are
composed of a lamellar mixture of 8+y, the primary 1 phase once again being coated by 8
phase during solidification. y is the last phase to solidified with the 8 dendrites
transforming to a lamellar mixture of S+y.

Alloys 31, 32 and 33 share similar as-cast microstructures, Figs. 7(a) to (c). X-ray
studies of all alloys show the presence of 8, y, 1 and 13 phases, with 4, transforming into
ordered superstructure during cooling.13 In contrast, the 8 and y phases are present as
lamellae. The liquid present between the dendrites is observed to solidify via an eutectic
reaction L--,-, , as the matrix with small second phase particles of 8. Further
evidence that the eutectic reaction involves formation of 4,+8 is provided by combined

area analysis carried out by SEM-EDX. The combined composition, e.g. in alloy 32, is
determined to be Ti-54.2AI-29V, whereas the matrix has composition Ti-56.5AI-25V. It
is found that the second eutectic phase has more V as compared to 4, matrix phase, which
is consistent with the composition of the 8 phase. This agrees with the BEI contrast of
this phase, compare Fig. 7(a) with (c).

Alloys 31 thru 33 solidified as P followed by nucleation of 8 through a peritectic
reaction. Ultimately y nucleates, probably through a second peritectic reaction, the
remaining liquid solidifying as a eutectic mixture of •41, the 8 phase in the dendrites then
transforming to a lamellar S+y mixture. The amount of primary 13 phase in alloy 33 is low
(XRDP of this alloy shows a very weak I I I0}) peak) and below the detection limit of the
SEM during the EDX analysis [Fig. 7(c)]. The volume fraction of y phase nucleating in

the remaining liquid is larger in alloy 33 than in alloys 31 and 32, while the volume fraction
of the primary 13 phase is higher in alloy 31, Fig. 7(a). Comparing the as-cast
microstructures of alloys 31 thru 33, shows that the lamellar structure of &+y and "finger
print" structure of the eutectic coarsens with increasing Al content from 42 to 48 wt% Al
and decreasing V content from 46 to 32 wt%.
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Fig. 8(a) shows a SEM-BEI micrograph of the as-cast microstructure of alloy 33.
This as-cast microstructure is composed of primary solidified D3 with peritectically
solidified 8 phase, the last solidified liquid being composed of 2 phase. The micrograph

also reveals very tine particles of a transformation product present in the 13 phase.

Finally, Fig. 8(b) represents an optical micrograph of alloy 35. This two phase

dendritic structure is a mixture of t and S.

UmuLduAn Eroleeton

The results of this study permit construction of the liquidus projection of the T"i-Al-

V system, Fig. 9. Chemical compositions of the different phases present are indicated on

the diagram and joined by tie lines. In this proposed diagram, the primary solidification
phases are 1, a, y, 8, 41, 2 and ý. The 13 liquidus surface is shown to cover the largest

area in the liquidus projection while the a liquidus surface extends to 30 wt% V. The

extension of the a liquidus surface to a high V contents of 30 wt% is due to the relatively

fast cooling during arc melting. A similar large a surface was also observed in Ti-AI-Ta

system where arc melted alloys of compositions up to Ti-26Al-50.8T showed hexagonal

dendrites.20 However, it has been observed in HTXD study of Ti-34Al-2.3V (Ti-48Al-2V

at%)2 1 and Ti-33.3Al-2.8Mn-4.8Nb (Ti-48Al-2Mn-2Nb at%)22 alloys that slow beating

of these compositions results in a yD13 phase field immediately below the solidus. This

implies that under equilibrium conditions the penetration of the a liquidus surface does not

extend beyond 5 wt% V. HTXD studies of other Ti-AI-V alloys in this phase field is

currently underway to determine the extent of this surface. Finally, the y liquidus surface

is also extended to 30 wt% V content but it is wider than the a liquidus surface.

Binary peritectic reactions present in related binary systems as denoted by Pi are:

P1  L+÷-" 1946 K (Ref. 14)

P2  L+D-+- 1748 K (Ref. 10)

P3  L+a--+Y 1723 K (Ref. 10)

P4  L+"y-- 1688 K (Ref. 11)

PS L+ý-4 1  1668 K (Ref. l1)

P6  L+"--4 1635 K (Ref. 14)

Five ternary peritectic reactions are indicated within the diagram. These peritectic
reactions, U,, and their approximate temperatures (estimated with the aid of the binary
peritectic temperatures) are:

U, L+a--1D" 1723>T>1673 K

U2 L+•y--+*, 1668>T>1633K
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U3  L+P3-+y-.- 1663 K (Ref. 23)

U4  L+y•---,+ 1633>T>1573 K

U5 L+8-)+41  1633>T>1573 K
Paruchuri and Massalski5 recently determined a liquidus projection of Ti-Al-V

system utilizing alloy compositions centered around reactions U2, U3 and U4. While there

is a general agreement between the primary phases observed by these authors with the 0

present study, however, compositions Ti-50AI-30V, Ti-50A!-40V and Ti-55.5AI-37.4V

were shown by Paruchuri and Massalski to have [ as their primary phase. In the present

liquidus projection these compositions are located on the 8 liquidus surface with the first

two compositions however being very close to the line PIU 3. This discrepancy can be •

explained by the fact that the positions of lines PIU 3 and P6Us in the present study were

determined utilizing the P1 and P6 compositions from the binary AI-V diagram determined

by Carlson et al.. 14 These compositions in the recent estimated AI-V diagram by

Murray24 are Ti.42.5V and Ti-23.5V respectively. In both diagrams the compositions of 0

points P, and P. are estimated, not experimentally determined. Therefore, the positions of

lines PtU3 and P6.U are uncertain and are suggested as the reason for this discrepancy.
The peritectic reaction U, results in a c+.' three phase field and was observed

experimentally in the isothermal section at 1473 K.6.7 This reaction has been shown to 0

present at approximately Ti-41AI-29V, the position of U, having been determined on the

basis of the as-cast microstructures for alloys present in this region.
SThe format of reaction U2 is proposed utilizing binary peritectic reactions P4 and P5.

As no alloy was studied in this composition range, the position of this reaction is tentative.

Reactions U3 and U4 result in Yq" and Y4#1 three phase field& These phase

fields were also observed experimentally in the isothermal section at 1473 K.6,7 The

formats of these reactions have been suggested utilizing optical and SEM-BEI

micrographs of alloys present in this region. The reaction U3 was also shown by Volkova
and Komilov23 at approximately 1673 K in their vertical section of Ti-AI-V system.

Hayes25 also suggested a similar reaction in his unpublished partial reaction scheme of the

Ti-AI-V system based on previous experimental results of this system, although he

suggested a different U4 reaction, L+&-qI-F.. Hayes' U4 reaction necessitates the
presence of y+&2 three phase field at lower temperature, however the presence of a

y+K, three phase field at 1473 K has been confirmed by X-ray results.7

Paruchuri and Massalski 5 presented a different format of reactions U3 and U4
L+y-K+- and L*P3>-+8 respectively. These reactions would result in y and K,.+8

three phase fields, again these phase fields have not been observed at temperatures >1273

K, three phase fields present at higher temperatures being 7t+-]4W and 'y-4-8.7 Three
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phase fields y'..,4+K and K4+8 may nevertheless be observed at temperatures of <1273 K,

their presence being a product of a ternary peritectoid reaction y+--4I+.

Finally, no indication of an eutectic type reaction was observed by Paruchuri and

Massalski 5 in alloys within the vicinity of these ternary reactions. Unfortunately these

authors did not mention whether the microstructures reported were from as-cast or DTA

melted samples. Thus there remains a possibility that the slow cooling in the DTA

samples might have prevented this eutectic reaction. In that case, the eutectic type

reaction observed in the present study could be due to the relatively fast cooling during arc

melt solidification, effectively suppressing the eutectic temperature to a sufficiently low

temperature.

A fifth ternary peritectic reaction U5 has been suggested in the present study. In the

work of Paruchuri and Massalski,5 this reaction is absent because they considered , and

1 as a single phase. However, the crystal structure of 2 phase present in alloy 34 is

distinct from 4. Indeed, the presence of 2 requires the addition of reaction U5 within the

liquidus projection. In the liquidus projection determined by Paruchuri and Massalski, 5

the liquidus line from point U4 was shown to move towards point P6, whereas in the

present liquidus projection, this line moves towards point Us, in the Al rich direction, Fig.

9. But the position and direction of the liquidus line from point U, is not known due to

lack of data available in this region. Apparently it should move downwards to the Al rich

corner (as suggested by a broken line in Fig. 9) and take part in another ternary peritectic

reaction in the Al rich corner due to the presence of a binary eutectic in the AI-V side and

a binary peritectic in the Al-Ti side. Hayes' unpublished work25 also indicates the

presence of reaction U5 but with a different format.

a nPaths of Ali
Before examining the solidification paths of the prepared alloys it is emphasized that

the alloys have undergone non-equilibrium cooling during preparation; therefore, these

solidification paths should not be considered as equilibrium paths. These solidification

paths ame given in Table 2. The alloys are considered according to their primary phase of

solidification.

Alloys with 0 Primary Phase (L--+D)

Reactions I thru 7 in Table 2 represent the solidification paths of alloys with A as the

primary phase.
Alloys 1 thru 8 only undergo an ordering transformation of 0-+02 following

solidification, reaction 1.
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In alloys 9 to 12, the addition of V decreases the a precipitation temperature
ultimately allowing the retention of 13 at room temperature during cooling. The ot

precipitation takes place in disordered [3at higher temperatures and is followed by the
ordering of both a and P to c&2 and [ on subsequent cooling, reaction 2. According to the

Ti-Al binary phase diagram' 0 26 compositions of 25 to 27 wt% Al should contain an oa+y
microstructure. The absence of the y phase in alloys 9 to 12 could be due to non-
equilibrium solidification and shift of the a/a+y phase boundary in the Al rich direction
with V additions as observed in the isothermal section of Ti-AI-V diagram at 1473 IC7

In alloys 13 to 15, precipitation takes place at much lower temperatures than in
alloys 9 thru 12 and involves direct precipitation of o2 from ordered f2, reaction 3.

The precipitation of at takes place in ordered N3 (around 1373-1473 K) on cooling in
alloys 16 and 17 and is followed by the nucleation of y within the a phase, reaction 4.

In alloys 18 and 19, the precipitation of a in primary disordered 13 takes place at
temperatures between approximately 1373-1500 K with y precipitation in these alloys
probably taking place at lower temperatures. In addition, both ot and 13 undergo further

ordering reactions, reaction 5.
The result of X-ray analysis of alloy 20 does not give any indication of oa phase

(Table 1) which implies that the y has precipitated from the [ phase and this composition
does not encounter the ternary peritectic reaction U1 L+a-,f[+y proposed in Figure 9.
The 1P phase also remains disordered at room temperature, reaction 6.

Finally, alloys 21 to 23 have o2 and y phases in their as-cast microstructures (Table

1) with ot precipitation in 0 taking place at high temperatures (1700-1740 K) consuming
the P phase. The a transforms to a lamellar mixture of oa-y by an eutectoid reaction
a-o•2•,, the temperature of a2 and y precipitation depending upon the V content of the
alloys, decreasing with increasing V content, reaction 7.

Alloys with P Primary Phase involved in a Peritectic Reaction (L--A+L)

The reaction 8 thru 12 in Table 2 represent the solidification paths of alloys which

involve a peritectic reaction.
In alloy 29, following [P precipitation, the liquid composition moves along the [3

liquidus surface towards line P2U1 . According to the liquidus projection the alloy should
move towards UV. But the liquid composition moves towards the at liquidus surface with
the precipitation of a phase through a peritectic reaction L+P--X. The composition of

the remaining liquid between the ot dendrites (these dendrites have already partially
consumed the primary [3) moves towards the line P3U, and solidifies as y by another
peritectic reaction L+a-+y. This could be due to the fact that the 13 liquidus surface is
steeper than the a surface and the liquid composition on the oa surface also moves down.
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The difference in temperatures of the invariant reactions P, and U, is moreover not great;
therefore, it is possible for the liquid to overshoot the U, reaction under the non-

equilibrium cooling conditions, reaction 8.
The liquid composition in alloy 30 changes along the 0 liquidus surface after

precipitation towards line PAU3 and due to greater difference in temperatures of invariant
reactions P, and U3, it moves sharply downwards to point U3 and solidifies thru the

peritectic reaction L+13->V, reaction 9.
The volume fraction of P3 phase in alloy 31 is large as compared to other alloys in

this range. The liquid composition moves along the 13 liquidus surface towards line PU 3

and then precipitation of 8 occurs around 03. The composition of the remaining liquid

moves to the line U3U4U3 and enters the pseudo binary eutectic reaction L-)4,+8, which

results in eutectic like microstructural features, reaction 10.
Alloys 32 and 33 go through two peritectic reactions. The liquid compositions move

along the 13 liquidus surface to line PU 3. These compositions follow this line and go
through first peritectic reaction at U3 L+13--y•+. The remaining liquid compositions in

both alloys follow the line U3U4. The solidification should be completed by the peritectic
reaction U4, L+y--,8+K. However, the microstructural features suggest the presence of a

eutectic reaction L-+K, which is not possible according to the tentative liquidus
projection shown in Fig. 9. The only possibility is that alloys do not go through reaction
U4 and remaining liquid solidifies as a mixture of K•. This could be possible in view of
small differences in temperatures of reactions U4 and U., therefore, the line U4U5 may act
as a valley between 8 and 1 liquidus surfaces and due to non-equilibrium cooling the
liquid can solidify as a eutectic like mixture of 8+K. In alloy 33, the volume fraction of
the primary phase 13 is very small and it appears to be consumed by the subsequent
peritectic reaction U3, reaction 11.

In alloy 34, the liquid composition moves along the 1 liquidus surface towards line
PU 3. The liquid composition then changes along the 8 liquidus surface with the
precipitation of the 8 phase, the volume fraction of the 8 phase being the highest among all
alloys present in this composition range. The composition of the liquid present between
the big 8 dendrites moves towards line P6U5 and the liquid solidifies as 1ý, reaction 12.

Alloy with 4, Primary Phase

Reaction 13 in Table 2 represents the solidification path of alloy 35. The
solidification in this alloy takes place with the nucleation of the 41 phase. The composition
of the liquid changes along the 4, liquidus surface towards line U4U5 . The solidification
was completed by the precipitation of the 8 phase in the liquid.

Alloys with a Primary Phase
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The solidification path of alloys 25 to 28 is given by reaction 14 in Table 2. The at

primary phase is indicated by the presence of hexagonal dendrites in the as-cast

microstructures of these alloys (Figs. 5(a) to (d)]. McCullough et al. 10,15,16 distinguished

the morphologies of the a dendrites in the shrinkage cavities of the as cast binary Ti-36AI

(Ti-50Al at%) and Ti-40.8AI (Ti-55AI at%) from that of the P dendrites in as-cast alloys

of compositions Ti-27.3AI (Ti-40AI at%) and Ti-31.6AI (Ti-45AI at%). The alloys in the

present study go through the binary peritectic reaction P3, L+ia--*T. The liquid

composition in all alloys changes along the a liquidus surface towards the line P3U, and

the remaining liquid solidifies as y.

The primary phase in alloy 24 is also a. The composition of the small amount of the

liquid phase apparently moves down along the line P2U, and solidifies as V rich 13. The

precipitation of yin the a dendrites takes place in the solid state, reaction 15.

I- The arc melted and cast microstructures of Ti-AI-V alloys solidified at cooling rates

lying between 10-100°C/s were characterized and it was determined that the alloys

containing 10.5 to 32 wt% Al and 4 to 31 wt% V and alloys containing 40 to 48 wt% Al

and 30 to 51 wt% V were solidified as 13. The morphology of the dendrites was related to

the type of the pimary phase i.e. orthogonal for 13 and y and hexagonal for a. The

precipitation of ot in the P3 phase was observed to occur at different temperatures in the

solid state and the temperature appeared to determine the size and morphology of the a

phase.-
2- A tentative liquidus projection of the Ti-Al-V system has been presented. Five ternary

peritectic reactions are suggested in the liquidus projection. Three ternary peritectic

reactions have been confirmed in another study6,7 due to the presence of their product
three phase fields observed at lower temperatures. The a liquidus surface has been shown
to extend to 30 wt% V. This extent was determined on the basis of the hexagonal
dendrites in alloys present in this composition range. Therefore, it is concluded that non-
equilibrium cooling promotes a phase instead of 0 or y phases.
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Table 1: The phases present in the as cast alloys determined by optical microscopy, SEM,
TEM and X-ry diffractomet i.-

Alloy Nominal Phases Alloy Nominal Phases
No. Compositions No. Compositions

(wt%) __ __(Wt%) ____

1 Ti-10.5A1-20.5 13 19 Ti-32A1-20V cK2, 132,

2 Ti-15A1-20V 3220 Ti-32A1-31V Y, 13
3 Ti-15A1-30V 3221 Ti-32A1-4V y, a2

4 Ti-20AI-15V 132 22 Ti-32.5A1-12V oyl 7
5 Ti-20A1-20V N3 23 T~i-32.5A1-15V oy1 y
6 Ti-20A1-25V 132 24 Ti-35A1-25V 'Y, a.2, 1
7 Ti-20A1-30V 1225 Ti-40A1 Y, a2

8 TI-25A1-13V 3226 Ti-40A1-5V ,0
9 T~i-25Al-4V q,12I 27 Ti-40A1-10V Y
10 Ti-27A1-OV a2, 3 28 Ti-40AI-15V Y, a,
11I Ti-27A1-5V 0,,13 29 Ti-40A1-30V Y, a,, 1
12 Ti-28A1-4V a,12l 30 r~i-41A1-40V Y, 8, 3
13 Ti-25AI-25V N3, a2 31 Ti-42A1-46V 8, 41, 13,
14 Ti-26A1-16V 0132 a2 32 Ti-45A1-35V y, 8, 41, A3
15 Ti-27A1-30V N32 .a, 33 Ti-48A1-32V y, 8, 41, 13
16 Ti-27A1-20V 132, a2, y 34 Ti-45A1-51V y, 13, E4
17 Ti-28A1-24V 13, Y, 0, 35 Ti-57A1-27V ~

18 Ti-30A1-15V 1, 02 X
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Table 2: The solidification paths of the alloys.

Reaction # Solidification Paths Alloy #

1 L---*I2  1-8

2 L----i+x--$32 +o 9-12

3 L--=> 2-= =2+a2 13-15

4 L-4P-P-2 +a+y-->2 +oa2+'y 16, 17

5 L-+O-->,+O$ 2-+a•47 18, 19

6 L--4" 20

7 L----- .L, 21-23

8 L-->p+L-•p+[a]+L-->p+[yt(h]4q 29

9 L---p+L->p,+[8I+y-*p,+{Sq']+y 30
10 . 31

11 - 32,33

12 L-____ L-=_+____L __[ _____ 34

13 L==,+L-4I+8 35

14 25-28

15 ,,_L---_[__+L--_[_]+_--_[__+___ 24

primary P. 0 square brackets indicates the phases observed in the dendrites, the

secondary phases within dendrites having precipitated in this phase through a solid state

reaction.



Fig. 1:. O)ptcaI micrographs of the as-cast
microstructures. (a) alloy 1, (b) alloy 9, (c)
alloy 10, (d) alloy 11I and (e) alloy 12.
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Mig. I' Optical micrograpbs of the u-cast mIicrostructures, (a) alloy 15, (b) alloy 16 and (c)

alloy 19.
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I

Fig. 3: Optical micrographs of the as-cast microstructures, (a) alloy 20, (b) alloy 21 and (c)
alloy 22.

p ... . . . . " • • • ' ' . I a i
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e 0020

S2011F

(°2" Fig. 4: (a) SEM-BEI of alloy 24. (b) BF4( , 2 micrograPh of alloy 24 showing *2 and y

lamellae present in the dendrites shown in

0 (0110) (a). (c) SADP taken from as and Y IMeUelie
* (o1to :f present in alloy 24. Zone axis [2T10J00 and

( . <110> y. See key in (e). (d) BF

micrograph of aloy 24 showing a2, $ and

----- 0 y phases. SADP of zone [Ti 1]p taken from
Sarea is shown in the inset. (e) Key for

SADP shown in (c).
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ii

Fig. 5: OPtical micrographs of alloy showing hexagonal dendrites, (a) alloy 25, (b) alloy 26,
(c) alloy 27 and (d) alloy 28.
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F'g. 6: (a) Optical micrograh of alloy 29 showing orthogonal dendrites. (b) SEM-BEI of
alloy 30 showing similar dendrites.
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Fig. 7: SEM-BEI of the as-cast microetructures, (a) alloy :31, (b) alloy 32 and (c) alloy 3:3.

I
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Fi.t(a) SEM-BEI of the au-cast mnicronutruture of alloy 34. (b) Optical micrograph of the
u-as -Micrtructurs of alloy 35.
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Abstract

The elevated temperature phase transitions during continuous heating and cooling of two
Ti3AI-(Nb,VMo) titanium aluminides, Ti-25AI-1Nb and Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo (at.%), were
explored by optical microscopy, calorimetric differential thermal analysis and in-situ high
temperature x-ray diffraction.

Both alloys initially consisted of a2+13+O with continuous heating resulting in the
sequential reaction orthorhombic 0 -+ aoh, dissolution/disordering of (%, and disordering of B2.
Differences in the initial microstructures of the alloys, i.e., blocky and plate-like primary oc (%'P)

colonies in a transformed 13 (Widmanstktten secondary oc + (13/B2)j matrix in Ti-25A1-I lNb,
and Widmanstrnten ocs + (OWB2)t in Ti-26AI-l0Nb-3V-lMo, was found to affect %2 dissolution.
Dissolution, eventually followed by disordering, of the two morphologically distinct ordered m,
microconstituents in Ti-25AI- 11Nb occurred over two distinct temperature regions, while a single
dissolution reaction of Widmanstatten o2 in Ti-26AI-l0Nb-3V-lMo was observed.

Similar reversible transformations were observed on cooling from the 1D phase field, the
quantities of primary and secondary a2 being rate dependent, decreasing cooling rate increasing
the volume fraction of primary a2 while decreasing the volume fraction of secondary
Widmanstltten a2.
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Introduction

Binary Ti3Al-base aluminide alloys are excellent candidates for high temperature
applications in the 500"-700'C range. Unfortunately, they suffer from poor ductility and fracture
toughness at low to intermediate temperatures. These properties may however be enhanced thru
alloy modification, notably the addition of J3-stabilizing elements (Nb, V, Mo)."'s Decomposition
of Ti3AI-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys upon cooling from the single phase D5 region may involve diffusion
controlled processes, diffusional ordering transformations and/or diffusionless reactions,
depending upon n-stabilizer content, interstitial content (0, N, H, C) and cooling rate."' 0 Indeed,
B2 (ordered bcc), aft' (hcp), ca2 (ordered hcp, DO19 structure), 0/0' (orthorhombic phase), "0)-
type", and tetragonal phases have all been reportedf"r

These observationr illustrate that achievement of optimal mechanical performance in
TiM-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys will critically depend upon prior thermomechanical history. In particular
appropriate control of deformation processing will require a detailed knowledge of the alloys'
microstructural stability, particularly at elevated temperatures where processing is normally
undertaken. The present study was undertaken towards this end by examining the elevated
temperature phase stability of two semi-commercial Ti3AI-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys, Ti-25A1-I INb and
Ti-26AI-O1Nb-3V-1Mo (at.%), during continuous heating/cooling.

Experimental Details

The two Ti3AI-(Nb,VMo) alloys investigated, Ti-25AI- 1lNb and Ti-26AI- 1ONb-3V- 1Mo
(at.%), Table 1, were supplied by TIMET and were received as 152.4 mm thick slabs having
undergone initial forging from 3400 kg triple vacuum melted production ingots. During this prior
processing, the materials had been heated to 1533K, held at this temperature for8 hours, forged,
and then air cooled.

Metallographic examination of sections prepared from the forged ingots showed that the
microstructure of as-received Ti-25Al-1lNb consisted of primary %2 (%ý) col•nies in a
transformed P/B2 (Widmanstatten %~s + (P(B2)tj matrix, with no apparent grain boundary a2
(%(a), Figure 1. In comparison, the microstructure of Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo consisted of
WidmanstAtten qs + (f3/B2)t, with grain boundary a2cB, Figure 1.

Characterization of these materials' high temperature stability utilized calorimetric
differential thermal analysis (CDTA) and high temperature in-situ x-ray diffraction (HTXRD).23'24

The CDTA system was configured to ensure that the heating/cooling experiments were unaffected
by test environment, modification of the CDTA apparatus including installation of an inert gas
purifier/oxygen analyzer and introduction of in-situ high purity titanium gettering charges to
minimize oxygen pick-up.

The purity of the CDTA system was verified by repeated thermal cycling of a pure
titanium sample, the lack of significant change in the 0i transus temperature (< 5K after 3 cycles
to 1723K) being taken as evidence of the system's ability to maintain atmosphere purity control.
CDTA instrumental baseline calibration was performed utilizing high purity sapphire, with final
temperature calibration of the apparatus being achieved from the solid state standard temperature
transformations of pure manganese (-". 1361K, y---& 1409K, 8--L: 1514K) and pure titanium
(a--+: 1164K).25 After calibration, temperatures were considered to be accurate within I%.
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Phase transformation temperatures from 873K to 1573K were determined during both
heating and cooling in a high purity argon atmosphere at 5, 10, 20, and 40K/min rates. In order
to separately evaluate each transformation, both the heat flow, normalized per unit mass (mJ.sec-
'.mg's.), and its iust derivative with respect to temperature, J= dJ/dT (mJ.sec 1 .mg-.deg'), were
recorded and analyzed. Transformation temperatures were determined from the CDTA
thermograms by establishing those temperatures where J and Y deviated from the baseline, and
in the case of overlapping peaks, where J showed a curvature anomaly. The average standard
deviation observed for the measured reaction temperatures was ± 5K.

In-situ high temperature x-ray diffraction experiments were also undertaken to
complement the CDTA experiments. These utilized a Scintag 20-diffractometer equipped with
a high temperature furnace/vacuum chamber, again modified in a manner similar to that outlined
above for the CDTA apparatus to introduce and maintain a high purity inert argon gas
atmosphere at a desired pressure3,2

The high temperature x-ray diffraction samples, 20 mm x 8 mm x 0.25 mm, were prepared
by wafering and grinding, with final preparation involving removal of a 20 Pm minimum surface
layer by chemical thinning in a bath of 10 ml HNO3 + 5 ml HF + 50 ml H20 for about 20
seconds, this treatment being designed to eliminate any deformation layer that might have been
occasioned by previous preparation.' Samples were then repeatedly washed in water and
ethanol, and dried in warm air. 0

The x-ray sample, onto which a type C thermocouple was spot-welded to monitor
temperature, was then mounted in the chamber on a tantalum strip heater. Gettering charges were
positioned and the furnace sealed, a vacuum of lxlW0 mbar inside the chamber being achieved
overnight. The chamber was then repeatedly backfilled (- 1 atm) with a high purity argon gas
and flushed, the initial vacuum being achieved between each step. Finally, an argon pressure of
0.6 atm was maintained prior to heating.

Initially, ambient temperature 20-scans from 150 to 850 were acquired utilizing Cu-Ks
radiation operating at 40kV and 30mA. Following ambient temperature examination, the sample
was heated from 873 to 1623K at a heating rate of 20K/min, diffraction spectra being collected
at pre-selected temperatures maintained within an accuracy of ± 5K, the sample being held at
temperature approximately 5 minutes prior to scanning at a 10°/min. Typically, four to five
samples of each alloy were examined, with rocking curves (0 fixed, fl varying) being obtained
where deemed necessary to verify the presence, or absence, of phases at elevated temperatures.
The large grain size of the alloys examined precluded quantitative phase determination. In
addition, it should be noted that the x-ray diffraction technique looses its sensitivity when volume
fractions of the phases being identified are below approximately 5 %. Following data collection, •
the x-ray diffraction spectra were analyzed and the peaks indexed utilizing an iterative computer
program that was capable of fitting the observed data to given cell structures using a least squares
procedure.2

Results

Calorimetric Differential Thermal Analysis (CDTA)
The results of the thermal analysis observations during continuous heating and cooling

for Ti-25AI-11Nb and Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-1Mo are shown in Figures 2 thru 5 and summarized in S
Table II and Ill, where an estimate of the equilibrium reaction temperatures was obtained by
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assuming a linear relationship between reaction temperatures and heating/cooling rates and by
extrapolating to an ideal 0 K/min rate. Independent of heating rate, Ti-25AI- 11 Nb exhibited a
low temperature transformation below 1123K starting at To' and ending at To'. This
transformation was followed by a complex sequence of transformations, Tsb thru TB", where both
J and Y deviated from the base'ine. Above Ts,, ensuing reactions defined by anomalies in JY
were observed at TL" for both alloys, TD" for Ti-25A1-1 1Nb, Figure 3, and T," for Ti-26AI-1ONb-
3V-lMo, Figure 5. Finally this sequence of transformations was completed at TB".

Cooling thermograms at 40, 20, and 1OK/min of Ti-25AI- 1 INb, Figure 3, exhibited three
distinct transformations between 1348-1173K; at 5K/min, only two reactions were observed. In
each instance, the first reaction, which had an onset at TBc and completion at TDc, was
immediately followed by a second reaction which terminated at TsC. At cooling rates above
5K/min, a third r3actiin appeared, interrupting the TDc-Tsc reaction at a temperature TLc (T•c<TDC),
with the extent of this peak increasing with increasing cooling rate.

By comparison, cooling thermograms at 40 and 20K/min of Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo,
Figure 5, exhibited two distinct transformations between 1398-978K; at the lowest rates
examined, 10 and 5K/min, an additional reaction was observed. At the former cooling rates, the
first reaction had an onset at T. and completion at TA, and was followed by a plateau before
a second reaction initiated at TL terminating at T.". At the slower cooling rates, a third reaction
initiating at TDc appeared. It was characterized by a shoulder on the TL-Ts' reaction peak, the
extent of this additional transformation increasing with decreasing cooling rate.

X-Ray Diffraction
Ambient temperature x-ray scans, Figure 6, confirmed that both alloys were three phase,

a,(ordered hcp) + D(bcc) + orthorhombi, phase 0, this latter phase having been identified by the
appearance of "shoulders" at selected % peaks.2" The room temperature lattice parameters of the
different phases were computed, Table IV.

Typical high temperature x-ray diffraction data for both alloys are shown in Figure 7.
HTXRD data show that Ti-25AI-11Nb and Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-1Mo were three phase (a2+j3+O)
to 1123K and 1073K, respectively, the orthorhombic "peaks" vanishing above these temperatures.
Between 1173K and 1423K, Ti-25AI-11 Nb was two phase (ax2+0) with, moreover, the primary
ca2 peak (a2 {0002) / 20 - 380) splitting into a doublet, Figure 8. This doublet was not present
at 1448K where the Aloy was in the ot+f phase field, the absence of cc being verified with
rocking curves at low angles, 20 - 17.50, ca 1010), and 20 - 260, r2{ 1120). Finally, at 1473K
and above, the x-ray diffraction scans showed no distinct peaks, although rocking curves
indicated that the alloy was single phase, disordered bcc D phase, above this temperature.

Upon cooling, the Ti-25AI-1 INb x-ray scans were found to be qualitatively identical to
those on heating, the intensity of the peaks being randomly modified. At 1298 K, the presence
of an a+D structure was verified, transforming to %2+13 below 1273 K. Ultimately a three phase
a2+D+O structure appeared below 1123 K, this structure remaining till room temperature.

Orthorhombic dissolution was also observed in Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-1Mo. The HTXRD
results suggested in contrast to the CDTA results that the two phase %-+03 structure in Ti-26A1-
1ONb-3V-lMo was stable to 1548K. Based on previously accepted results,ý-| Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-
IMo is expected to be in the single phase 0 field at temperatures above 1423K. However, the
0 transus as determined from HTXRD results was estimated to be approximately 1548K.
Detailed analysis of these observations, to be published elsewhere, indicates that this anomalous
behavior was related to the high sensitivity of Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-1Mo to oxygen, absorption of
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oxygen during the high temperature x-ray exposure resulting in the stabilization of an oc-case
layer on the diffracted surface.

Discussion

The phase transitions of two Ti4AI-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys, Ti-25A-1 lNb and Ti-26A1- lONb-
3V-lMo, observed during heating/cooling as determined from CDTA and HTXRD are
summarized in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.

Orthorhombic Dhase
Upon heating, the orthorhombic phase in both alloys transforms to o% at temperatures

between To" and To. This agrees with previous studies. who reported that the 0 phase is not
stable in these alloys at temperatures above 1123K. Although the low volume fraction of 0 in
the initial microstructures made its detection difficult in the CDTA thermograms, HTXRD scans
did confirm its presence below 1123K. Indeed, the presence of the orthorhombic phase at high
temperature upon cooling precluded this being an artifact due to sample preparation.

g6 vhase

Two different % morphologies were present in the alloys studied, primary o• ()
colonies in a transformed A/B2 (Widmanstatten %s + (P/B2)t} matrix in Ti-25A1-llNb and
WidmanstAtten o4 + (PB2)t, with grain boundary o•°B, in Ti-26A-l-Nb-3V-lMo.

The transformation of these morphologically distinct a2 microconstituents entails initial
resolution of oas within the transformed (f/B2)t, followed by the dissolution of %P2P in Ti-25A1-
1 lNb. Such a process, Tables 5 and 6, eventually followed by the disordering of o%, was
demonstrated by the CDTA thermograms, where complex phase transformations were observed
above Tsh, Figure 2 and 4. The first of these is proposed to represent the dissolution of ocs, and
is associated with the major peak for each heating rate, the shape of this peak being
representative of a diffusion controlled first order transformation." The onset of primary %l"
dissolution may also be defined from the CDTA thermograms, as the oas dissolution is
complemented at TLh for Ti-25AI- 1 lNb (1389K at 20K/min) by another first order reaction, while
the os dissolution is completed at the TLb temperature for Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-lMo (1374K at
20K/min). Furthermore, the appearance of the ct/a doublet reflections in the x-ray pattern for
Ti-25Al- 1 lNb suggests that a difference in chemical composition develops between the primary
and secondary o. phases during dissolution at high temperature. Elemental partitioning between
the a and D phases, and consequently between ocý and ({cs+P), which become respectively Al-
enriched and Nb-enriched, has previously been reported in Ti-24A.1-1 Nb.15 .1 6.31

Support for the proposed dissolution mechanism is given by quantitative measurements
of the o 2(0002) doublet in Ti-25Al- I1Nb. The intensity of each doublet varies with temperature,
until a single predominant peak remains at temperatures greater than 1348K. Figure 9 shows that
the a2s is dominant at temperatures lower than 1173K, whereas above 1273K, the Ct2P dominates
as the amount of o.s decreases and eventually vanishes at temperatures greater than 1373K. It
may be concluded therefore that TLh represents the transition temperature where cts becomes
virtually extinct.

The x-ray results for Ti-25A1-1 INb indicate further that the a 2 phase has disordered at
1448K, with subsequent transformation to 0 at 1473K. The development of the %-xo--P
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reaction in this narrow temperature range (1448-1473K) is confirmed by CDTA analysis where
the completion of all reactions was determined at 1456K at 20K/min heating rate, the rate
selected for HTXRD experiments.

Similar reversible transformations occur on cooling, as depicted by the CDTA cooling
thermograms between To' and Ts", Figures 3 and 5. The first o precipitation peak (TDc-TLc),
when observed, represents the formation of ocj and is followed by a second peak (TLC-Tsc)
involving the formation of a2s. As demonstrated by HTXRD analysis in Ti-25Al-llNb on
cooling, o% precipitation is preceded by formation of disordered c. A similar reaction path was
reported by Weykamp et al 16 who observed that in a Ti-24A1-l lNb alloy ordering of % was
preceded by primary, heterogeneous nucleation of a. It has to be recognized that the distinction
of a distinct 13/B24-a CDTA peak was not possible, but should be observed as concluded with
HTXRD, suggesting that initial formation of a and a2 ordering on cooling, and by analogy on
heating, are represented by a same CDTA peak.

Ultimately, the ratio of %s and c•P observed after cooling is expected to be related to
cooling rate and alloying content. Figures 3 and 5 support this conclusion, the intensity ratio
between the ocs peak and the a2" peak decreasing with decreasing cooling rate. Therefore, by
analogy with the transformations observed on heating, TL' represents the transition temperature
from ocj to the development of CLs with increasing cooling rates. Although a2" was not present

* in the initial Ti-26Al- 1ONb-3V- IMo microstructure, and therefore was not observed in the CDTA
thermograms, this q2 morphology may be achieved in this alloy at slow cooling rates, see below,
therefore the TLh transition would be observed on subsequent heating.

Demonstration of the effect of rate and composition on the phase morphology of Ti-25A1-
llNb and Ti-26Al-10Nb-3V-lMo was confirmed by observation of the CDTA sample
microstructures after cooling, Figure 10 and 11, respectively. As the cooling rate decreased,
coarsening of %Pe was observed, the as-cooled microstructure changing from a fine 4S+(--IB2)t
to a scattered formation of ocg and ultimately to a coarse oc morphology. This morphological
transition was clearly demonstrated at the lowest cooling rate, 5 K/min, where the ocs was absent
in the microstructure of the Ti-25A1-IlNb CDTA specimen after cooling, Figure 10(d), an
observation consistent with the disappearance of the peak associated with o~s formation in the
CDTA thermogram, Figure 3. On the other hand, formation and coarsening of oxP was observed
in Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-1Mo only at rates lower than 10 K/min, the as-cooled microstructure slowly
changing from a Widmanstatten ({os+("/B2 )t) to a mixed Widmanstltten{a 2 s+(13/B2)t}+oaP
morphology. For instance, microstructures at the highest cooling rates, i.e., 40 and 20 K/min,
did not display any %e, Figure 11 (a) and (b), an observation consistent with the absence of t
peak associated with a4 formation in the CDTA thermogram Figure 6. Comparison of the as-
cooled microstructures again confirms the slower kinetics in Ti-26A1-10Nb-3V-1Mo.

p phase
The 03 transus temperatures of both alloys as defined by CDTA, were 1432K and 1407K

for Ti-25Al-llNb and Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-lMo, respectively, on heating. These results are in
good agreement with previous studies on Ti.Al-Nb alloys where the J3 transus temperature was
reported as 1408K for Ti-24A1-llNb 31 and 1403K for Ti-24Al-15Nb.2

Cooling thermograms suggest that the high temperature reaction observed immediately
below the P3 transus, i.e., between TB- and TDc (Ti-25Al- 11Nb) or TAc (Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-IMo),
is the l3-+B2 ordering reaction. This reaction is not, as expected of a second order reaction, rate
dependent, Tables 3 and 4. Furthermore the proposed 0--+B2 transformation temperature
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observed on cooling is higher in Ti-26A1-l0Nb-3V-lMo (1400K) than in Ti-25AI- IlNb (1354K).
Other studies of Ti-24AI-I INb and Ti-25AI-2ONb "6 have also shown that higher Nb content
resulted in higher 03-4B2 ordering temperatures and enhanced formation of B2. This increase in
the ordering temperature for Ti-26AI- 10Nb-3V- 1Mo vis-a-vis Ti-25AI- 11 Nb tends also to separate
53-+B2 from WB2-+Wo4 reaction 2in Ti-26A1-l0Nb-3V-IMo, Figure 5, while both reaction are
merged in Ti-25AI- INb, Figure 3.

An analogous transformation, identified by TD" (Ti-25AI- 11 Nb) or T~h (Ti-26AI- lONb-3V-
1Mo), is observed in the CDTA thermograms on heating in the high temperature range
immediately below the 0 transus. Again, it is suggested that this reaction is associated with
0-+B2 ordering reaction, which on heating involves disordering of the B2 phase. This conclusion
is supported by other studies under isothermal conditions '2-"".8 where the P3 phase undergoes a
P--B2-4- transformation between 1223K and 1448K, disordered P3 existing below 1223K,
ordered B2 between 1223K and the P3 transus, and disordered 13 above the 13 transus.

Condusions

High temperature phase stability has been examined in Ti-25AI- 11Nb and Ti-26AI- ONb-
3V-lMo. In Ti-25AI- 1lNb, transformations on heating involve the sequential transformation of
orthorhombic 0, dissolution/disordering of the morphologically distinct % phases, ot" and os,

present in the as-received alloy, and disordering of the B2 phase. In the case of Ti-26AI-10Nb-
3V-lMo, transformations are limited to the sequential transformation of orthorhombic 0 and
dissolution of Widmanstatten a2 and aim, followed by disordering of B2. Similar reversible
reactions occur on cooling from the high temperature single phase P3, the relative amount of the
morphologically different ox phases exhibiting a cooling rate dependency, the amount of primary
o,2 increasing with decreasing cooling rates. Finally solution partitioning during oE2 precipitation
or dissolution influenced the disordering/ordering state of the 13/B2 phase.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the Ti3AI-Nb alloys.

Ti-25AI- 1 lNb Ti-26AI- 1ONb-3V- IMo

Atomic % Weight % Atomic % Weight %

Ti bal. bal. bal. bal.

Al 24.95 14.25 25.79 14.60

Nb 10.83 21.30 10.26 20.00

V - - 3.09 3.30

Mo - - 1.04 2.10

0 0.26 0.09 0.23 0.08

C 0.26 0.09 0.11 0.027

N 0.04 0.012 - -

Fe 0.042 0.05 0.07 0.08

Table 2. Ambient temperature lattice parameters.

Lattice Ti-25A1-1lNb Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMoParamet () , "P e/)B2 a 0 f/B2 2 (b) 0

a 0.328 0.580 0.604 0.322 0.584 0.606

c - 0.466 0.464 - 0.465 0.465

b - 0.971 - - 0.979

(a) Error = ± 0.001 nm

0,d c/a ratio = 0.80

i.
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Table 3. Transformation temperatures as a function of heating/cooling rates, Ti-25AI-1 Nb.

Transformation Temperatures ( K)

Heating/Cooling 0 phase
Rate (K/rain) Cooling(Tc)

TO TO "TS TL TD TB

40 943 1109 1210 1401 ND 1485
NrS) ND 1107 1231 1304 1349

20 928 1091 1211 1389 1425 1456
ND ND 1172 1238 1320 1353

10 913 1083 1208 1378 1407 1443
ND ND 1198 1242 1334 1351

5 909 1086 1206 1371 1401 1441
ND ND 1225 ND 1338 1355

0 (b 905 1079 1207 1369 1394 1432
ND ND 1236 1246 1343 1354

Table 4. Transformation temperatures as a function of heating/cooling rates,
Ti-26AI- 10Nb-3V-1Mo.

Transformation Temperatures (K) Heating(Tb)
Heating/Cooling CoolingtTr1)

Rate ( K/in)L TD TA TB

40 1157 1392 ND(") ND 1445
1007 1178 ND 1342 1397

20 1198 1374 ND 1394 1426
1058 1190 ND 1370 1400

10 1201 1369 ND 1388 1417
1089 1190 1215 1380 1400

5 1214 1356 ND 1382 1412
1107 1187 1222 1379 1399

0 (b) 1222 1355 ND 1379 1407
1 118 1192 1229 1380 1400

( not-detected; (b) extrapolated
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"Table 5. Phase transformations for Ti-25A1- I lNb.

Temperature Range (K)
Phases

Heating Cooling

< 1079 < 1236 ((D/B 2 )to s) + %p + 0

1079- 1207 < 1236 {(J&B2)t+(•s} + (aP

1207- 1369 1246- 1236 ((I/B2)X+oc2s) + op

1369- 1394 1343- 1246 (DfB2), + (a2--a)p

1394- 1432 1354- 1343 B2--+[5

> 1432 > 1354

Table 6. Phase transformations for Ti-26Al-1ONb-3V-lMo.

Temperate Range (K)
Phases

Heating Cooling

-< 1023 -< 1118 Widmamt~wn{(p/B2)t+as) + 0 (+aip÷•)

- 1023- 1222 1192- 1118 WidmanstAtten{(P/B2)t+4s) (+a2•p+)

1222- 1355 1229- 1192 WidmanstAtzen{(p/B2)t+(ao.a,)s) (+.2p(+))

1355- 1379 1380- 1229 B2

1379 - 1407 1400- 1380 B2---___

> 1407 > 1400

÷ Not present on heating nor at 40 and 20 K/min cooling rates

p
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FqMur 1. bf - -: -ur of the us-forged materials; (a) Ti-25A1-lIlNb exhibiting primary cxý
[M) and secondary WidmanstfItten US<2)t(W2 [S]. (b) T~i-26A1-lONb-3V-1Mo exhibiting
W-idmanstittn cq'+(IB2) [S] and grain boundary qzm (OBI
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Figure 2. CDTA thermograins for Ti-25A1-1I lNb on heating at (a) 40, (b) 20, (c) 10, and (d)
SK/min. Heat flow J (mJ.sec*'.mg-1) and its first derivative P (mJ.sec-l.mg'.deg-1).
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iFigure 10. Optical micrographs of the Ti-25A1-llNb CDTA samples after cooling at rates of
(a) 40, (b) 20, (c) 10, (d) 5 K/min.
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Figure 11. Optical micrographs of the Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-lMo CDTA samples after cooling at

rates of (a) 40, (b) 20, (c) 10, (d) 5K/win.
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Introduction

Ordered a2 titanium aluminides intermetallics have recently received increasing attention
for high temperature aerospace applications. Although their relatively low ambient temperature
ductility and fracture toughness initially limited their applicability, detailed studies have shown
that these properties can be enhanced through the introduction of 0 isomorphous alloying
elements, e.g., Nb, V, or Mo (1,2), these benefits being associated with the formation and
incorporation of a controlled quantity of ductile 0 (or B2, ordered 0) within the titanium
aluminide microstucture. Other studies have shown that the choice of the 0 isomorphous
addition may however drastically alter and indeed decrease the oxidation resistance of a2
aluminides vis-a-vis a+0 titanium alloys (3-5). For example, Schaeffer (5) has shown that the
isothermal oxidation rate of Ti-25A1-1ONb-3V-lMo is not only higher than that of Ti-24.5AI-
12.5Nb-lMo, it actually exceeds that observed in Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, an a+0 titanium alloy
often considered for elevated temperature applications.

Much less attention has been placed on the impact elevated temperature exposure may
have on cx2+0 phase stability. These effects may be particularly important when considering in-
situ measurements, e.g., x-ray and CDTA, to establish phase boundaries and equilibrium phase
compositions (6,7). This study examines the potential for environmentally associated phase
stabilization in a2+16 titanium aluminides.
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Experimental Procedure

Ti-26AWl-1ONb-3V-lMo, containing (at.%) AI(25.79), Nb(10.26), V(3.09), Mo(1.04),
0(0.23), C(0. 11), Fe(0.07), an alloy known for its high sensitivity to oxygen, was selected for
this study. Metallographic examination showed that its initial microstructure consisted of
Widmansttten %2 + ,/B2, with a 2"' at prior 0 grain boundaries, Figure 1.

Characterization of high temperature phase equilibria utilized calorimetric differential
thermal analysis (CDTA) and in-siu high temperature x-ray diffraction (HTXRD). CDTA
samples, weighing approximately 120 mg, were initially chemically cleaned in a solution of 10ml
HNO3 + 53l HF + 50ml H20 for about 20 seconds, then washed in ethanol, water and again
ethanol, and dried in warm air. Transformation temperatures between 873 and 1573K were
determined at rates between 5 and 40K/min during both heating and cooling in a high purity
argon atmosphere, the standard deviation observed for the measured reaction temperatures being
± 5K (6). An estimate of the equilibrium reaction temperatures was obtained by assuming a
linear relationship between reaction temperatures and heating/cooling rates and extrapolating to
an ideal 0 K/min rate.

In-situ high temperature x-ray diffraction experiments were undertaken to complement
the CDTA experiments. These utilized a Scintag diffractometer equipped with a high temperature
furnace/vacuum chamber, the high temperature x-ray diffraction samples, having dimensions of
20mm x 8mm x 0.25mm, being prepared by wafering, using a high speed diamond blade cutter
and grinding with final chemical thinning eliminating any prior deformed surface layer (6).

Following ambient temperature analysis utilizing Cu-K, radiation under 40kV and 30mA,
the x-ray sample was heated at 20K/min, diffraction spectra being collected at pre-selected
temperturs, the latter maintained at ± 5K, with the sample being at temperature approximately
5 minutes prior to scanning at 100/min. Rocking curves (0 fixed, 0 varying) were obtained
where deemed necessary to verify the presence, or absence, of phases at elevated temperatures
and the state of ordering/disordering of these phases.

Results

Typical thermal analysis results during continuous heating and cooling at high, 20K/min,
and low, 5KImin, rates are shown in Figures 2. A complex sequence of transformations was
observed between Ts- and Tsh, where both J (heat flow) and J' (first derivative of the heat flow)
curves deviated from the baseline. Above Tsh, reactions defined by anomalies in Y were
observed at TLh and TAh, this sequence of transformations being completed at TB". Cooling
thermograms at rates of 20K/min and above exhibited two distinct reactions between 1398-978K,
the first reaction having an onset at T,' and completion at TA0 , and being followed by a plateau
before a second reaction initiated at TL- and terminating at Ts-. At rates below 20K/min, a third
reaction initiating at TD- appeared, which was characterized by a shoulder on the TLI-TsC reaction
peak. The 0 transus temperaure on heating, Tak, and cooling, T.1, were determined to be 1407
and 1400K, respectively.

Ambient temperature x-ray scans showed an a2(ordered hcp) + 13(disordered bcc)
structure for Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo, with a small quantity of the orthorhombic phase 0.
Characteristic high temperature x-ray diffraction scans, Figure 3, showed that Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-
IMo was three phase (a 2+13+0) up to 1073K, the orthorhombic peaks vanishing above this
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temperature. These results also suggested that the two phase a 2 +3 structure was stable between
1073 and 1548 K, with erratic fluctuations of the a2 and 0 phase lattice parameters being
observed at temperatures above 1223K. Finally, the 13 transus was estimated by HTXRD to lie
between 1548 and 1573K, Table I.

Upon cooling, x-ray scans were found to be qualitatively identical to those on heating,
the intensity of the peaks being randomly modified.

TABLE 1

Phase structures determined by HTXRD at 20 K/min heating rate.

Temperature (K) Phases

298- 1073 a2 + 0/B2 + 0

1173 - 1548 a2 + O/B2

1573 O/B2

Dcussion

Qualitatively, the transformation sequence of Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-1Mo on continuous
heating consisted of orthorhombic O-.a 2, a 2 dissolution, followed by a 2-a disordering, and
disordering of B2-.'13. Similar reversible traformations were observed on cooling from the/1
phase field (6).

Quantitative determinaion of the related reaction temperatures, in particular that
associated with the final dissolution of %/Ic within a 13 titanium matrix, indicated a wide
discrepancy between the two experimental methods employed in this study. HTXRD indicated

D that %/It was stable to temperatures above 1500K while CDTA suggested that the 3 transus was
1407K.

In order to give further insight into the effect of elevated temperature exposure on the
samples, cross-sections of Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo samples after in-situ high temperature x-ray
diffraction were prepared. Observation of these showed that the difference in 13 transus
tempatures was due to the formation of an cr2-case layer, approximately 125 Am thick, on the
surface of Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo, Figure 4. Further confirmation of this effect was obtained
by consideration of the a2 x-ray extinction thickness (8). If G, = l-exp(-21px/sinO) is the fraction
of the diffracted intensity which is contributed by a surface layer of depth x, where A is the
linear absorption coefficient of the specimen and 0 the diffracted angle, and if it is assumed that
95 % of the diffracted intensity comes from this surface layer, then an effective depth of
penetration, x. 95, can then be calculated. Substitution of appropriate values for the absorption
coefficient of Ti-26Al-1ONb-3V-lMo, g = 169 cm2, results in x0.9 values varying between 15
and 90 gm, depending upon the diffraction angle 0, well within the measured a 2 layer thickness
in Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-IMo. It has to be recognized that the CDTA technique, related to bulk
measurement as compared to surface measurement in HTXRD, is not impacted by u2-case
surface formation.
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The formation of the a 2-case layer in Ti-26Al- 1ONb-3V- 1Mo cannot be simply associated
with oxygen diffusion. For example, available oxygen diffusivity data for Ti-25AI-1 Nb (9)
implies that this alloy, in consort with Ti-26AI-10Nb-3V-IMo, should also exhibit a surface
oxidation layer under the temperature/time conditions experienced during HTXRD. Indeed, a
first order estimate of the depth of oxidation suggests that an oxidation layer thickness of =
401&m should be observed under the conditions utilized in this study. However, as illustrated in
Figure 4, Ti-25AI-I 1Nb does not exhibit any surface layer. This suggests that, in agreement with
Schaeffer (5), the rate limiting step in %-case formation appears to be related to enhanced
oxygen surface absorption due to the presence of V in Ti-26A1-l0Nb-3V-lMo.

Summary

This study has demonstrated that environmental effects can have an important effect on
phase stability of %2+# alloys, and in general reactive alloy systems, at elevated temperature.
For instance, 02 stabilization of the % phase in Ti-26A1-l0Nb-3V-1Mo during in-situ high
temperature x-ray diffraction resulted in an anomaleous estimation of the a transus temperature.
Therefore, it is essential that complementary experimental techniques, such as CDTA and
HTXRD, be employed in phase stability determination and that any discrepancies between the
techniqes be carefkuily considered and documented.
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FIG. 1. Microstructure of Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-lMo exhibiting
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FIG. 4. Optical micrographs of (a) Ti-26A1-IONb-3V-lMo
and (b) Ti-25A1-llNb cross-sections after HTXRD.
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The age hardening response of a N3 Ti-Al-V alloy Ti-39.5AI-21.OV (atr/) has been
studied. Following arc melting, homogenization and solution treatment the alloy was aged at

temperahure of 973 and 873K for times between 3 and 96 hrs. Aging at 873 K resulted in

a gradual increase in hardness while aging at 973 K resulted in a hardness peak after 3 hrs, a

second hardness peak being observed when aged this alloy for longer times. X-ray and

transmission electron microscopy have shown that the first increase in hardness was due to y
precipitation, longer time precipitation of a2 resulting in further hardness increase. For each

aging condition, the size of former y plates was observed to vary over a wide range with y

plates being observed to grow randomly. Finally, the observation of plateau and a minima in

the aging curves at 873 K and 973 K appears to be due to an increase in y platelet length with
increasing aging times this increase resulting in the loss of coherency at the y/P3 interfaces.

Various precipitation phenomena have been reported during aging of commercially

significant metastable P titanium alloys. For example these alloys may form athermal or
"diffuse" w upon quenching from their solution treatment temperature. Further thermal
exposure at low temperatures <673 K can result in precipitation of either solute lean isothermal

w) or P3' with precipitation of ca occurring at longer times [1]. Direct a precipitation in the (3

I-Piper to be presented at 3rd International Conference on High-Temperature lntermetallics, to be held in San
Diego, Ca, 16-19 May 1994. The paper will also be published in Materials Science and Engineering.

I. ,
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matrix has also been observed, the mode of precipitation depending upon selection of alloy

constituents and the alloy composition (1,2]. In all cases the elevated temperature strength of

these alloys is limited by rapid a phase coarsening.

Recently, it has been shown that increased strength and high temperature stability may

be possible in metastable 13 alloys through precipitation of lath-like ordered a 2 [3,41. In this

study of Ti-I lAI-23Nb (at%/), peak hardness values of 470 VHN (Vicker's Hardness Number

using 500 g load), 430 VHN and 360 VHN were observed after aging at 848, 898 and 948 K

for 12, 6 and 3 hrs respectively. Notably decreased rates of % coarsening, when compared to

disordered a was observed with a.2 precipitates having a Burger's relationship, the broad faces

of the a 2 laths being observed to have coherent or semi-coherent interfaces [4].

Prior investigation of phase equilibria in Ti-AI-V alloys within the temperature range

of 873-1473 K [5] suggests an alternate approach for increasing the high temperature strength

of metastable P3 titanium alloys , that is through precipitation of y, the latter exhibiting a face-

centered tetragonal, ordered L 10 crystal structure. Within selected regions it was observed that

the phase boundary between 12 and P2+y phase fields moves towards the V rich side with

decrease in temperature, for example alloy compositions in the single phase 13 or N3 phase field

between temperatures of 1273-1473 K are two phase y+V3P2 at lower temperatures. This study

has considered the age hardening response of these alloys recognizing the similarities between

the crystal Structures of y (L10) and 2 (B2) phases. Both y and N phases are ordered and

should show better strength retention and thermal stability at high temperatures than the

existing age hardened alloys. An alloy of composition Ti-39.5AI-21.OV (ato) was selected for

this investigation.

E ,memal: a

The alloying constituents for the selected alloy, high purity Ti (0<240 wppm, N<26

wppm, C<9.9 wppm), V (99.8%) and Al (99.999%) were melted under a partial pressure of

high purity argon utilizing a water cooled copper hearth, non-consumable tungsten electrode

arc furnace, the melting being repeated six times to ensure homogeneity. Following this

procedure the alloy was cleaned with alcohol, wrapped in Ta foil and encapsulated under a

partial pressure of high purity argon in a quartz tube together with a small quantity of Ti

sponge, the latter being intended to act as a getter for residual oxygen. The encapsulated alloy
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was then homogenized/solution treated in a sealed furnace under an argon atmosphere at 1473

K for 24 hrs and water quenched. Interstitial analysis of as-cast and solution treated alloys

indicated an oxygen content of 390 and 440 wppm, respectively.

Initially, calorimetric differential thermal analysis (CDTA) of the as-cast and solution

treated samples was conducted at heating and cooling rates of 30, 20, 10 and 5 K/min to

establish aging temperatures, observed transformation temperatures being determined by

extrapolation to 0 K/min [6]. Based on these observations other samples were re-encapsulated

following solution treatment and aged at 873 and 973 K for 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 96 hrs, the

capsule being removed frcrn the furnace following aging and air cooled to room temperature.

The as-cast, solution treated and aged alloys were also prepared for optical microscopy

by mechanically polishing and etching with Kroll's Reagent. Additionally, diamond pyramid

microhardness measurements were utilized to monitor hardness changes during aging. The

hardness samples were mechanically polished prior to testing, the reported results being an

average of ten (10) microhardness readings, an average error of ±5 VHN being observed in the

determined hardness values.

Phase identification involved room temperature x-ray diffraction and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM). The former was utilized Cu Ka radiation at 40 kV and 30 mA

at a scan rate of 50 20/min from 200 20 to 700 20 with rocking curve methods being employed
to confirm the presence or absence of superlattice reflections. Following data collection, the

x-ray spectra were analyzed and the peak indexed utilizing a least square method iterative

computer program [7].

Samples for TEM were prepared by waffering 0.4 mm slices, grinding to 0.15 mm,

cutting 3 mm discs from these slices and electropolishing in a solution of 10% H2SO4 and 90%

methanol under the voltage and temperature conditions of 15 to 20 volts and -35°C. The

observations were made utilizing a Hitachi 600 AB TEM operated at 100kV.

Results:

(i) Solution Treated Microstructure:

Optical microscopy of the as-cast alloy showed large equiaxed 03 grains with the

presence of low volume fraction of fine grain boundary a 2 plates, Figure 1. Following solution

treatment the alloy contained only a single phase 13 microstructure. TEM indicated, Figure 2,
that this 13 was ordered, the presence of antiphase boundaries (APBs) implying that the alloy
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composition was in the disordered region at the solution treatment temperature and ordered

during quenching. Selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs) taken from this alloy indicate

streaking and diffuse maxima. A SADP of ZA=[0 11I132, Figure 2(b), shows the presence of

strong superlattice reflections, streaking along <112> directions and diffuse maxima at

1/2<112> positions. Higher magnification revealed mottling of the P2 phase, Figure 2(c), this

type of mottled structure along with diffuse maxima being consistent with prior TEM studies

of 13 quenched Ti-AI-Nb [8,9], Ti-Al-Mo [10] and Ti-Al-V [5] alloys containing P2 phase. The

striations in the mottled structure along <110> directions observed by Strychor et al. [8,9] and

Ahmed and Flower [5] were also seen in the present study. This strain contrast observed in

Ti-AI-V and other alloy systems is actually due to the mottled structure, the origin of which

has been discussed in detail by Strychor et al. [8,9]. Finally, diffuse "o type" reflections were

observed. However, the intensity of these reflections was weak and were not detectable under

all expected zone axes. This suggests that the development of the "Co type" phase is not as

dramatic in 13 quenched Ti-AI-V when compared with Ti-Al-Nb (8,9]. This observation is in
accordance with athermal co results obtained in binary Ti-V and Ti-Nb systems, a lower Co,

temperature for the binary Ti-V alloys being observed [1,11]..

(ii) Thermal Analysis:

The temperatures of phase transformations were determined by thermal analysis of the

alloy under as-cast and solution treated conditions. CDTA plots of both samples show an

initial exothermic peak at lower temperatures, Figures 3(a) and 4(a). This exothermic peak,

characteristic of precipitation, was followed by a series of endothermic peaks depicting

dissolution of these precipitated phases. Further, analysis of the as-cast condition suggests that

two overlapping endothermic transformation peaks were present on heating and three

overlapping peaks on cooling, Figure 3(a) and (b). In contrast, the solution treated condition

showed four overlapping endothermic transformation peaks on heating and three overlapping

transformation peaks on cooling, Figures 4(a) and (b). The transformation temperatures for

these reactions are summarized in Table 1. The results indicate that the onset and completion

temperatures of transformation TI on heating were not dependent upon the initial condition,

whereas transformation T2 in as-cast condition split into two transformations (T2 and T3)

following solution treatment. Finally, the transformation T4 is only present in the solution
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treated condition. This difference in transformation behavior on heating may be related to the

increased homogeneity of the solution treated condition when compared to the as-cast

condition. Indeed on cooling, the transformations were not dependent upon initial condition,

all three transformations have similar transformation onset and complete temperatures. This

implies that the alloy in as-cast conditions was homogenized at temperature > 1439 K resulting

in a similar number of transformations as compared to solution treated condition.

(iii) Hardness R nse:

The age hardening response of Ti-39.5AI-21.OV is shown in Figure 5. Aging at 873

K resulted in an initial increase in hardness with increase in aging time, which is followed by

a plateau in the hardness curve after at about 48 hrs and a maximum hardness value after

aging for 96 hrs. In contrast, age hardening at 973 K shows an initial hardness maxima after

aging for 3 hrs. Increasing the aging time results in a sharp decrease in hardness, a minima

being observed after aging for 24 hrs, with finally, a second maxima being observed after aging

for longer times.

(iv) Aged Microsmtutu :

Selected aged microstructures were characterized by room temperature x-ray diffraction

and TEM. Room temperature x-ray analysis after aging at 873 K confirmed the alloy was two

phase (N+y) after aging times for 3, 6, 12, 24 and 48 hrs, Figure 6(a), while it was three phase

(f6+y+cO for 96 hrs, Figure 6(b). Similar results were observed after aging at 973 K, Figure

7. These results suggest that this alloy lies within a N3+y+a 2 three phase region at the aging

temperatures, the absence of ac2 in alloys aged for shorter times being due either to its small

size or low volume fraction.

Figures 8(a) and (b) shows the microstructures of samples aged at 873 K for 24 and 96

hr respectively. It was observed that the y precipitates have a plate morphology, the size of

these plates varying over a wide range in each aging condition. The y plates also appeared to

grow in a random manner with some plates being internally twined. Moreover, little

coarsening of y was observed between sample aged for 24 hrs and 96 hrs. Finally, the %

phase present in the latter sample was observed to again have plate morphology with length

smaller than the y plates.
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The microstructures of sample aged at 973 K are shown in Figure 9. Again both y and

a 2 precipitates are observed to have plate morphologies with size varying over a wide range.

In samples aged at 973 K for 3, 6 and 24 hrs, a lamellar microstructure was also observed in 0

selected plates, Figure 9(b). This lamellar microstructure is consisted of fine y and %2 lamellae

having a orientation relationship: (O00l)a 2//( Ill }y, [I 120]Q 2//< 110>y. The y lamellae were

observed to present as twins with twin plane being of {l I I}y type. The volume fraction of

the plates containing this lamellar microstructure appeared to decrease with increase in aging

time from 3 hrs to 24 hrs, while the thickness of remaining lamellar plates increased with

increase in aging time. In addition, the volume fraction of the long y plates was also observed
to increase with increase in aging time with considerable number of these plates growing in 0

one direction. A few y plates in samples aged at both temperatures are also observed to follow

Nishiyama-Wasserman type relationship with the P3. matrix: {( 10}32 // (Il l }Iy, [0011]P2// [110],

Figure 9(d) and (e).

Discussion:

(i) Phase EOuilbMa:

Thermal analysis of Ti-39.5AI-21.OV suggests that this alloy undergoes a series of 0

transformation on heating/cooling. Identification of transformation sequence is aided by the

reference to recent calculations of vertical sections of Ti-AI-V system, Figure 10, the reactions

observed being

TI T2 T3 T4

P32y%->P,3ya->132+T->N3->1

where transformation TI (first endothermic peak) involves disordering of %2 to a, T2

corresponding to dissolution of a, T3 to dissolution of y and the transformation T4 is due to •
the disordering of P2 to P3. On heating the as-cast condition results only two peaks, the first

peak corresponds to TI whereas the second peak involves overlapping 12 and T3

transformations. On cooling from single phase 03 region, the reverse transformation path is
observed.

(ii) Hardness and Microstructure:

Comparison of hardness values obtained in the present study with those from an aged

Ti-I IAI-23Nb alloy based on a P3+Ia 2 microstructure (3,4] indicate that while higher absolute
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hardness levels can be achieved in aged Ti-Al-V alloys based on a predominantly 02+Y

microstructure, the former exhibit a more pronounced age hardening response. The difference

in absolute hardness between the two alloys is presumably due to the increased hardness of the

Ti-Al-V alloy in the solution treated condition, this increase being due to increased solid

solution hardening and the ordering of the 03 matrix. In contrast the larger aging response of

Ti-iIAI-23Nb indicates that the a 2 phase has a more pronounced hardening effect when

compared to the y phase. This is in accordance with the observations made in Ti-Al-V alloys,

that the y phase acts as a softer phase as compared to the % phase (12].

The aged microstructures in Ti-39.5AI-21.OV were observed to consist of y and

plates of size varying over a wide range. This diversity made it extremely difficult to establish

a quantitative correlation between hardness and aged microstructures. Neverthless a qualitative

description of the age hardening behavior of Ti-39.5AI-21.OV may however be given in Figure

11. This figure shows the separate effects of y and % precipitation on the hardness of a

metastable 02 alloy. Aging at 873 K resulted in an initial increase in hardness with

precipitation of y plates. Subsequent growth of the y. plates resulted in a plateau in hardness

* with continued aging time expected to lead to a gradual reduction in hardness. This reduction

is not observed since precipitation of a 2 also takes place during aging, the hardening effect

after longer times i.e. 96 hrs being related to more effective a2 hardening. Similarly, aging at

973 K results in an initial rapid increase in hardness due to fine y+%2 lamellae and y plates.

Increasing aging time at 973 K results in a decrease in hardness, again associated with increase

in y platelet length accompanied at this temperature by a decrease in y4-ia 2 lamellar volume

fraction. Longer times again result in an increased precipitation of a 2 and a second increase

in hardness. Ultimately, aging for 96 hrs results in a decrease in hardness presumably due to

increase in a% size.

Additionally it was observed that on continued aging an increasing proportion of y

platelets obeyed Nishiyama-Wasserman orientation relationship with respect to the P matrix.

*0 Russell et al. [13] have shown that in the alloy systems having this relationship, the matching

between ( I I )fcc and ( 110) bcc planes is very poor, good matching being restricted to small

areas that only contain m8% of the interfacial atoms. Therefore, it is impossible to have

maintain a coherent or semi-coherent interface between two large interfaces parallel to { 111 }I
and { 110) 12 planes. This suggests that a loss of y coherency may be expected with increasing

aging time, this change in interfacial structure contributing to the decrease in hardness with
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increase in volume fraction of long y plates.

Conclusions:

The age hardening response of a 102 Ti-Al-V alloy, Ti-39.5Al-21.OV (at%), has been

studied. The aged alloy showed a plateau after aging at 873 K for 24 hrs whereas aging

treatment at 973 K resulted in a peak hardness after 3 hrs. These were ascribed to y

precipitation. A second hardness peak was observed in the aging curves of this alloy after

longer times at 973 K, this due to additional precipitation of %h as confirmed by x-ray

diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. For each aging condition, the size of y plates

was observed to vary over a wide range, the y plates being observed to grow randomly.

Finally, the observation of plateau and a minima in the aging curves at 873 K and 973 K

appears to be due to an increase in y platelet length with increasing aging times this increase
resulting in the loss of coherency at the 1/P32 interfaces.
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Table 1: Transformation temperatures in K determined by CDTA of as-cast and solution treated

samples of alloy Ti-39.5AI-21.OV.

Heating Cooling

T1 T2 T3 T4 TI T2 T3
0 0 0 0 0 O0 0
C C C C C C C

As-cast

1252 1342 1346 1276 1206
1342 1439 1276 1206 1097

Solution Treated

1254 1344 1375 1430 1366 1273 1204
1344 1375 1430 1438 1273 1204 1099

'O:tM ormation onset, C:O o-tion comp=et
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Figure 1: Optical micrograph showing as-cast microstructure of alloy Ti-39.SAI-2lI.OV.
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AVe Hardening Response of Ti-39.5AI-21.OV (at%) Alloy
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Figure 8: BF-TEM micrographs showing microstructures of samples aged at 873 K (a) for
24 hrs, (b) for 96 brs. The internally twinned y plates are also indicated on the
figure.
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Figure 9: BF-TEM micrographs showing microstructures of samples aged at 973 K (a) for
3 hrs, (b) for 6 hrs, the arrow indicates y+a2 lamellae and (c) for 96 hrs, (d)
SADP of zone axis [00l]I02 with superimposed two variants of [1101 O zones, (e)
Key for SADP shown in (d).
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HIGH TEMPERATURE FLOW LOCALIZATION IN COARSE GRAIN p-PROCESSED
TI-6A1-4V

A. Wang and HJ. Rack
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ABSTRACT

The elevated temperature deformation behavior of 0-processed Ti-6A-4V has been examined under
cmpressim conditiom in the temperature range 800 to 9650C between strain rates of l0e and 100 s".
Macroscopic flow localization in the form of unstable bulging was generally observed throughout the
temperature and strain rate regimes investigated. It has been found that the severity of this flow localization
can be quantified in terms of the flow localization parameter, a. Metallographic observations revealed that
the observed macroscoc flow localization was initiated by microscopic localization associated with the
br and of a platelets situated either at the prior P grain boundaries or within

'Senior Research Engineer, Howmedica Division, Pfizer Hospital Products Group, Inc., Rutherford, NJ and

Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy, Clemson University, Clemson, SC.



INTRODUCTION
1 6 7

Various iwn ors(1-51 have reported that the incidence of flow localization, compressive plastic
instability and unstable bulging in a+O titanium alloys is critically dependent upon alloy microstructure.
Typically, transformed Widmanstitten .+D microstructures have been found, under prescribed conditions of
strain rate and temperature, to promote flow localizatio. Thee icrostructurally dependent flow localization
phenomena appear to be related to deformation assisted breakup and spheroi of the Widmanstitten
structur in tanormed 0 an 6tes.6,T7. However a detailed interrelationship between macroscopic
instability, i.e., flow localization, and this microscopic instabilty is still lacLkng The present investigation has
therefore exam md the effects of temperature, strain rate and strain, on plastic flow and microstructural
stability in a,0processed Ti-6AI-4V alloy. The objective was to reveal the microstructural origins of flow
llc andto crrelate the degree of flow localization with stability.

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

C•oar grained processedTi -6A-4V (5.86 AJ 4.01 V, 028 Fe, 0.02 C, 0.4 N, 0.112 O) was
investigated Tke initial microstructure consisted of a Widmanstitten colony structure and grain boundary
a, Figure 1, the average prior p grain size and the mean Widmanstitten interlamellar spacing being 1.1 mm
and 1.8 sin, respectively.

Figure L Microstructure of Ti-6A1-4V alloy.

Elevated temperature characterization of this alloy utilized both ring and cylindrical compression
samples. The former were 25.4 m- OD, 12.7 am ID and 8.458 mm height (6.3:2) and were intended for
simultaneous determination of friction factors and flow stress behavior. Compression samples were 203 mm
in diameter and 30.5 mm in height and served to further define the stress-strain behavior, frictional correction
of the compressive stres-strain curves being accomplished utilizing procedures described previously8].

Hot compression of the ring and cylindrical specimens was conducted within the temperature range
800 to 6 i.e., below the # transus, in a ultra-high purity argon atmosphere (O content less than 10"' ppm)
at three different constant strain rates (10", 104, 100 s'). The specimens were heated to temperature in 20 to
30 minutes and soaked at temperature for 5 minutes prior to testing, with boron nitride serving as the lubricant
betwme the specimen and platens. All specimens were furnace cooled at approximately 20 °C/min to room
temperature after deformation.

Optical microscopy was utilized to examine the specimens both prior to and after deformation, both
the prior B grain size and the Widmanstitten lamellac spacing and aspect ratio being measured randomly.

'The # transus of this alloy, as determined by calorimetric differential thermal analysis, was 973C.
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RESULTS

Stress-Strain Curves
Representative true streu-true strain curves are shown in Figure 2. In each instance the true stress

increases to a maximum and then decreases, the flow stress tending at higher strains towards a saturation
value. The exman of this flow softening (PcL Flow Softening - a..._- u j/ a,.) was a function of both strain
rate and temperature, Table L For eample, at 800W the extent of softening mncreased with decreasing strain
rate, while at 96.C it increased with increasing strain rate. Similarly, at a strain rate of 10W s' the extent of
flow softening decreased with increasing temperature, while at 100 s' the extent of softening increased with
increasing temperature. Finally, at the highest temperature examined, Le, 96.5C periodical oscillations in the
tru s=ress-truh strain curves were observed, the amplitude of these oscillations tending to be a maximum at
intermediate strain rates.

The effect of temperature on the maimum flow stress and the flow stress at a true strain of 0.30 are
shown in Figure 3. Both measurements of the flow stress were sensitive to temperature at lower temperatures,
this sensitivity decresin as the 0 transus was approached. If a power law relationship between flow stress
and strain rate, Le., '-k", is assumed, the rate sensitivity parameter m can be obtained from a log-log plot
of flow stress vs. strain rate. This determination, Table 2, suggests that the strain rate sensitivity of
Widmanhtitten "14MA-4V is generally lower than that observed in equiaxed microstructures(91. Moreover the
suain rate sensitivity was a function of both temperature and strain rate, generally decreasing with increasing
strain rate at each temperature investigated. Finally, the strain rate sensitivity appeared to have its maximum
value at an intermediate temperature, 9000C.

Macroscopic Observations
Macroscopic observations indicated that the dimensional changes of the ring samples after

compression were generally non-uniform. Both external and internal barreling was observed, the degree of 0
barreling varying with temperature and strain rate. A measure of the specimen non-uniformity was obtained
by normalizing the areal difference between the maximum and minimum areas following deformation, i.e.,

_.__-_,_ (1)

A.

where X is the degree of non-uniformity introduced during deformation of the ring samples, and A., A.
and A. represent the maximum, minimum and original cross-sectional areas, respectively. Application of this
procedure, Table 3, shows that, at 800' and 900*C the degree of non-uniformity decreased with increasing
strain rate, while at 965'C the degree of non-uniformity was a maximum at intermediate strain rates.

Table 1. Percent Flow Softening

Temp.(C) Strain Rate(s"1)

_ _ _ _ _ 10-' lO-a 100 0

800 40 42 20

900 27 37 26

965 7 23 32
0
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Tabie 2. Strain-Rate Seqq~zy m
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Figure 3. Flow stress as a function of temperature and strain rate.
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Qiantitative comparison of the a grain size prior to deformation with that foUowing straining indicated
that variations in strain rate had little effect on the grain size, while increasing the deformation temperature
from 800C to 965*C at a constant strain resulted in an approximate 25 pct. reduction in the 0 grain size.

Microstructural observations within regions where bulging and non-uniform deformation occurred
* revealed various degrees of grain boundary and lamellar a spheroidization, Figure 4. At 8000C and low strain

ratea(10"' and 10' s7') breakup and spheroidization occurred preferentially within the grain boundary a region,
particularly at grain boundary triple points, Figure 4a. Increasing the deformation temperature to 900'C
promoted spheroidization of both grain boundary ad matrix lainellare, Figure 4b. The latter occurred initially
through unstable kinking of the a lamellac within those colonies which were favorably oriented in the direction
of the maximum shear stress, i.e., at approximately 45* to the compression axis. When the deformation
temperature was increased to 96C, spheroidization occurred within all colonies, although its extent varied

* substantially from grain to grain and from colony to colony, Figure 4c.
Finally, quantitative measurements demonstrated that decreasing strain rate and increasing

deformation temperature resulted in an increase in the lamellar spacing and a decrease in the lamellar aspect
ratio, Figure 5.

DISCUSSION

Macroscopic Aspects of Flow Localization
Jonas et al.l10 and Dadras and Thomas[ll] have suggested that the onset of compressive plastic

instability will occur when:

a tni 0-l (2)
8e M

y />j (3)

where a is the rate of strain rate localization subsequent to the onset of instability, i the true plastic strain, I
the strain rate, m the strain-rate sensitivity and y' is related to the strain-strain-rate parameter, y,

/Y(q t (4)

PC PC

where q is the efficiency of deformation heating, p, the density, c, the specific heat and o = &//ao.
Numerical evaluation of Y,°, for example, at 900C/10"r st, indicated that y' reached a maximum at

an early stage of plastic deformation and decreased with increasing strain. Accordingly, under these conditions,
deformation is predicted to be non-uniform at low strains, becoming increasingly uniform with increasing
strain. This prediction was examined and verified by straining a series of ring compression samples, the degree
of specimen non-uniformity, X, exhibiting the predicted strain dependence, Figure 6. Finally, excellent

• agreement was achieved between the prediction of flow localization, i.e., a > 0, and observed non-uniformity,Table 3.

Microscopic Aspects of Flow Localization
A prominent characteristic of the hot-deformation behavior of the Ti-6AI-4V alloy under the

compression conditions examined was extensive flow localization at relatively slow strain rates. This
phenomenon may ascribed to either adiabatic heating or to microstructural effects. Flow localization
associated with adiabatic heating is expected, at a given deformation temperature, to occur more readily at
higher strain rates. In contrast, the results indicate that flow localization was generally more severe at lower
strain rates, Table 3.

Furthermore metallographic observations revealed that the onset of flow localization was always
associated with breakup and subsequent spheroidization of the a phase either at grain boundaries or within
those Widmanstitten colonies having a preferred orientation for shear deformation. Enhanced spheroidization
of lamellar a during deformation in Ti-6AJ-4V is expected to involve: (i) breakup of the a platelets by
deformation, and (ii) coalescence of the bi oken lamellae by thermal diffusion. Experimental verification of this
may be provided by comparing samples having undergone identical thermal histories, with and without
simultaneous deformation.

07iii
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A.

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of sample after t-0.3 at (a) 800*C/10' s', (b) 900*C/1(Y' s'
and (c) 965C/10Js".
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In contrast to the microstructures of deformed specimens which showed some degree of breakup and

spheroidization of both grain boundary and lamellar a ac all temperatures, the thermally treated specimens
exhibited only a limited degree of spheroidization below 965*C, Figure 7. Therefore thermal activation by itself
was not sufficient to cause spheroidization of the a phase at lower temperatures. However, at higher
temperatures, e.g., 9650C, partial spheroidization of a lamellae can occur prior to deformation, provided that
the holding time is sufficiently long, e.g., 60 minutes. For the latter case, since the actual microstructure of the
specimens had already been partially spheroidized prior to deformation, flow localization is expected to be,
and indeed was, significantly reduced when compared with specimens deformed at lower temperatures and/or
rates, see Table 3.

Table 3. Flow Uniformity and Localization

Temp./Rate X m I a Localization

800*'C-I0' 0.34 0.22 5.0 18.2 yes

800*C-10YZ 0.22 0.15 2.65 11 yes

8000C-1(0 0.05 0.1. 0.98 -0.2 no

9000(C-104 033 0.28 4.50 12.5 yes

90rC-104" 0.31 0.27 4.40 15-5 yes

90(0C-10 0  0.16 0.04 2.25 31.25 yes

96?C-104  0.23 0.26 4.25 12.5 yes

9650C-10"2 0.30 0.3 5.81 16.0 yes

96?C-10* 0.20 0.05 1.10 2.0 yes

Observations that breakup and spheroidization of the a phase initiated within the grain boundary a
region suggests that either this region was weaker than its surroundings, and/or that at least one of the grains
was oriented with its slip plane favorably oriented parallel to the maximum shear stress direction, i.e., 45* to
the compression axis. A previous study[121 on the tensle ductility loss of # processed Ti-6AI-4V have indicated
that flow localization during hot tensie deformation also occurred more readily at the prior 0 grain boundary
region, these authors suggesting that this was due to the presence of a weaker A zone along the grain boundary
a. Thus, the existence of this weaker zone along the grain boundary a phase was postulated to result in flow
localization within this region, when for example, the slip plane within the weaker A region coincides with that
of the grain boundary a, shear bands forming within the grain boundary a. Indeed, the latter has been
identified by Weiss, et al, [6,71 to be precusors Eor the breakup of the a platelets during high temperature, high
strain deformation.

CONCLUSIONS

The hot deformation characteristics of #-processed Ti-6A1-4V has been examined under compression
conditions in the temperature range 800 to 9650 C between strain rates of 10* to 1W" s" utilizing both ring and
conventional cylindrical samples.

Flow localization in the form of unstable bulging was observed under most conditions. The severity of
macroscopic flow localization may be quantified in terms of the flow localization parameter 2.

Metallographic observations revealed that macroscopic flow localization was initiated by microscopic
breakup and spheroidization of a platelets situated either at the prior A grain boundaries or within
Widmanstitten colonies.
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Abstract

Dynamic material modeling (DMM) has been applied to the analysis of the mechanical
behavior of a {Widmanstdtten + primary %2 + 13) Ti-25Al-1 INb alloy to establish the flow stress-
strain rate-temperature-strain criteria for stable flow.

Unstable and stable flow regimes predicted by DMM were correlated to microstructural
observations. Unstable flow zones were related to transformation of orthorhombic 0 --> o2,
kinking of the %2 lamellae, shear band formation and coarsening of the dynamically recrystallized
grain structure; stable flow regimes were shown to be associated with dissolution of the
Widmanstatten %2, coarsening of primary a2, and dynamic spheroidization of the lamellar 0c,

microconstituents.

AL
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Introduction

Increased attention has recently focused on substitution of low-density titanium aluminides 0
for nickel-base superalloys at high temperatures. While various aluminide systems have been
examined, Ti3AI-Nb (i,+J3)-base alloys, which exhibit intermediate properties between
conventional aft+o- Ti-alloys and y-TiAl intermetallics[l], appear to offer the highest potential
for near-term application. Moreover, several studies have shown that an excellent balance
between low temperature ductility/fracture toughness and high temperature performance can be
achieved in these materials through control of grain size, oz/13 volume fraction, a., phase
morphology and D phase distribution[2].

Attainment of these properties will require careful selection of manufacturing process
control parameters. For example, understanding and developing a control strategy which considers
the relationship between initial microstructure, processing conditions and final microstructure will
be necessary. Previous attempts at process control have been based on either a knowledge of •
atomic processes that define selected deformation mechanisms(3], or mechanistic models for
defect nucleation(4]. Unfortunately their applicability is limited to simple engineering materials,
e.g., stable single phase alloys. Recently a newer method has been formulated that removes these
constraints(5-7]. This method, Dynamic Material Modeling (DMM), combines a continuum
mechanics based stability analysis with the principles of irreversible thermodynamics to define 0
"stable" regions of strain, strain rate and temperature.

Dynamic material modeling assumes that the instantaneous power P absorbed by the
workpiece during plastic flow is dissipated by partitioning into a dissipator content G, which is
the work dissipated by plastic work, and is related to continuum effects, and a dissipator co-
content J, which is the work related to the metallurgical mechanisms which occur dynamically •
to dissipate power, and is therefore related to microstructural changes. The power P can then be
written as:

P= .dG (+)
0 0

where a is the effective stress and c is the effective strain rate.
Specific DMM parameters are defined as efficiency, 11, and the entropy factor, s. The

efficiency represents the power dissipating ability of the workpiece normalized with respect to
the total power input to the system:

J 2m (2)

where m is the strain rate sensitivity: 0

S

L0
~~ (3)i i l l I
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The entropy factor in turn is related to the ratio of the rate of entropy produced by the
system with respect to the rate of entropy applied to the system:

3= O o (4)

Based on continuum mechanics and extremum irreversible thermodynamics principles,
four stability criteria can be derived and utilized to establish "stable" zones within strain rate-
temperature processing maps. The four stability criteria are:

0 < mi < (5)

[ 8 ] <0 (6)

3>1 (7)

0< 0 (8)

This approach has been validated for deformation of several simple and advanced
materials[7-13], wherein dynamic recrystallization and, to a lesser extent, dynamic recovery have
been shown to be predominant energy dissipative mechanisms in "stable" regions. "Unstable"
regions have similarly been associated with cavitation, wedge cracking, kinking, and particle
cracking.

Studies of titanium-base alloys[8,14-181 also indicate that morphological rearrangements,
principally those associated with dynamic spheroidization of WidmanstAtten or lamellar
microstructures during deformation processing, are important high temperature dissipative
machanisms. These studies have shown that dynamic spheroidization is a highly efficient process,
Ti - 30-40% [8,16]; indeed optimized processing of Widmanstatten and lamellar ot-P
microstructures is best undertaken within the strain rate-temperature region associated with this
dissipative mechanism.

This study was undertaken to examine to what extent the contribution and benefits
associated with morphological rearrangements in high temperature "stable" deformation might
be realized in a forged Ti3A]+Nb (ct+P) intermetallic alloy [Ti-25AI- I lNb (at.%)], the latter
possessing an initial lamellar microstructure.
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Experimental details

Material characterization
The Ti3AI-Nb alloy investigated, Ti-25A1- I lNb (at.%), was supplied by TIMET and was

received as a 152.4 mm thick slab having previously been forged from a 3400 kg triple vacuum
melted production ingot. Prior thermal history consisted of heating to 1533 K (1260°C), holding
at this temperature for 8 hours, forging, and then air cooling to ambient temperature. Table I lists
the chemical composition of the alloy.

The as-received microstructure exhibited primary o (ol") colonies in a transformed
secondary Widmanstatten oas + N matrix, Figure 1. Ambient temperature x-ray diffraction
revealed an ck + 03 (ordered DO1,9 + disordered bcc) structure, with a small quantity of an
orthorhombic phase 0, the latter characterized by the presence of "shoulders" at the identified
a2 peaks.

Elevated temperature compression testing
Cylindrical samples (L4=30.48mm, Do=20.32mm, L/D ratio=1.5) were machined parallel

to the forging axis. Ring samples with a typical OD/IDIH (outside diameter, inside diameter, and
height, respectively) ratio of 6/4/2, were also deformed to evaluate frictional correction
factors(20]. Boron nitride was used as the lubricant with HfC dispersion strengthened Mo (T <
1373 K) or SiC (T > 1373 K) compression platens.

Uniaxial hot-compression was performed in high purity argon environment (<Ippb 02).
Prior to testing, a vacuum of 1 mPa was achieved and the chamber was then backfilled to a
pressure of 13.8 kPa with high purity gettered argon gas. A titanium gettering charge was also
placed next to the sample for additional oxidation protection. In all tests, specimens were heated
at a constant heating rate of 20 K/min, soaked at deformation temperature for 10 minutes prior
to testing, tests being conducted at temperatures of 1073 K, 1173 K, 1273 K, 1348 K, 1398 K,
1423 K, and 1473 K, the deformation temperature being monitored within ± 1 K by two type C
tbermocouples spotwelded to the sample. Compression testing to a true strain of - 0.65 (50 %
deformation) at five different constant true strain rates (10-4, 10"3, 10.2, 107', and I s-) was
performed in stroke control, the constant strain rate being achieved by utilizing an exponential
decay signal input. Deformation times at temperature were approximately 117 min., 11 min., 70
sec., 7 sec., and 0.7 sec, respectively.

In order to retain the in-situ microstructure after deformation for subsequent
microstructure observations, the samples were gas-jet cooled (- 200 K/min down to 873 K, the
cooling decreasing to - 10 K/min from 873 K to ambient temperature) immediately following
straining. Non-deformed samples were also prepared in the same system by heating at 20 K/min,
soaking for - 2 hours (soak time similar to the longest deformation processing time, that is at
a strain rate of 104s7), and cooled using the same quenching procedure.

Data acquisition involved recording load and stroke vs. time. Corrections of the flow
stress-strain data for friction and deformation-heating effects were performed. Friction corrections
were derived from the conventional ring testing procedure[20,21], in which the average
pressure/true plastic strain data w,-.- converted to true stress/true plastic strain using:

71 +x fD _(Le) (9)
3f ,r o 23
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where Y = average axial true flow stress corrected for friction, • = true plastic strain, p = average
pressure, f = interfacial friction factor, and Do/LO = initial diameter / initial height of the
cylindrical samples.

Corrections for deformation heating effects were achieved using a procedure previously
described[221, where the temperature rise due to deformation, AT, could be calculated as:

AT 1 f'ad (10)

where m is the strain rate sensitivity. The other coefficients are[23]: c = 0.63 J.(gm.*C)t -
specific heat; p = 4.30 gm.(cm 3)"1 = density; 13 = fraction of heat not dissipated into the dies
during testing, generally a function of strain rate, values having been chosen from 0.7 (1 s-') to
0.3 (104s-).

The integral equation (10) was calculated by using the trapezoid formula. For each flow
curve, plots of flow stress vs. temperature TAV ( TA = T(e=0) + AT(es) ) were constructed at
various regularly incremented strain levels (ei = 0.05, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65) for a given strain rate,
true flow stress values corresponding to true deformation temperatures being then calculated by

* linear extrapolation of these plots.

Microstructural observations
Metallographic studies were performed by optical and electron microscopy on the as-

deformed (i - 0.65) samples. The latter were sectioned at their medium section parallel to the
compression axis, surfaces of observation then being polished and finally etched with Kroll's
reagent for optical metallography studies. Microstructural observations were conducted in the
center zone of the sections, disregarding all surface features.

Results

Representative corrected true stress - true plastic strain curves for Ti-25AI-1lNb are
shown in Figure 2 '. At low termperatures and high strain rates the flow curves exhibit
continuous strain hardening, Figure 2a. By comparing Figure 2a and 2b, it can be noted that as
the test temperature increases and/or the strain rate decreases, a gradual transition in the plastic

* flow behavior is observed. Initial strain hardening at low strains is followed by flow softening,
until at high strains steady state flow is established. Ultimately increasing temperature and/or
decreasing strain rate resulted in elimination of the initial strain hardening regime, flow softening

At the lowest temperature examined, 1073K, the uncorrected flow curves exhibited strain
hardening at low strains, followed by a maxima and flow softening, with a steady state stress
beiHx achieved Hx high strains. Following correction for adiabatic heating this flow softening
was eliminated at the highest strain rate, e.g., 1 s-, the isothermal flow stress curves exhibiting
strain hardening.
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commencing upon yielding, Figure 2b 2

As the P3 transus (1432 K)[191 is approached, that is, at temperatures where an c,2 -- (x

transformation occurs[19] and the volume fraction of P3 phase is high (> 80 %)[241, the flow
curves exhibit an initial flow stress drop followed by steady-state behavior. This flow stress drop
is not observed at temperatures below 1398 K, nor at 10- and 10. s-' above this temperature. The
amplitude of the yield drop decreases with increasing temperature and decreasing strain rate. The
importance of the 13 phase in controlling the initial deformation behavior at these temperatures
is confirmed by the observation of the same initial yield behavior at 1473 K, i.e., above the 13
transus, where the material is single phase 13. The appearance of this flow stress peak in the
deformation behavior of near 13/ 13 phase alloys has been previously reported in Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-
2Mo-O.lSi [15], Ti-Mn and Ti-V[25] and Ti-15V-3A1-3Cr-3Sn[26] alloys where it has been
related to an initial rapid increase in mobile dislocation density at small strains.

Figure 3 summarizes the dependence of the flow stress of Ti-25Al-1 1Nb upon temperature
and strain rate. The flow stress generally decreases with increasing temperature, the flow stress-
temperature dependence being a distinct function of strain rate and strain, with the rate of change
of flow stress with temperature increasing with increasing strain rate and strain. Finally,
comparison of the flow stress - temperature dependence of Ti-25AI-1 lNb with more conventional
ac+1 alloys[ 15-17] demonstrates that the former exhibits a stronger flow stress dependence upon
temperature, i.e., (do/dT)(a{+13) - 1.3(da/dT)(a+13}.

Discusion

The results of Ti-25AI-1 1Nb high temperature compression experiments have confirmed
that the flow stress-strain-temperature-strain rate behavior of this alloy is complex and cannot be
simply described based on single phase, thermally stable materials. Indeed, it has previously been
established that the initial Widmanstaitten + primary % microstructure examined in this study is
thermally unstable[19]. Isochronal exposure to elevated temperatures first results in
transformation of the orthorhombic 0 phase to %, with sequential coarsening and dissolution of
the morphologically distinct oa phases, Table 2. Furthermore, the relative proportion of
WidmanstAtten and primary % exhibits a clear dependency upon temperature, the volume fraction
of WidmanstAtten o2 decreasing with decreasing temperature. Indeed, at temperature above 1394
K only primary disordered a is observed 3 [19].

This knowledge of the thermal stability can be coupled with dynamic materials modeling
(DMM) to select optimal deformation conditions, temperature and strain rate, for high
temperature processing of Ti-25AI-llNb. In this approach, the strain rate sensitivity, m, is
considered to be a function of both temperature and strain rate, Figure 4. Such a dependence of

2 The low temperature flow curves exhibit an inverse strain rate behavior corresponding to

negative m values at low strain, e < 0.1, and at the two extreme strain rates, 1 and I0Ws-'.

3 The existence of disordered a immediately below the P3 transus was established by high
temperature x-ray diffraction, the absence of characteristic ordered %2 diffraction peaks being
confirmed through the use of rocking curves which showed no trace of ordered peaks at
temperatures just below the 13 transus.
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m upon temperature and strain rate in Ti-24AI-I1Nb has been confirmed by Dutta and
Banerjee[241. They reported that this alloy may be superplastic (m - 0.6) at low strain rate
(3.3x10"4st) and intermediate temperatures (1233 - 1293 K), the maximum elongation (520 %)
being observed at 1253 K. In comparison, the highest m values observed in this study lay within
two distinct temperature regions, between 1348-1398 K where the microstructure was oc2/o + 13,
and between 1423-1473 K where the deformation behavior was controlled by the 13 phase.
Furthermore, within the lower temperature region, high m values were noted at both low strain
rates, 1O"4s', and at high rate, Is'.

Figure 5 summarizes the effect of strain rate and temperature on the deformation
efficiency, il, at three different strains, i.e., 0.05, 0.35, and 0.65. At low and intermediate strains,
the efficiency increases with increasing temperature within the oq/ci + 03 phase field. Maximum
values are obtained at - 1373 K, approximately 70 K below the 13 transus, where the
microstructure contains 75 vol.% 13 and 25 vol.% o:/o[24]. A secondary maximum is also
observed under these strain conditions at intermediate rates above the 13 transus.

Increasing the deformation strain to 0.65 results in the introduction of an additional
efficiency maximum at 1273 K / 104s-' within the ojoa + D3 phase region and the elimination of
the maximum previously observed at temperatures above the 13 transus. This low temperature, low
strain rate maximum is observed under similar conditions reported by Dutta and Banerjee[24].

Unstable regions combining both mechanistic stability criteria, 0 < m < 1 and &rV81oge
< 0, are also shown as grey-shaded areas in Figure 5. Unstable deformation based on these
criteria is observed at high strain rate, e.g, I s-, at temperatures below the 13 transus, and at low
strain rates both near/above the beta transus and at low temperatures, e.g., 1073 K. In addition,
at the highest strain examined, an instability region is observed at
1373 K / 10"4s-'.

At the lowest temperature examined, 1073 K, previous studies[19,27] have shown that the
orthorhombic phase is unstable, transforming to o%. Presumably the negative strain rate sensitivity
observed at both high and low rates 4 is associated with this transformation[9]. This instability
is accompanied by concurrent observations of flow localization, Figure 6. At high strain rates in
the o%+03 phase field, flow localization was also associated with kinking and/or cracking of the
brittle Cax lamellae, Figure 7a, and shear band formation, Figure 7b.

Microstructural studies indicated that coarsening of the dynamically recrystallized grain
structure was a primary cause for flow instability within the low strain rate / high temperature
regime. A comparison with the initial grain size, d - 0.7 mm, 1/d - 1.5, 1 indicates that
deformation at I s7' within the temperature range, 1423-1473 K, results in a decrease in d, - 0.28
rmm, and an increase in lid, - 2.0. Decreasing the strain rate to 1072s-' results in dynamic
recrystallization of the single phase 13 grain structure which becomes equiaxed, d - 0.25 mm.
Finally, with a further decrease in strain rate to 10's', the grain structure remains equiaxed, the

4 At high rates, adiabatic heating assists the 0 -- x2 transformation. For example, large
temperature corrections (ATm. increase = 76 K) to the flow stresses were required at strain rates
-> 10"s2 and at temperatures < 1173 K.

5 Since the initial grain size of the as-forged alloy was not equiaxed, characterization
involved measurement of both minor, d, and major, f, dimensions, the former lying parallel, the
latter perpendicular to the compressive axis.
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grain size however increasing to d - 0.76mm.
Further DMM deliberation of flow involves consideration of the entropy factor, s, Figure

8. Maximum values of s are observed at low strain rates, 104s' and intermediate temperatures,
1273-1373 K. While this location is independent of strain, the absolute value of s decreases with
increasing strain. Unstable regions combining both thermodynamic stability criteria, s > 1 and
Ss/8loge < 0, are also shown in Figure 8. Unstable deformation based on these criteria is
observed at (i) low temperature and medium to high strain rates, (ii) low strain rates and high
temperatures, and (iii) for low strains at high temperatures. The former conditions, (i) and (ii),
are similar to those previously considered by the mechanistic criteria and have been related
respectively to the 0 -+ oh transformation and coarsening of the dynamically recrystallized grain
structure. In contrast, the instability region observed at low strains, high rates and high
temperatures appears to be related to the appearance of the initial yield drop phenomenon, Figure
2(c) and (d).

Values of activation energy for Ti-25AI-I INb were calculated to assist in defining operative
microstructural mechanisms in high temperature deformation. A general power law equation was
assumed to characterize the deformation process:

- = (25)

where A is a microstructure-dependent constant, n the stress dependence of the strain rate, R is
the gas constant, and Q. is the apparent activation energy. In order to eliminate microstructural
changes induced by deformation, computations of Q were performed at low strain, iF = 0.05,
activation energy considerations being generally based on isostructural conditions.

Q values for Ti-25AI-11Nb, Figure 9, could be divided in three regions, i.e., (i) a low
temperature, T < 1173 K, region with a low Q, (< 400 kJ/mol), (ii) an intermediate/high
temperature region, 1173 K < T < 1398 K, with high Q, values ranging from 700 to 1100 kJ/mol,
Q, being maximum at - 1298 K and at strain rates < 107's', and (iii) a high temperature region
near/above the 03 transus associated with low activation energy values (- 400 kJ/mol), the latter
increasing slightly with increasing rate. The low activation energy in region (i) is in good
agreement with values between 200 and 370 kJ/mol reported in the case of creep and superplastic
deformation of Ti-24AI- 1 Nb [28,29]. The Q, values computed in regions (ii) and (iii) are similar
to previous values obtained by Semiatin et al. [18] in cast Ti-24AI- INb where Q values of
815-1080 and 278 kJ/mol were found in testing conditions laying within zones (ii) and (iii),
respectively. Furthermore, the high values of activation energy observed at intermediate/high
temperatures, region (ii), have been suggested to be related to the deformation characteristics of
the ordered (% phase, in contrast to disordered a+P titanium alloys [30].

As illustrated by Figure 10, which combines both mechanistic and thermodynamic criteria
to establish the optimal strain rate and temperature regime for "stable" flow, this high Q regime
is located within the stable processing window predicted by DMM, i.e., within temperatures
ranging from 1223 to 1398 K at strain rates below 10-1 s'. Comparison of microstructural
observations for undeformed and deformed specimens, Figure 11 and 12 respectively, indicate
that this stable flow region in (Widmanstitten + primary) %o / P Ti-25A1- 11 Nb is associated with
dissolution of the Widmanstltten secondary %h, coarsening of the primary %h, and dynamic
spheroidization of the lamellar %2 microconstituents.
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Conclusions

Analysis of the mechanical behavior of Widmanstatten + primary oý + ý Ti-25AI- I INb
has confirmed that dynamic material modeling (DMM) can be utilized to establish the flow
stress-strain rate-temperature-strain criteria for stable flow.

The corrected true stress-true plastic strain behavior of this alloy at low temperatures and
high strain rates was characterized by continuous strain hardening. As the test temperature
increased and/or the strain rate decreased, the extent of this strain hardening regime decreased.
Ultimately initial yielding was immediately followed by flow softening with steady state flow
conditions being observed at higher strains.

Unstable regions predicted by DMM were related to transformation of orthorhombic 0
-a a•, kinking of the c,2 lamellae, shear band formation and coarsening of the dynamically
recrystallized grain structure.

Stable flow regimes as predicted by DMM were shown to be associated with dissolution
of the Widmanstatten %, coarsening of primary %., and dynamic spheroidization of the lamellar
02 microconstituents.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of Ti-25AI- 1 lNb.

Ti Al Nb 0 C N Fe

at.% bal. 24.95 10.83 0.26 0.26 0.04 0.042

wt.% bal. 14.25 21.30 0.09 0.09 0.012 0.05

Table 2. Phase transformations of Ti-25A1- lINb [19].

Temperature ( K) Phases

< 1079 [ {-2s}+0e+O

1079 - 1394 (5+oas }+ot, Dissolution/Disordering
Morphological rearrangement

1394- 1432 5-NX

> 1432

0

0

0
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Figure 1. Optical micrograph of Ti-25A1-1lNb microstructure in the as-forged condition,
exhibiting primary oEX colonies in a transformed P3 matrix (Widmanstatten secondary cL+P3j).
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0

0

Figure 6. Optical microstructure of the as-deformed (i = 0.65) Ti-25AI-1 lNb sample at constant
true strain rate of lt 10s" and deformation temperature of 1173 K.
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Figure 7. Optical microstructures of the as-deformed Cc 0.65) T~i-25AI-11Nb samples at
constant true strain rate of 1 s-1 and deformation temperature of* (a) 1173 K and (b) 1273 K.
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I

Figure 11. Optical microstructure of a non-deformed Ti-25AI-1lNb sample held at 1273 K for

- 2 hours.
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Figure 12. Optical microstructures of the as-deformed (E = 0.65) Ti-25AI-1lNb samples at 1273
K at constant true strain mte of (a) 1 s", (b) 10"lO2 , (c) 104 s".
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Absftract
Dynamic material modeling (DMM) analysis has been employed to examine the high

strain, elevated temperature mechanical behavior of Widmanst~tten (a 2 + () Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-
IMo. Flow regimes predicted by this analysis were then correlated with microstructural
observations. Unstable flow zones were associated with a 2 platelets kinking and shear band
formation in the %+#-phase field; with flow localization at grain boundaries and dynamic grain
growth in the 16-phase field. Stable flow regimes were associated with dynamic spheroidization
of the Widmanstitten % platelets in the a 2+0-phase field, and to dynamic recrystallization in
the (-phase field.

Introduction

Numerous studies of the titanium aluminides have been undertaken during recent years
aimed at increasing the high temperature capability of titanium-base alloys eventually leading to
the substitution of these low-density materials for nickel-base superalloys. While various
aluminide systems have been examined, Ti3Al-base alloys, which exhibit intermediate properties
between conventional ala ++0 Ti-alloys and y-TiAl intermetallics [1], appear to offer the highest
potential for near-term application. The necessity to improve the poor ductility and fracture
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toughness of these alloys has required the additions of 13-stabilizing elements, such as Nb, V,
or Mo. For this purpose, a series of Ti3AI-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys were developed based on an a 2+ 0

microstructure, Ti-25A1-1ONb-3V-lMo (at.%) "super-a 2" being among the most promising
compositions.

Further investigations [2-4] have shown that the room temperature ductility and fracture
toughness of (a +O)-titanium aluminides can be additionally enhanced through control of a22/0
volume fraction, a2 phase morphology, 0 phase distribution and grain size. Therefore, attainment
of optimized properties requires careful selection and control of manufacturing process control
parameters. As a consequence, relationships between initial microstructure, processing conditions
and final micstructure should be investigated. In this regard, previous attempts at process
control have been based on either a knowledge of atomic processes that define selected
deformation mechanisms [5], or mechanistic models for defect nucleation [6]. Unfortunately
their applicability is limited to simple engineering materials, e.g., stable single phase alloys. A
newer method, Dynamic Material Modeling (DMM), has been recently formulated [7-9] that
allows the study of advanced materials, e.g., multi-phase alloys. This method defines "stable"
plastic flow regions of strain rate and temperature at selected strains.

Dynamic material modeling assumes that the instantaneous power P absorbed by the
workpiece during plastic flow is dissipated by partitioning into a dissipator content G, which is
the work dissipated by plastic work, and is related to continuum effects, and a dissipator co-
content J, which is the work related to the metallurgcal mechanisms which occur dynamically
to dissipate power, and is therefore related to microstructural changes. The power P can then
be written as:

P - G~i - .d-+ f (1)d J

where o is the effective stress and a is the effective strain rate.
Based on continuum mechanics and extremum irreversible thermodynamics principles,

four stability criteria can be derived and utilized to establish "stable" zones within strain rate-
teeprocessing maps. The four stability criteria are:

0 <m<1 (2)

< 0[ (' m ] <o (3)8 (logt)

s > 1 (4)

[ 6s ] <o (0

5 (lo•) r,
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where m, the strain rate sensitivity factor, is defined as

m - [-"r-° .,T (6)a (logt)- L"

and s, the entropy factor, is related to the ratio of the rate of entropy produced by the system
with respect to the rate of entropy applied to the system:

S- () (7)

This approach has been applied and validated for deformation of several simple and
advanced materials (9-14] wherein dynamic microstructural rearrangements, e.g., dynamic
recrystallization-recovery or spheroidization, have been shown to be predominant energy
dissipative mechanisms in "stable" regions. "Unstable" regions have similarly been associated
with microstnictural features such as cavitation, wedge cracking, kinking, and particle cracking.
In particular, studies of titanium-base alloys and titanium alunmi'des indicate that morphological
rearrangements, principally those associated with dynamic recrystallization of a- or %-phase
microconstituents [14,15-16,191 or spheroidization of lamellar y+a2/a microstructures [11,12]
during deformation processing, are primary high temperature dissipative mechanisms, optimized
processing of titanium alloys/aluminides being best undertaken within the strain rate-temperature
region associated with these dissipative mechanism.

This study was undertaken to investigate various influences of morphological
rearrangements on the high strain, high temperature deformation mechanisms in a forged Ti-
26AI-1ONb-3V-1Mo (at. %) alloy, exhibiting an initial Widmanstitten{a 2+al} + grain boundary
q 2 micTostructure. Further comparison with Ti-25AI-11Nb [14], which possesses an initial
WidmanstItten{a2+0} + primary a 2 microstructure, will be also presented to provide a general
framework detailing the high temperature, high strain flow characteristics of Ti3AI-(Nb,V,Mo)
(a2+0) intermetallics.

Experimental details

Material cha tiQn
The Ti3MAI-Nb alloy investigated, Ti-26AW-O0Nb-3V-1Mo (at. %), was supplied by TIMET

and was received as a 152.4 mm thick slab having previously been forged from a 3400 kg triple
vacuum melted production ingot. Prior thermal history consisted of heating to 1533K, holding
at this temperature for 8 hours, forging, and then air cooling to ambient temperature. Table 1
lists the chemical composition of the alloy.

The as-received alloy exhibited a Widmanstitten a 2 + O/B2 microstructure with grain
boundary a 2 , Figure 1. Ambient temperature x-ray diffraction confirmed this a 2 + #/B2
structure, with in addition a small quantity of the orthorhombic phase 0.
Elevatd temu m= -opeso testing

Cylindrical samples (L.4=30.48mm, D0 =20.32mm, L/D ratio=1.5), machined parallel
to the forging axis, were utilized to examine the high strain, high temperature deformation
behavior of Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-1Mo. In addition, ring samples with an OD/ID/H (outside
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diameter, inside diameter, and height, respectively) ratio of 6/3/2 were deformed to evaluate
frictional correction factors (201. In each instance, boron nitride was used as the lubricant with
HfC dispersion strengthened Mo (T < 1373K) or SiC (T > 1373K) compression platens.

Uniaxial hot-compression was performed in high purity argon environment (< lppb 02).

Prior to testing, a vacuum of 1 mPa was achieved and the chamber was then backfilled to a
pressure of 13.8 kPa with high purity gettered argon gas. In all tests, specimens were heated at
a constant heating rate of 20 K/min, soaked at deformation temperature for 10 minutes prior to
testing, tests being conducted at temperatures between 1073 and 1473K, the deformation
temperature being monitored within ± 1K by two type C thermocouples spotwelded to the
sample. Compression testing at constant true strain rates between 104 and 1 s-1 was performed
in stroke control, the constant strain rate being achieved by utilizing an exponential decay signal
input. Deformation times at temperature were approximately 117 min., 11 min., 70 sec., 7 sec.,
and 0.7 sec, respectively.

In order to retain the in-situ microstructure after deformation for subsequent
microstructure observations the samples were argon gas-jet cooled immediately following
straining. Undeformed samples were also prepared in the same system by heating at 20K/min,
soaking for = 2 hours (soak time similar to the longest deformation processing time), and
cooling.

Data acquisition involved recording load and stroke vs. time. Corrections of the flow
stress-strain data for friction and deformation-heating effects were performed, details of both
procedures being given in a previous publication [21].
M i observations

Metallographic studies were performed by optical microscopy on the as-deformed
samples, the latter being sectioned at their medium section parallel to the compression axis.
Surfaces of observation were polished and finally etched with Kroll's reagent prior to
mirostructural observations which were conducted in the center zone of the sections.

Results

At the lowest temperatures examined, 1073-1273K, the uncorrected flow curves exhibited
strain hardening at low strains, followed by a maxima and flow softening, ultimately achieving
steady state flow.1 Following correction for adiabatic heating this flow softening was eliminated
at the highest strain rates, i.e., 1011 and 1 s-1 , the isothermal flow stress curves exhibiting strain
hardening at high strains, Figure 2. Finally, with increasing test temperature and/or decreasing
strain rate, the initial strain hardening regime was eliminated, flow softening commencing upon
yielding.

As the 0 transus (1407K) [21] was approached the flow curves also exhibited an initial
flow stress drop followed by steady-state behavior, the amplitude of the yield drop decreasing
with increasing temperature and decreasing strain rate. A more complete description of this
phenomenon will be presented elsewhere [22].

Samples examined at 1073-1123K/>10s"' and 1173K/>10"ls-I failed by catastrophic shear during
compression and therefore lower temperature and higher strain rate conditions were not considered for
further testing.
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Figure 3 summarizes the dependence of the flow stress of Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo upon
temperature and strain rate. The flow stress decreased with increasing temperature, with the rate
of change of flow stress with temperature decreasing with increasing strain. Comparison of the
flow stress - temperature dependence of Ti-26Al-lONb-3V-lMo with conventional Ti-6-4 and
Ti-6242 a+$ alloys [17-19] and with another a~2+0 (Ti-25A-l-lNb [14]) alloy demonstrates a
stronger flow stress dependence upon temperature, e.g. (d#/dT){jc 2 +0} -2.2(doF/dT){cO +3} and

1.7(de/dT){c!+O(Ti-25-1 1)) within the 07-100 and O3-300 temperature range.

Discussion

As illustrated by Figure 2, the flow stress-strain-temperature-strain rate behavior of Ti-
26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo is complex. Interpretation of this flow behavior requires a detailed
knowledge of the microstructural stability. For example a previous study [21] has shown that
isochronal exposure of Ti-26AI-l0Nb-3V-lMo, with an initial Widmanstitten ci2+13/B2
microstructure, first results in transformation of the orthorhombic 0 phase to %, followed by
dissolution of the %2 phase, and subsequent B2 disordering below the ft transus (1407K), Table
2. Knowledge of this microstructural stability can be coupled with dynamic material modeling
(DMM) to select optimal deformation conditions, temperature and strain rate, for high
temperature processing of Ti-26AI-O0Nb-3V-1Mo.

In this approach, the strain rate sensitivity, m, is considered to be a critical parameter
function of temperature and strain rate, Figure 4. High m values were observed within two
temperature/strain rate regions, at 1398K and 104s-, and at 1423 K and 1 s-1, where the alloy
is primarily 0 and completely 0, respectively. These high m values may be associated with
grain boundary sliding or more generally with grain boundary associated deformation [11] at
these high temperatres where deformation is controlled by the P phase. Indeed, the presence
of a yield drop, which is related to initiation of plastic flow at/within the grain boundary region,
in this temperature range supports this suggestion [22]. Maximum m values representative of
superplasticity (m > 0.5) were also observed in the present study at 1273K and 104 -1, Figure
4. This regime coincides with a previous study by Yang et at. (23] who reported that Ti-25AI-
1ONb-3V-lMo is superplastic (m = 0.6) at low strain rates (5x10"S-l.5xl0 4 rs) and intermediate
temperatures (1223-1283K), a maximum elongation of 570 pct. being reported at 1253K and
1.5x10 4s-1.

Application of the DMM mechanistic stability criteria, 0 < m < 1 and 6m/6log! < 0,
to the high temperature deformation of Ti-26AI-10Nb-3V-lMo at three different strains (0.05,
0.35, and 0.65) is shown in Figure 5 where unstable flow regions are shown as grey-shaded
areas.2 Unstable deformation at low strain (0.05) based on these criteria is observed at low
temperature, T < 1273K, and low strain rate, < 102s-1. As the deformation strain increases,
this unstable region ultimately expands to higher temperaures. In addition, unstable flow is
observed at high temperatures (T > 1323K) at both high (> 101s-') and low (< 10-3S-1) Strain
rates, the extent of these unstable zones increasing with increasing strain. Finally, at high strain
(0.65) an additional instability appears in the low temperature / high strain rate regime.

2 According to Footnote 1, samples examined at the lowest temperature. and highest strain rates are
included within the unstable region at the highest strain (0.65), as illustrated by the addition of dashed
lines in the following processing maps.
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Additional DMM deliberations involve consideration of the entropy factor, s, as defined
by Equation (7). This factor, calculated from the computation of the slope of the Log (a) vs.
1000/T plots in Figure 6, distinguishes three regions at low, intermediate, and near/above the
P tranmus temperatures. These three regions are associated with the O+%+13, %2 +03, and 3
phase fields, respectively.

Figure 7 summarizes the application of the DMM "thermodynamic" stability criteria, s
> 1 and Ms/6logi < 0, to the high temperature behavior of Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo at three
different strains (0.05, 0.35, and 0.65). High s values are observed at low strain rates and
i nterediate temperatures. While this maximum location is independent of strain, the absolute
value of s increases with increasing strain. Three distinct regions based on these criteria were
observed at low strain (0.05) within the (i) low temperature and low strain rate, (ii) high
temperature and low strain rate, and (iii) high temperature and high strain rate regimes. As
strain increases (0.35 and 0.65), both the low temperature/low strain rate and high
temperature/high strain rate instabilities disappear while the high temperatures/low strain rates
region is shifted to higher rates. A new region of instability is observed at low temperature/high
rates at high strain (0.65).

In order to assist in defining operative microstructural mechanisms in high temperature
deformation, values of activation energy for Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo were calculated by assuming
the general power law functional relationship:

i- AaJ-exP.R~p (9)

where A is a ini-r t -t ue-dependent constant, n the stress dependence of the strain rate, R is
the gas constant, and Q, is the apparent activation energy. Computations of Qj were performed
at low strain, 1 = 0.05, in order to minimize microstructural changes induced by deformation.
The results of these computations could discrn three regimes, i.e. a warm working (< 1123K),
a hot working (> 1123K - # transus), and a #-working (near-above a transus) regime, as
previously endorsed by [151 in cast Ti-24A1-11Nb. Values of the activation anergies were <
700 kJ/mol, 700-900 ki/mol, and < 500 kJ/mol, respectively, for the three aforementioned
regimes, comparable with [15]. However the absence of primary a2 colonies in the Ti-26AI-
IONb-3V-IMo alloy resulted in lower activation energies in the intermediate hot working
temperature range (1173-1423K) as compared to Ti-24AI-1INb [15], plastic flow in this region
apparently being associated with the deformation characteristics of the %2 phase.

According to the DMM theory [10,11], stable processing windows predicted by DMM
criteria should be located within "stable" Q regimes, i.e., where a plateau of Q, values exists
over the temperature/strain rate range considered. The DMM maps shown in Figure 8 combines
both mechanistic and thermodynamic criteria at each of the three selected strains with activation
energy values of Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-1Mo, where the optimal strain rate and temperature regimes
for "stable" flow are specified at each strain. Indeed Q, values for Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo,
Figure 8, do not exhibit large variations throughout the stable temperature/strain rate regime
examined. Stable conditions according to DMM criteria exist within temperatures ranging from
1173 to 1378 K at strain rates between 1I03 and Mif• s-', and above the a transus at strain rates
between 10-1 and 10-1s, both regions exhibiting "stable" Q, behavior.

Verification of the utility of the DMM approach also requires microstructumral information
in order to correlate DMM predictions with high strain deformation characteristics. These
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microstructural features are summarized in Figure 9 where observed deformation mechanisms
are indicated for each stable/unstable region.

During low temperature deformation in the a2++0 phase field at high strain rates and low
temperatures, extensive macroscopic flow localization accompanied by cracking was observed,
Figure 10 3, with shear band fracture developing at high strains (0.65). Catastrophic shear
failure was observkd at the lowest temperature and highest strain rate conditions investigated.
Microscopic kinking and/or breakage of the fine WidmanstAtten %2 platelets, Figure 11, was also
observed with the unstable low temperature I high strain rate regime.

Unstable flow in the high temperature regions, T > 1323 K, was ascribed to non-
uniform deformation within the predominantly 3 microstructure [22]. At high rates, > o0's',
where strain is localized at 13 grain boundaries, relaxation may eventually be achieved by
dynamic recrystallization or by grain boundary cracking, Figure 12. At lower rates, < 10 3s',
serrated grain boundaries resulting from repeated steps of grain boundary sliding and migration
are observed, Figure 13. These microstructumral observations reinforce the importance of grain
boundary-controlled deformation at these temperatures, where high m values and the presence
of yield stress drops [22] were observed at low strains. At low strain rates, long time exposure
corresponding to these low rates results in dynamic grain growth, an unstable mechanism in this
regime.

Microstructural features of the two stable regions, Figure 9, were also evaluated in order
to correlate stable flow with related microstructural evolutions. Microstructural observations of
undeformed specimens in the same conditions were also conducted. Above the fl-transus, as it
is suggested by microstructural observation of recrystallized grains in samples deformed in the
0-phase field and also by the presence of oscillations in the stress-strain curves associated with
this regime, stable flow is to be related to dynamic recrystallization. Below the 0 transus, stable
flow is associated with microstructural changes of the platelet-like %2 phase. Comparison of
microstructural observations for undeformed and deformed specimens, Figure 14 and 15
respectively, indicate that this stable flow region in Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-1Mo is associated with
dynamic spheroidization of the Widmanstitten %2 platelets.

Comparison with Ti-24/25AI-1 Nb: Generalifion to T6AI-(Nb.V.Mo) alumiinides
The strain-stress behavior of Ti-26AM-1ONb-3V-1Mo is similar to those previously

presented for Ti-25AI-11Nb [14], implying that these variations of flow behavior with
tand strain rate are characteristic of Ti3AI-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys. Schematically, this
behavior can be described by a progression from continuous strain hardening, to flow softening
with strain hardening at high strains, to flow softening followed by steady-state, to flow
softening upon yielding, to continuous steady-state flow, and finally, to the observation of a yield
point, as temperature increases and/or strain rate decreases, Figure 16.

The present results of activation energy computations are similar to those reported for
studies in cast Ti-24AI-11Nb [15] and forged Ti-25AI-11Nb [14], Table 3. Comparable Q,
values were observed in the warm working regime (< 700 kJ/mol) as well as in the 0-working
regime (< 500 kJ/mol) for the three compositions. However, the absence of primary ct2
colonies in the Ti-26AI-10Nb-3V-lMo alloy appears to be responsible for the lower activation

I The non-symmetric deformation was not associated with a developing temperature gradient [24]
across the samples as the temperature difference between top and bottom was only 4K.

I
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energies in the intermediate hot working temperature range (1173-1423K), where plastic flow
in this region is apparently defined by the morphology and deformation characteristics of ,he a2
phase.

DMM predictions for the Ti3AI-base aluminides are also comparable. Tables 4 and 5
parallel our previous results for Ti-25AI-11Nb [14] with the present Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo
instability results for each "mechanistic" and "thermodynamic" criteria. Warm working
temperatures in this table are described by those temperatures where the microstructure is a
stable a% + small volume fraction of fl, and hot working temperatures are those where the
microstructure is unstable a2 + 1, i.e. where the a2 phase transforms. It is interesting to note
that the singular difference between the two alloys results from their respective grain boundary
constitution, grain boundary a 2 precipitates being only present in Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-1Mo.
Indeed, higher alloying additions induces higher solute concentration at grain boundaries, which
are responsible for unstable flow at high strain rates in the 0-phase temperature range [221. The
influence of grain boundary precipitates is also illustrated at intermediate temperatures where
they induce grain boundary cracking due to the characteristics of the a2 phase lining this
boundaries which is not present in Ti-25AI-1lNb. Finally these observations may be generalized
to a 2+0 aluminides, where unstable flow is a result of (i) macro-flow localization and (ii) a 2-
kinking at low temperatures and/or high strain rates, (iii) grain boundaries flow localization
associated with #3-phase deformation (yield point) and (iv) dynamic grain coarsening at high
temperatures and slow strain rates. Additionally, the presence of the orthorhombic phase in
Ti3•A-(Nb,V,Mo) may contribute to unstable flow as it is suggested that this instability is related
to transformations involving this orthorhombic phase, which occurs during long term
deformation/aging [25].

Stable conditions for Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-1Mo can also be correlated with Ti-25AI-IlNb
results where the principal stable deformation mechanism in the latter is dynamic spheroidization
of primary a 2 colonies. In Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo, dynamic spheroidization is also predominant
but involves spheroidization of Widmanstdtten %2 platelets. Stable flow in a 2+3 Ti3A1-
ahnninides may therefore be generalized to be associated with (i) dynamic spheroidization of the
a2 microconstituent(s), being present in the microstructure as primary colonies (Ti-24/25AI-
1lNb) or Widmanstitten platelets (Ti-26A1-1ONb-3V-lMo), and (ii) dynamic recrystallization
in the #-phase range.

Conclusions

Analysis of the mechanical behavior of Widmanstitten a2 +#/B2 Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo
has confirmed that dynamic material modeling (DMM) can be utilized to establish the flow
stress-strain rate-temperature-strain criteria for stable flow.

The corrected true stress-true plastic strain behavior of this alloy at low temperatures and
high strain rates was characterized by strain hardening followed by flow softening. As the test
temperature increased and/or the strain rate decreased, the extent of this strain hardening regime
decreased. Ultimately initial yielding was immediately followed by flow softening with steady
state flow conditions being observed at higher strains.

Unstable regions predicted by DMM were microstructurally related to kinking of the a2
platelets and shear band formation within the C12+0-phase deformation zone, while related to
flow localization at grain boundaries and dynamic grain growth in the O-phase deformation
region. Stable flow regimes as predicted by DMM were shown to be associated with dynamic
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spheroidization and coarsening of the platelet-like Widmanstatten a 2 in the ca2+3-phase
deformation field, and to dynamic recrystallization in the 13-phase deformation field.

.Typical elevated temperature plastic flow behavior of (a22+0) Ti3Al-base aluminides has
been defined where instabilities are generally associated with macro/micro flow localization due
to the characteristics of the a2 microconstituent(s) in the a 2 +0--phase range, grain boundary flow
localization and dynamic grain coarsening in the #-phase field; stable regimes are representative
of dynamic spheroidization of the a 2 microconstituent(s) in the a 2 +1-phase regime and dynamic
recrystalization when the alloy is 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of Ti-26AI-IONb-3V-lMo.

Ti Al Nb V Mo O C Fe

at. bal. 25.79 10.26 3.09 1.04 0.23 0.11 0.07

wt% bal. 14.60 1 20.00 3.30 2.10 0.08 0.027 0.08

Table 2. Phase transformations of Ti-26AI-1ONb-3V-lMo (19].

Temperanue (K) Phases

= < 1023 Widmanstitten{(A/B2X)+oi2 } + 0

=1023 - 1222 Widmanstitten{(O/B2X +z2s}

1222- 1355 Widmanstltten{(f/B2X+(a 2-.c)s}

1355- 1379 B2

1379- 1407 B2 -* j

> 1407
I0I
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Table 3. Comparison of estimated activation energies of %+16 titanium aluminides.

H-ighi-Tempertaure Ti-26AI-10Nb-3V-1Mo Ti-25Al- 11lNb Ti-24A1- I INb

Deformation Domain (forged) (forged) [16] (cast) [15]

Warm Working < 700 < 700 < 815
(< 1123K)

Hot Working 700-900 1100 !080

(below 0 transus) _

O-Working < 500 < 500 278
(near-above

0-'0_ transus)

II0

wA
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Table 4. Comparison of instability deformation mechanisms between Ti-26AI-ONb-3V-lMo
and Ti-25AI- 11Nb, when considering "mechanistic" stability criteria.

High-Temperature Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-lMo Ti-25A1-l1Nb
Deformation Domain (forged) (forged) (14]

Warm working flow localization, flow localization,
Low strain rate kinking of a 2 platelets kinking of a2 lamellae

Warm working shear band, shear band
High strain rate grain boundary cracking

Hot working grain boundary grain boundary
Low strain rate flow localization, flow localization,

dynamic grain coarsening dynamic grain coarsening

Hot working grain boundary stable
high strain rate microcracking (yield drop at low strains)

0i

Table 5. Comparison of instability deformation mechanisms between Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo
and Ti-25AI-IINb, when considering "thermodynamic" stability criteria.

High-Temperature Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo Ti-25AI-l lNb
Deformation Domain (forged) (forged) [14]

Warm working flow localization, flow localization,
Low strain rate unstable morphology unstable morphology

of %2 platelets of a 2 platelets

Hot working grain boundary sliding, grain boundary sliding,
Low strain rate dynamic grain coarsening dynamic grain coarsening

Hot working grain boundary stable
high strain rate flow localization (yield drop at low strains)

0
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Fig=i 1. Optal micrograph of Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-lMo mirsncucin the as-forged
com~on. xbi~ng W~nsftnq?+(p/B2) [S] and grain boundary a2OB [GBJ.
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Figure 3. Typical dependence of temperature and strain rate on flow stress at (a) 0.05 and
(b) 0.65 true plastic strain in Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-lMo.
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Figure 5. Strain rate sensitivity factor, m, as a function of temperature and strain rate at
Istrains of (a) 0.05, (b) 0.35, (c) 0.65. The shaded areas are unstable zones as defined by
mechanistic stability criteria.
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Figure 6. Log (corrected true stress) vs. 1000/T(K) at 0.35 strain. The slope of the
different regimes are directly proportional to the entro, -, factor s.
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Figure 7. Entropy parameter, s, as a function of temperature and strain rate at strains of (a)
0.05, (b) 0.35, (c) 0.65. The shaded areas are unstable zones as defined by "thermodynamic"
stability criteria.
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Figure 8. Ti-26Al-1ONb-3V-lMo DMM stability maps as a function of temperature and
strain rate at strains of (a) 0.05, (b) 0.35, (c) 0.65. The shaded areas are unstable zones as
defined by all four stability criteria. Q, values (kJ.mol"') contour lines are plotted as
background.
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Figure 9. DMM stability maps after merging all four criteria at three different strains with
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Figure 11. Optical microtucur of the as-deformed (i a 0.65) Ti-26A1-lONb-3V-lMo
smple at comtant tam strain rate of 10"3s-1 and test tmperature of 1173 K showing 02
klkiang/micro-flow localization (arrows).

I
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Figure 12. Optical microsmu of the as-deformed (i = 0.65) Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo
sample at constan true strain rate of 1 sr1 and test temperature of 1473 K. The black arrows
indicate recrystalizcd grains; the white arrows indicate grain boundary cracking.
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/• ~Figur 13. Optia iW aut of the a-dformed (c-f 0.65) Ti-26AI-10Nb-3V-1Mo

um*l at COMMtamt tr Mtain rate of 10r4rl and test ftempeam of 1348 K.
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Figure 14. Optical r of a non-defomred Ti-26AI-lONb-3V-lMo sample held at
1348 K for -2 hours.
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Figure 16. Illustration of the flow behavior of Ti3AI-(Nb,V,Mo) alloys with increasing
tempeature and decreasing strain rate; (a) continuous strain hardening, (b) flow softening
followed by strain hardening, (c) flow softening followed by steady state, (d) flow softening
upon yielding, (e) continuous steady-state flow, and (f) yield point phenomenon.


